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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with a design of autonomous agents capable of playing many
games. The framework of choice, which includes any synchronous, deterministic
perfect-information game, is General Game Playing (GGP). GGP is a recent major
embodiment of a multi-game playing idea. The aim is to make Artificial Intelligence
methods, instead of humans, analyze and reason about the games. The idea was
proposed by Stanford Logic Group at Stanford University and since 2005, there has
been an annual GGP Competition organized. The winners of the competition define
trends and the state-of-the-art approaches.

Since 2007, the most successful players have been using Monte-Carlo Tree Se-
arch (MCTS) together with the Upper Confidence Bounds applied for Trees (UCT)
algorithm. We propose a simulation-based player, called MINI-Player, which is also
MCTS/UCT based. However, its unique aspects and, therefore, contributions of the
thesis are several major enhancements to the baseline approach. Firstly, Monte Carlo
simulations are no longer fully random but rather they are guided, in a semi-random
manner, by light-weight strategies (heuristics) which make them biased toward cer-
tain behavior. We put forward a concept of Abstract Strategy as a MCTS-friendly
encapsulation of such a heuristic.

Secondly, the quality and suitability of the heuristics is evaluated online for each
player in the played game. Four methods for this purpose are discussed. Experi-
ments on 17 multi-player and 10 single-player games leave a clear evidence that the
portfolio with dynamic adaptation increases the playing efficacy of MINI-Player by
a significant margin. In addition, there are shown benefits of variety and synergy
when MINI-Player has access to all the strategies. Such a player is stronger than a
version using only the best evaluated strategy chosen after the initial analysis time
(START clock).

Thirdly, a flexible and very efficient system to deal with Game Description Lan-
guage (GDL) is introduced. Ability to interpret this language is an obligatory com-
ponent of every GGP agent. A low computational efficiency is the cost of built-in
universality allowing users to describe any game, as long as the technical properties
are satisfied, i.e, synchronicity, determinism and complete information. The fastest
publicly available solutions to GDL are based on Prolog dwelling on a fact that
GDL is a subset of Prolog with small modifications. The proposed interpreter of
MINI-Player not only enables us to integrate the logical interpretation of GDL with
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the strategies but also increases speed compared to Yet Another Prolog (YAP) by
a factor of four in average from 28 games. YAP is widely regarded as the fastest
Prolog engine applied to GGP up to date.

Moreover, to further mitigate the effect of slower simulations by applying knowledge-
based strategies, we propose a novel parallelization method. The method is a com-
bination of three ideas: Tree Parallelization, Root Parallelization and search se-
paration on remote machines. The method is dedicated for scenarios with a huge
number of consumer-grade computers (not high-end servers) and games with a large
branching factor.

Lastly, we report on MINI-Player, the first Polish GGP player to reach the fi-
nal stage of a GGP Competition. In the current form, as described in the thesis, it
achieves significantly better score in the tested games than CadiaPlayer, the winning
program from 2012. A majority of the tested games come from the past competi-
tions. Creating a successful GGP player requires many components to work in an
integrated fashion. The following thesis most notably focuses on the components
which were mentioned in this abstract.



Abstrakt

Rozprawa dotyczy tematu opracowywania autonomicznych agentów potrafiących z
powodzeniem grać w wiele gier. Konkretną wybraną domeną jest General Game
Playing (GGP), która zawiera dowolne gry synchroniczne, deterministyczne z pełną
informacją. GGP jest jednym z najnowszych urzeczywistnień koncepcji tworzenia
uniwersalnych graczy. Celem jest przeniesienie ciężaru przeprowadzania analizy gry
oraz wnioskowania w ramach danej gry z człowieka na metody Sztucznej Inteli-
gencji. Pomysł został zaproponowany przez Zespół Logiki na Uniwersytecie Stan-
forda, który od 2005 roku organizuje coroczne Mistrzostwa GGP. Zwycięzcy definiują
trendy oraz poszerzają aktualny stan wiedzy w dziedzinie.

Od 2007 roku najskuteczniejsi gracze używają podejścia opartego na przeszuki-
waniu drzewa gry metodami Monte Carlo (ang. Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS))
wspartego algorytmem UCT (ang. Upper Confidence Bounds Applied for Trees).
Gracz zaproponowany w niniejszej pracy, zwany MINI-Player, również bazuje na
podejściu MCTS/UCT. Jednakże posiada on unikalne cechy, stanowiące zarazem
główne osiągnięcia rozprawy, polegające na wielu istotnych usprawnieniach bazo-
wego podejścia. Przede wszystkim, symulacje Monte Carlo nie są wyłącznie losowe,
lecz są ukierunkowywane w pseudolosowy sposób przy pomocy lekkich strategii,
zwanych również heurystykami. Definiujemy koncepcję Abstrakcyjnej Strategii jako
pewnej abstrakcji sposobu zastosowania heurystyki w algorytmie MCTS.

Ponadto, zarówno jakość jak i użyteczność heurystyk w danej grze jest oceniana
w czasie rzeczywistym podczas rozgrywki. Do zrealizowania tego zadania rozważone
zostały cztery metody. Eksperymenty przeprowadzone na 17 grach wieloosobowych
oraz 10 grach jednoosobowych ukazują wyraźną przewagę gracza stosującego zestaw
strategii nad graczem bazowym. Dodatkowo stawiamy i udowadniamy eksperymen-
talnie tezę, że MINI-Player ze wszystkimi strategiami i dynamicznym mechanizmem
adaptacji jest silniejszym graczem niż wersja wyposażona tylko w najlepiej ocenioną
strategię dla danej gry, po upływie czasu wstępnej analizy (START clock). Powo-
dem może być efekt większej różnorodności przeszukiwania oraz zachodzącej synergii
między strategiami.

Opracowany również został elastyczny w użyciu i bardzo wydajny system do
operowania językiem GDL (ang. Game Description Language). Moduł odpowie-
dzialny za interpretację tego języka to nieodzowny element każdego agenta GGP.
Kosztem uniwersalności języka GDL, w którym można opisać dowolną grę spełnia-
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jącą techniczne wymogi (synchroniczność, determinizm i pełna informacja) jest wy-
soki narzut obliczeniowy. Najwydajniejsze dostępne metody bazują na zastosowaniu
Prologa, wykorzystując fakt, że GDL jest jego lekko zmodyfikowanym podzbiorem.
Utworzony na potrzeby MINI-Playera interpreter nie tylko pozwala na zintegrowa-
nie strategii z samym mechanizmem wywodu logicznego, ale również osiąga średnio
cztery razy większą szybkość wykonywania symulacji niż Yet Another Prolog (YAP)
na testowanej klasie 28 gier. YAP jest szeroko uznawany za najszybszą implemen-
tację języka Prolog wśród stosowanych w GGP.

Dodatkowo, zaproponowana została nowa metoda zrównoleglenia budowy drzewa
gry, aby zwiększyć wydajność czasową symulacji, która została zmniejszoną przez
wprowadzenie strategii (losowe przeszukiwanie jest dużo szybsze bez uwzględnienia
wiedzy pochodzącej ze strategii). Metoda jest połączeniem trzech pomysłów - zrów-
noleglenia pełnego drzewa (ang. Tree Parallelization), zrównoleglenia przy korzeniu
(ang. Root Parallelization) oraz ograniczenia przeszukiwania na zdalnych maszy-
nach. Dedykowanym scenariuszem zastosowania dla tej metody jest przypadek du-
żej liczby komputerów domowej klasy oraz gry z wysokim stopniem rozgałęzienia
(oczekiwaną liczbą legalnych ruchów).

Wreszcie, rozprawa zawiera raport na temat MINI-Playera, pierwszego gracza z
Polski, który awansował do finałowego etapu Mistrzostw GGP. W aktualnej postaci,
gracz osiąga statystycznie istotnie lepszy wynik w testowanych grach niż program
CadiaPlayer, który wygrał mistrzostwa w roku 2012. Zdecydowana większość te-
stowanych gier pochodzi z dotychczasowych mistrzostw. Powodzenie w zbudowaniu
gracza GGP wymaga wielu współgrających ze sobą komponentów. Niniejsza praca
omawia większość z nich ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem aspektów opisanych w tym
streszczeniu.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is positioned within a subfield of Artificial Intelligence (AI) related to
autonomous game playing agents. Since 1950s, making machines play games has
been identified as a fully-fledged research area. Some theoretical methods, such
as [1] even preceded the first modern computers. Classic games typically come with
well-defined rules which encode abstract problems. Such problems can be related
to real-world phenomena, e.g., the Monopoly game relates to economy. Games can
be used as cheap, deterministic, easily repeatable testing frameworks for various AI
techniques and discrete space search algorithms (in particular graph-based). Playing
a game well, i.e., choosing the right actions leading to a victory, requires some
kind of real-time reasoning in a highly dynamic and competitive environment. The
author of this thesis agrees with the statement from [2] that “mathematical games
provide a framework for studying intelligent behavior in models of real-world settings
or restricted domains”. Finally, game playing programs can be used as tutors or
opponents for the human players.

In 1997, an IBM-made computer named Deep Blue [3] defeated the reigning world
champion in Chess, Garry Kasparov. This breakthrough moment was a dusk of the
human supremacy era in Chess and an undisputable success of the AI. However,
this event also showed that displaying perfection in Chess does not make a machine
intelligent as people 50 years ago would think. Deep Blue was using a hand-crafted
heuristic evaluation function, a huge database of openings and endings and a first-
rate computer hardware of that times. One can argue that the only intelligence
involved was by its creators and the Chess experts which helped at various stages
of the Deep Blue project. It neither could play a trivial game of Tic-Tac-Toe nor
solve a simple mathematical problem. That memorable victory of a machine was
also a dawn of a new era in which the focus was shifted toward new challenges of AI
such as Arimaa [4], Go [5], human-like game playing [6] [7] or multi-purpose game
playing [8]. Our research area relates to the latter. In this chapter, we formulate
the problem, the goals and the hypotheses undertaken in the thesis.



2 Introduction

1.1 Multi-Game Playing Problem

Multi-purpose game playing also known as multi-game playing is a trend which re-
volves around creating computer systems, called agents, capable of playing a variety
of games. Such programs are not created for any specific game because they accept
rules of arbitrary games as a runtime parameter. In particular, they must be able to
play a game they have never encountered before. Human involvement in the process
stops at the point when program is finished. No human intervention is required
during the playing time.

The idea of designing universal game playing systems has strong research motiva-
tions. Firstly, the responsibility for analyzing a game is transferred from human ex-
perts to a system itself. Therefore, the programs must successfully integrate concepts
like knowledge representation, knowledge discovery, learning, strategic reasoning or
fast state-space search. These concepts are not limited to games and, therefore,
have potential to be transferred to other domains of applicability, to name a few:
economy, medicine or transportation. Secondly, the problem poses many challenges
for Computational Intelligence (CI) methods, automatically constructed heuristics,
machine learning and opponent modeling.

The most notable past attempts to define a multi-game playing program are
SAL [9], Morph II [10], Hoyle [11] and METAGAMER [12]. SAL [9], which name
comes from Search and Learning, was created to play two-player, perfect information
board games. SAL employed an alpha-beta search with a consistency search and a
state evaluation function in a form of a neutral network.

Morph II [10] evolved from a Chess playing program Morph into a universal
multi-game playing concept. For a state evaluator, the program combined many
ideas such as hierarchical pattern learning or genetic evolution. It could play very
simple games such as Tic-Tac-Toe perfectly and chess moderately well but the per-
formance in other complex games is unknown.

Hoyle [11] could only play two-player board games and learn by observing an
expert player playing against a random one or by playing against itself. Hoyle
demonstrated high playing skills in variety of two-player games. Although the games
were rather simple, the approach is considered a significant achievement in the field.

METAGAMER [12] is the name of a multi-game player which was proposed
together with an idea for multi-game environment, a predecessor of General Game
Playing. Several versions of METAGAMER were tested against baseline players in
a tournament consisting of five chess-like games. For each game, there was a version
of METAGAMER that could beat the respective baseline player, however, no single
version was clearly the best, so the program was not flexible enough to be universally
strong. It was also tested against GNU Chess what revealed that it could stand a
chance when given handicap of a knight and if GNU Chess operated on the lowest
difficulty setting.

The most recent and the most sophisticated embodiment of the concept is Gen-
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eral Game Playing (GGP) [13] proposed by the Stanford’s Logic Group [14] in 2005.
Comparing to the previous proposals, GGP is the closest to being universal be-
cause of the way rules of games are represented. This is our multi-game framework
of choice and every method described in this thesis will refer to GGP. The terms
GGP player, GGP agent and just player or agent will be used interchangeably
to describe a program, capable of playing many games, conforming to the Stanford’s
GGP specification.

The limitations imposed on the allowed games in GGP:

• Finite - which means that there are finite numbers of players, states and
actions available in any state. In addition, a game always terminates after a
finite number of steps (though it can be arbitrary long).

• Deterministic - there is no randomness in the rules of games such as a dice
roll.

• Perfect (Complete) Information - each player has equal and complete infor-
mation about the game state as opposed to imperfect (hidden) information
games such as Poker, for instance.

The type of games considered in GGP:

The word synchronous appears in the title as a description rather than limitation of
the class of considered games. In synchronous games, all players submit their actions
simultaneously and then the game state is updated. A vector composed of all players’
actions, by means of one action per player, is called a joint move. No state updates
can occur between consecutive applications of the joint moves. However, this is not
a technical limitation, because every finite game can be modeled as a synchronous
one. Turn-based games are easily simulated by introduction of no-operation moves
being the only legal moves for players without a turn. If a game needs a finer-grained
sampling for state updates than players’ actions, then an artificial counter can be
introduced and all players can have no-operation moves as exclusive legal actions
depending on the value of the counter. A state update still happens after a joint
move of no-operations and the new state can be computed based on any conditions,
not necessarily the moves made by players.

Games may feature any positive number of players including the case of one-
player games called puzzles. They can be cooperative, competitive or partially
both. It may be undecidable whether it is worth cooperating with a certain player.
For practical purposes, games which require very frequent state updates e.g. 10 per
second or having a very complex state structure such as video games are not used
in GGP. Most of the deterministic classical mind games such as Chess, Checkers,
Hex or Othello are GGP-friendly.



4 Introduction

1.2 Research Goals

In the previous section, we defined what the multi-game playing problem is and what
the research motivations behind this problem are. Here, we attempt to formulate
goals of the study contained in this thesis. The goals can be summarized as follows:

1. To advance the state-of-the-art research in areas of GGP and Monte Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS). Our motivation was to induce knowledge into MCTS in a safe
way to avoid mistaken heuristic bias. Therefore, we propose a selection of light-
weight heuristics which guide Monte Carlo simulations. The heuristics are
evaluated online (autonomously, by the algorithm) and the system learns which
of them are worth using. It is a relatively safe option of applying knowledge,
because of the learning-by-simulation nature of the MCTS algorithm. This
approach is general enough to be applied in other domains, as well. We aim
at improving the playing efficacy by means of the better average score over a
regular state-of-the-art MCTS-based player.

2. To design and implement a complete GGP agent capable of participating in
the official GGP Championships successfully.

3. To create a strong player which achieves a higher average score than
CadiaPlayer [15] [16]. We use the publicly available version of CadiaPlayer
from 2012.

4. To construct a Game Description Language (GDL) interpreter which is fast
and allows a robust implementation of Monte Carlo simulations performed
with the use of the interpreter.

5. To propose and evaluate methods of running the GGP simulations in a mas-
sively parallel environment.

1.3 Research Hypotheses

In this thesis, the following two research hypotheses are raised and argumentally
verified:

• It is possible to construct a game-independent agent able to play with a high
level of competence every game of a certain type (multi-player, finite, deter-
ministic and perfect information) with an assumption that the agent is only
given formal game description by means of logical rules.
The high level of competence is defined as both (1) - achieving a better average
score than the reference player - CadiaPlayer (in the latest publicly available
version of the program from 2012) and (2) - winning at least 90% games with
the 95% confidence against a player which makes random legal actions with
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1-ply search to make a winning move and avoid instantly losing moves, if they
exist.

• In the GGP environment, it is possible to improve a universal MCTS/UCT
based player which relies on random playouts by adding a portfolio of strategies
(policies) and an effective mechanism of selecting a suitable policy to guide
the playouts.

1.4 Summary of Contributions

New strategies for GGP: we propose and evaluate three novel strategies (heuris-
tics) for General Game Playing.

The first one is called Statistical Symbols Counting. From the static analysis of a
GDL description, the potential candidates for the elements of a heuristic evaluation
function are identified. Using simulations, statistics are computed for the selected
components. After that phase we introduce an evaluation function by means of a
linear combination of the number of occurrences of the particular elements and their
weights computed in the learning phase.

The second heuristic is called Exploration, which underpinning idea is to explore
the state-space as much as possible. We define a metric of similarity for arbitrary
two game states. The Exploration strategy is particularly useful for single-player
games.

The third one is called Score which analyzes a game description to discover
ordered domains and rules which operate on that domains. The Score strategy is
enabled if in order to win “one player has to have more of X”, where X is a countable
property (from an ordered domain). Apart from the novel strategies, we revisit the
approximate goal evaluation heuristic, found in the literature [17] and propose a
novel way to implement it and incorporate into the MCTS.

Concept of an abstract strategy: we propose a universal formalism to intro-
duce a notion of a “strategy” which affects Monte Carlo simulations. The abstract
strategy enables designers/programmers to introduce unlimited number of concrete
strategies which can be assigned to any or all players without modification of the
simulation mechanism. The implementation of a Monte Carlo simulation is sepa-
rated from the implementation of a concrete strategy.

Dynamic self-adaptation of strategies: a concept of a portfolio of strate-
gies is proposed. Each strategy is used to guide the simulation phase of MCTS.
The usefulness of strategies is continuously evaluated at runtime based on their
performance. We define and evaluate four mechanisms of assigning a strategy to a
simulation. The entire approach is, to the best of our recollection, novel in GGP.

Fast standalone GDL interpreter: we have created a custom interpreter
(inference engine) for the Game Description Language [18]. The interpreter is faster
than Yet Another Prolog (YAP) [19], one of the fastest and most commonly used
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Prolog [20] implementations, and ECLiPSE Prolog [21] when applied to GDL. Our
solution has evolved in time and we believe that it is highly-polished in the most
recent shape. The custom interpreter permits us to use heuristics on a GDL rule
basis such as Approximate Goal Evaluation.

New parallelization method: we designed a new hybrid way of parallelizing
a General Game Playing agent. It combines Tree Parallelization [22] and Root
Parallelization [23] optimized for using lots of consumer-class PCs. A distinctive
feature is narrowing the search on each remote node only to certain actions.

MINI-Player: lastly, we have delivered MINI-Player, the first Polish General
Game Playing agent (ex-aequo with Magician [24]) to compete in the International
Competition. Our player has been the first Polish one to reach the final day of this
competition (in 2012). This achievement was repeated in 2014 but this time another
Polish player named Dumalion [25] joined us.

Part of the work described in this thesis has been published in the following
publications:

1. M. Świechowski, J. Mańdziuk and Y.S. Ong, “Specialization of a UCT-based
General Game Playing Program to Single-Player Games”, IEEE Transac-
tions on Computational Intelligence and AI in Games, doi: 10.1109/TCI-
AIG.2015.2391232, 2015 (accepted for publication).

2. M. Świechowski and J. Mańdziuk, “Fast Interpreter for Logical Reasoning
in General Game Playing”, Oxford Journal of Logic and Computation, doi:
10.1093/logcom/exu058, 2014 (accepted for publication).

3. M. Świechowski and J. Mańdziuk, “Self-Adaptation of Playing Strategies in
General Game Playing”, IEEE Transactions on Computational Intelligence
and AI in Games, vol. 6(4), pp. 367-381, IEEE Press, doi: 10.1109/TCI-
AIG.2013.2275163, 2014.

4. M. Świechowski, K. Merrick, J. Mańdziuk and H. Abbass, “Human-Machine
Cooperation in General Game Playing”, 8th International Conference on Ad-
vances in Computer-Human Interactions, pp. 96-100, 2015.

5. M. Świechowski and J. Mańdziuk, “Specialized vs. Multi-game Approaches to
AI in Games”, Intelligent Systems ’2014, Springer International Publishing, p.
243-254, 2014.

6. M. Świechowski and J. Mańdziuk, “Prolog versus Specialized Logic Inference
Engine in General Game Playing”, Proceedings of IEEE Conference on Com-
putational Intelligence and Games, p. 36-43, 2014.

7. M. J. Mańdziuk and Świechowski, “Generic Heuristic Approach to General
Game Playing”, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 7147(2012), pp. 649-660,
2012.
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1.5 Overview of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce the preliminaries
required to understand the rest of the work. We explain GGP in more details than
in the introduction and the language used to define games called Game Description
Language. The chapter also includes the MCTS algorithm which we heavily base
on in Chapters 4-6.

In Chapter 3, we introduce a concept of an abstract strategy and go through
all the strategies used in MINI-Player. The descriptions are followed by a discussion
on self-adapting mechanism of strategies selection. A number of empirical results
related to the player’s performance as well as evaluation of particular strategies are
also part of this chapter. From a scientific point of view, this is the central chapter.

The next chapter is dedicated to specialization of our GGP agent to single-
player games. A motivation explaining why this case should be handled separately
and empirical results to prove that are included.

Chapter 5 tackles the problem of parallelization. We propose a new hybrid
method based on two existing methods called Tree and Root Parallelizations. A
constant advancement in computing speed strengthens the importance of this topic.
Parallelization can enable certain AI methods which require lots of computations
which otherwise would not be feasible in a real-time usage.

Chapter 6 is devoted to a design and realization of a high-performance GDL
interpreter which was implemented for the purpose of analyzing and simulating
games in GGP.

Finally, Chapter 7 contains summary, conclusions and directions of future work.
A discussion about other domains of applicability of the contributions related to the
thesis is also placed in this chapter. Appendices A and B contain technical details
concerning the GDL interpreter. Appendix C contains charts presenting how the
usage of strategies changes as games progress.

A visual representation of organization of the thesis is depicted in Figure 1.1. To
play a game in the GGP framework, players communicate with the so-called Game
Manager using HTTP protocol. A START message, which contains a GDL descrip-
tion as one of its parameters, is sent to all players in the beginning of a match. After
a number of PLAY messages, which correspond to successive applications of moves
in the game, a terminating STOP message is sent. A more detailed descriptions of
the setup, messages, GDL and communication are presented in Chapter 2. If the
number of players defined in the received game description is greater than one, then
a regular version of our program (which Chapter 3 is devoted for) is responsible for
playing the game. However, if there is only one role defined in a game, then a spe-
cialized single-player version (described in Chapter 4) is used. Both versions of the
program employ a simulation-based algorithm called MCTS (Section 2.5) guided by
strategies (Sections 3.2 and 3.3) dynamically evaluated and selected by a dedicated
mechanism (Section 3.4). Parallelization of the MCTS algorithm takes advantage
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of multi-core and multi-machine environments. As depicted in Figure 1.1, a high-
performance GDL interpreter is referenced by many other components. It enables
MINI-Player to perform simulations and reason about the games.

Figure 1.1: A top-down view of our GGP agent.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces preliminaries for the rest of the thesis. The next section
contains an extended description of GGP followed by Section 2.3 devoted to GDL
description. Section 2.4 brings out a concept of tree search because the majority of
contributions in this thesis (in Chapters 3-5) are related to various enhancements to
MCTS which is a game tree search algorithm. The MCTS algorithm is introduced
in Section 2.5. The last section is dedicated to a quick summary showing which
algorithms other than MCTS have been applied as the main search methods in
GGP agents.

2.2 Stanford’s General Game Playing

General Game Playing [13], which is the latest embodiment of the multi-game play-
ing idea, was proposed in 2005 by Michael Genesereth from Stanford’s Logic Group.
In contrast to previous multi-game realizations, GGP allows a wider class of games
to be played. Any finite, deterministic and perfect information game is representable
in GGP according to the original specification from 2005. General Game Playing
Competition is an important part of the formalization of the framework and was
even mentioned in the title of the introductory paper about GGP. The competition
acts as official World Championships and has been held annually since 2005. It has
become a great place for researchers to test their players in a highly competitive,
worldwide recognized environment as well as to observe progress of the state-of-the-
art. During the first two installments of the competition, there was a prize money
for the winner. So far, the following players have been the champions:

GGP agents are technically servers listening for a connection from the so-called
Game Manager (GM). Communication between the GM and the agents takes place
through HTTP protocol. Game Manager, which is hosted by the organizers during
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Table 2.1: Winners of the GGP Competitions

Year Winner Authors Country MCTS?
2005 Cluneplayer Jim Clune USA NO
2006 FluxPlayer Stephan Schiffel Germany NO

Michael Thielsher
2007 CadiaPlayer Yngvi Björnson Iceland YES

Hilmar Finnsson
2008 CadiaPlayer Yngvi Björnson Iceland YES

Hilmar Finnsson
Gylfi Thor Gudmundsson

2009 Ary Jean Méhat France YES
Tristan Cazenave

2010 Ary Jean Méhat France YES
Tristan Cazenave

2011 Turbo Turtle Sam Schreiber USA YES
2012 CadiaPlayer Hilmar Finnsson Iceland YES

Yngvi Björnson
2013 Turbo Turtle Sam Schreiber USA YES
2014 Sancho Andrew Rose USA and UK YES

Steve Draper

competitions, is responsible for:

• Starting a game. A START message represented by a tuple of (START
matchId role rules, START-clock, PLAY-clock) is sent to each player when
a game starts. The matchID field is a user-defined identifier to differentiate
between matches. A distinct name for a role informs each program which
player in the game they are. This role text must exactly match one of the role
names defined in the GDL description. The PLAY-clock is time available for
players to make a move. The START-clock is the initial setup and thinking
time which spans from sending the rules of a game to the first move. In
addition to the START message, there are PING and INFO messages which
can optionally be sent beforehand to check players’ availability.

• Hosting a game. After the START-clock expires, the GM waits during
the PLAY-clock time for the moves chosen by players. Then, the game state
is updated and the GM sends PLAY messages represented by tuples (PLAY
matchID move). Themove field denotes a joint move performed by the players.
Each player may update its internally managed state accordingly.

• Stopping and aborting games. There are two messages which can be sent
when a match is terminated: (STOP matchID move) or (ABORT matchId).
The former one is technically the last PLAY message sent after which a termi-
nal state was encountered. The latter one is an artificial termination - either
by a manual intervention or a failure.
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• Timeouts check. If a player does not respond in the alloted PLAY-clock
then the GM chooses a random move for it instead. Organizers of the GGP
Competition may override this rule in a tournament situation, e.g., two time-
outs can automatically lead to a game loss (the lowest possible score in the
match).

• Legality check. The GM checks if moves submitted by players are legal. If
not, the same procedure as with a timeout applies, where the illegal move is
replaced by a random legal one.

Participants do not know the games in advance. It has been established that pro-
grams do not access any game-specific databases even during local “in-laboratory”
tests (with de-facto known games), otherwise it would not be GGP anymore. Rules
of a game to be played are communicated by the GM in a START message. They
are written in a dedicated language which is part of the GGP specification.

2.3 GDL

GDL [18] is the official way to represent game rules in GGP, therefore every agent
must implement some kind of reasoning mechanism for it. Formally, GDL is a first-
order logic language based on Datalog [26] (although some constructions are not
part of Datalog syntax). Datalog is a database logic language syntactically being a
subset of Prolog [20]. In both GDL and Prolog the semantics contains objects such
as propositions, predicates and arguments (variables or constants). The semantics
is a little bit different but it is relatively easy to convert the GDL rules to a Prolog
program. We include a relatively rich description of the language in this section to
prepare the readers for Chapter 6 devoted to a GDL language interpreter.

There are two versions of the language - GDL-I, which is the original one, and
GDL-II [27]. This thesis exclusively refers to GDL-I. It allows representation of
games which are: synchronous, perfect information, deterministic and finite. In
practice, synchronicity is not a real limitation because turn-based games can be
represented by manually including an artificial no-operation move in a game rules
for all players but the one to have a turn. Technically the game remains synchronous
(simultaneous) but the no-operation actions have no effect, so effectively only one
player makes a move. GDL-II was proposed recently to extend the predecessor by
the inclusion of non-determinism and hidden information, but it is not an official
standard yet. The GGP Competition still uses GDL-I for the language of choice
and this version still remains challenging enough for the agents.

2.3.1 Why a Language of Logic?

Since the considered games are finite, it is theoretically possible to encode rules as
a finite state automaton. The problem with such a description is that it requires to
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store all possible states and all possible transitions by means of joint moves made by
players. Such a representation is completely infeasible even for an averagely complex
game. Logic languages such as Prolog or GDL enable a compact representation
of a game environment in the form of propositions and rules. Because they are
purely symbolic, with no built-in logic or meta-information for any specific genre
of games, the representation is universal. As long as a game is technically feasible
(finite, deterministic, perfect-information) it can be represented in GDL, but since
every game rule has to be defined manually, it can be anywhere from a simple
to a very difficult task. Every stick has two ends and the main advantages of
compact representation and generality are not achieved without a cost. There is a
severe computational overhead caused by the fact that results of logical rules have
to be computed whenever a game state changes. Moreover, there is no support
for many tasks such as mathematical formulas which are blazing fast in traditional
programming languages but very slow when simulated in a symbolic language of
logic. Certain GDL constructions such as recurrence are usually computationally
inefficient as well.

2.3.2 Basic Vocabulary

For all examples of a GDL code, we will use the prefix notation written in Knowledge
Interchange Format (KIF) which is the notation officially used during the GGP
competitions. Every sentence in a prefix KIF is a Lisp S-expression. There are a
few ways to represent GDL, e.g., prefix vs infix or KIF vs Prolog notation but all of
them are semantically equivalent.

The complete game world is defined by propositions which are true. There exists
a completeness property which means that everything what cannot be derived as
true from the rules at particular moment is false. An exemplar proposition in the
GDL rules of Chess looks as follows:

(cell a 2 wk)

The above proposition is a fact which means that there is a cell (as of a board)
characterized by file (column) a and rank (row) 2 and it is occupied by the white
king. This is how information about a state can be represented in GDL - cell is an
abstract object and the remaining symbols are its properties. We can deduce the
human-friendly information because we know the rules of Chess, but a GGP agent
will only be able to mechanically bind together symbols which belong the same fact.
Despite this lack of meta-information, it will be perfectly skilled to play a legal
match of Chess because the mechanics of games in GDL are encoded in relations
between symbols and not in semantics. The same symbol used in different contexts
is likely to refer to the same abstract object but it is not a requirement. For instance,
in a sample Chess description, wk refers to the white king and black denotes name
of the black player’s role. However, Chess would remain the same game if every
occurrence of black was replaced with wk, because both symbols do not have any
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explicit meaning. Their interpretation is implied from relations they appear in.
There is a group of keywords and operators which have a fixed meaning. Apart
from those, the naming convention is up to the person or a program who writes the
rules. During a competition, descriptions may contain obfuscated descriptions, i.e.,
each name is then changed to a random one.

The text (cell a 2 wk) is a term. Terms are the basic building blocks of GDL
sentences. This term can also be regarded as a 3-ary function constant with the
name cell and three arguments a, 2, wk. All of these arguments are constant
because they are represented by concrete fixed symbols. In KIF notation, constant
arguments cannot be represented by a literal which begins with the question mark
character (?). Constant arguments explicitly represent something about the game.
For instance, wk can be a notion for the white king in Chess. However, arguments
of a term can also be variables. In KIF, they are distinguished by names starting
with the question mark. Variables can only be used inside rules, either in conditions
or headers.

When a rule is tested whether it is satisfied, all variables it contains are assigned
symbols based on the logical resolution. The concept of rules is introduced in the
following section. The process of replacing variables by symbols is called instantia-
tion, grounding or binding. For instance, (cell a ?r ?p) operates on two variables
- ?r and ?p. Using the introduced Chess analogy, ?r will be instantiated with all
Chess ranks (1 to 8) whereas ?p will be instantiated with the contents of cells in the
a file and the respective rank.

2.3.3 Rules

A rule in GDL can be defined as follows:

(<= (legal ?w (mark ?x ?y))
(true (cell ?x ?y b))
(true (control ?w)))

The first term appearing after the <= operator which denotes a rule is called a
header or a consequence. It defines the structure of facts which become true from
this rule if all of the conditions are true.

Unification property: variables sharing a name in the scope of a rule must
receive the same bindings. Here it means that ?w in the header will be replaced
by all symbols ?w for which (control ?w) is true. In the same fashion, the mark
term will have only such symbols for ?x and ?y which make the fact (cell ?x ?y?
b) true.

The goal of unification is to find an exhaustive set of combinations of symbols
which, after the substitution of variables, will satisfy all of the conditions. Because
multiple conditions can share various subsets of the variables, the problem of unifica-
tion is non-trivial in a general case. It cannot be split into independent sub-problems
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for each variable. The next example shows a typical pair of rules defined to compare
two numbers. Using this example, we also want to illustrate a recurrence in GDL.

(succ 0 1)
(succ 1 2)
(succ 2 3)
(succ 3 4)
(succ 4 5)
(succ 5 6)
(succ 6 7)
(succ 7 8)
(succ 8 9)
(succ 9 10)
(succ 10 11)
(succ 11 12)

(<= (greater ?a ?b)
(succ ?b ?a))

(<= (greater ?a ?b)
(distinct ?a ?b)
(succ ?c ?a)
(greater ?c ?b))

There are two rules defined for greater relation. The first one, which has only one
condition, checks whether ?a is a successor of ?b, i.e, it is greater by one. The second
rule, which is recurrent, first checks if both arguments are not equal using a keyword-
condition distinct. In the next condition, (succ ?c ?a), ?c will be instantiated with
the closest smaller number to ?a. Finally, the third condition checks if ?c is greater
than ?b. In this recurrent process, either ?c will be eventually instantiated with the
successor of ?b if ?a was initially greater than ?b or it will iterate over all symbols
until there will be no successors left (in the case when ?a was not initially greater
than ?b).

Please notice that to check whether 11 is greater than 2, both rules have to be
called 10 times. The second rule will be subsequently calling greater with the first
argument decreased by 1. The first rule will be returning false until it is called with
arguments of (3,2). When it finally returns true, this value will traverse all the way
up and eventually will be returned by the initial (greater 11 2) call. In the scope of
the thesis, the term relation will be used to group all rules and facts defined with
the name such as greater.
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2.3.4 Keywords

GDL operates with a set of predefined keywords to embed a game playing logic
in the description. Any user-made rules cannot use names colliding with them.
The keywords will be described using a Prolog notation, because it is a standard
procedure, in which arguments are within brackets, i.e., F(a) as opposed to (F a).

• role(< R >) - a constant proposition stating that < R > is the name of a role
defined in a game. There are that many role propositions as there are players.

• init(< T >) - a relation which initializes a set of terms < T > which are true
in the initial state. Such facts are part of the game state.

• true(< T >) - a helper keyword, used only in conditions, indicating that if
< T > holds true in the current state, then the condition is satisfied.

• next(< T >) - a predefined relation name for maintaining state update. A
term < T > becomes true in the next state if accompanying conditions are
satisfied.

• legal(< R >,< A >) - results of this rule proven in the current state define
actions < A > available to player < R >.

• does(< R >,< A >) - a fact which denotes that player < R > took action
< A > in the preceding state. This facts should be generated after moves are
made.

• terminal - a rule which answers if the current state is terminal.

• goal(< R >,< v >) - used to assign a score < v > to player < R >. By
definition, the results of this rule are only valid in terminal states. Moreover,
in a terminal state, there must exist a goal value defined for each player. The
< v > argument must be a number from [0,100] or a variable whose all possible
instantiations are numbers from [0,100] interval.

• distinct(< p >,< q >) - means that < p > and < q > are syntactically not
equal. This construction is used only in conditions if they require inequality
of certain instantiations of arguments.

Apart from the keywords, the following literals are also reserved in GDL:

• not(< E >) - a logic operator used to negate an expression < E >. The
expression can be a condition or a superposition of logic operators and condi-
tions.

• or(< C1 > ... < Cn >) - a logic operator of alternative (OR) applied to
conditions < C1 > ... < Cn >.
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• <= - used to define rules.

• ? - a prefix indicating a variable.

• ( ) - for grouping and separation of text.

• ; - everything after this symbol until a new line is a comment.

2.3.5 Game Simulation

Algorithm 1 Game simulation scheme from the perspective of the Game Manager
and remote players. The differences between what GM and the players need to do
are in points 3-b and 3-c.

1. compute the initial state; using init

2. compute legal moves available to players; using legal

3. apply chosen moves:

(a) clear any existing does facts
(b) players send chosen moves to the GM, the GM applies all moves received

from the players (via HTTP) and sends all the applied moves to the players
(c) each remote player applies their moves locally
(d) an applied move generates a corresponding does fact

4. compute the next state:

(a) resolve next rules in the current state and save results
(b) clear the current state (only dynamic facts)
(c) copy the saved results to the current state

5. check if a state is terminal; using terminal

6. if a state is terminal: compute player’s scores using goal, otherwise: return to
(2).

Algorithm 1 presents a simple overview how particular relations are used to
simulate a game written in GDL. The six steps of the algorithm are common for
every game and well-defined GDL rules have to contain everything to execute the
presented scenario. The fourth step is the state update procedure. The set of
dynamic facts is cleared and updated with the new computed ones. In general, facts
can appear (become true) from three sources:
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• Constant Facts - are explicitly defined terms, e.g., (adjacent 1 2) or (role
white). They can be taken from the description because the set of constant
facts never changes. Usually, constant facts describe various properties of a
game such as names of players, labels for coordinates, adjacency etc.

• State Facts or Dynamic Facts - facts which are building blocks of the game
state. In the initial state, they are computed by the relation init. After that,
they are computed from scratch in each step of a game using a predefined rule
next (see point (4) on the game scenario scheme). The next transition is
often referred to in games as the frame problem, because the consecutive steps
are like time frames.

• Temporary Facts - produced by non-keyword rules. They are not known
in advance until a rule is derived (proven). A GDL description can have any
number of rules defined. Many of such rules play the same role as functions
in programming languages, i.e., simplifying the code and grouping a common
functionality. Facts produced by the non-keyword rules are needed only tem-
porarily to check if certain conditions are true. They are dynamic helpers
rather than parts of a game state.

2.3.6 Example Description 1 - Towers of Hanoi

The following example is a GDL encoding of the Towers of Hanoi single-player game.
Comments, starting with the semicolon sign (;), are included in the excerpt.

Listing 2.1: Hanoi.GDL
; i t i s a s i n g l e−p laye r game
( r o l e p laye r )

; the r e are f i v e d i s k s on tower1 s t
; d i s c 5 i s on bottom ( p i l l a r 1 ) and d i s c 1 i s on top
( i n i t ( on d i s c 5 p i l l a r 1 ) )
( i n i t ( on d i s c 4 d i s c 5 ) )
( i n i t ( on d i s c 3 d i s c 4 ) )
( i n i t ( on d i s c 2 d i s c 3 ) )
( i n i t ( on d i s c 1 d i s c 2 ) )

; c l e a r was used to d e f i n e what i s on top
; d i s c 1 i s on top o f tower1
; the remaining towers are empty ( p i l l a r s are on top )
( i n i t ( c l e a r d i s c 1 ) )
( i n i t ( c l e a r p i l l a r 2 ) )
( i n i t ( c l e a r p i l l a r 3 ) )
( i n i t ( s tep s0 ) )

; we can put only s m a l l e r d i s c s on a l a r g e r one
(<= ( l e g a l p laye r ( puton ?x ?y ) )

( t rue ( c l e a r ?x ) )
( t rue ( c l e a r ?y ) )
( s m a l l e r d i s c ?x ?y ) )

; s tep counter updated with accordance to the s u c c e s o r r e l a t i o n
(<= ( next ( s tep ?y ) )

( t rue ( s tep ?x ) )
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( s u c c e s s o r ?x ?y ) )

( s u c c e s s o r s0 s1 )
( s u c c e s s o r s1 s2 )
; d e f i n i t i o n s f o r s2 . . s29
( s u c c e s s o r s30 s31 )

; ; s t a t e update
(<= ( next ( on ?x ?y ) ) ; d i s c i s always placed on top

( does p laye r ( puton ?x ?y ) ) )

(<= ( next ( on ?x ?y ) ) ; when nothing i s put on a tower , i t s top remains the same
( t rue ( on ?x ?y ) )
( not ( put_on_any ?x ) ) )

(<= ( next ( c l e a r ?y ) ) ; update in fo rmat ion about the top
( t rue ( on ?x ?y ) )
( put_on_any ?x ) )

(<= ( next ( c l e a r ?y ) ) ; r e w r i t e in fo rmat ion about the top
( t rue ( c l e a r ?y ) )
( not ( put_any_on ?y ) ) )

(<= ( put_on_any ?x ) ; s t o r e in fo rmat ion about the move part1
( does p laye r ( puton ?x ?y ) ) )

(<= ( put_any_on ?y ) ; s t o r e in fo rmat ion about the move part2
( does p laye r ( puton ?x ?y ) ) )

; the h i g h e s t goa l i s to move a l l f i v e d i s k s to tower3
(<= ( goa l p laye r 100)

( tower p i l l a r 3 s5 ) )

; goa l f o r having four in tower3
(<= ( goa l p laye r 80)

( tower p i l l a r 3 s4 ) )

; goa l f o r having three in tower3
(<= ( goa l p laye r 60)

( tower p i l l a r 3 s3 ) )

; goa l f o r having only two in tower3
(<= ( goa l p laye r 40)

( tower p i l l a r 3 s2 ) )

; u l t imate l o s s when l e s s than two d i s c s are in tower3
(<= ( goa l p laye r 0)

( tower p i l l a r 3 ? he ight )
( s m a l l e r ? he ight s2 ) )

; the game terminate s when i t i s so lved or a f t e r the l i m i t o f 30 s t e p s
(<= termina l

(OR( true ( s tep s31 ) ) ( tower p i l l a r 3 s5 ) ) )

; tower h e i g h t s
(<= ( tower ?x s0 )

( t rue ( c l e a r ?x ) ) )
(<= ( tower ?x ? he ight )

( t rue ( on ?y ?x ) )
( d i s c _ o r _ p i l l a r ?y )
( tower ?y ? he ight1 )
( s u c c e s s o r ? he ight1 ? he ight ) )

; c l a s s i f i c a t i o n r e l a t i o n s
( p i l l a r p i l l a r 1 )
( p i l l a r p i l l a r 2 )
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( p i l l a r p i l l a r 3 )
( d i s c _ o r _ p i l l a r d i s c 1 )
( d i s c _ o r _ p i l l a r d i s c 2 )
( d i s c _ o r _ p i l l a r d i s c 3 )
( d i s c _ o r _ p i l l a r d i s c 4 )
( d i s c _ o r _ p i l l a r d i s c 5 )
(<= ( d i s c _ o r _ p i l l a r ?p)

( p i l l a r ?p ) )

; s i z e r e l a t i o n f o r d i s c s
( n e x t s i z e d i s c 1 d i s c 2 )
( n e x t s i z e d i s c 2 d i s c 3 )
( n e x t s i z e d i s c 3 d i s c 4 )
( n e x t s i z e d i s c 4 d i s c 5 )

(<= ( n e x t s i z e d i s c 5 ? p i l l a r )
( p i l l a r ? p i l l a r ) )

(<= ( s m a l l e r d i s c ?a ?b)
( n e x t s i z e ?a ?b ) )

(<= ( s m a l l e r d i s c ?a ?b)
( n e x t s i z e ?a ? c )
( s m a l l e r d i s c ? c ?b ) )

; s i z e f o r tower h e i g h t s
(<= ( s m a l l e r ?x ?y )

( s u c c e s s o r ?x ?y ) )
(<= ( s m a l l e r ?x ?y )

( s u c c e s s o r ?x ? z )
( s m a l l e r ? z ?y ) )

2.3.7 Example Description 2 - Tic-Tac-Toe

The following example is a GDL encoding of the Tic-Tac-Toe game. Comments,
starting with the semicolon sign (;), are included in the excerpt.

Listing 2.2: TicTacToe.GDL
; ; r o l e s
( r o l e xp layer )
( r o l e op layer )

; ; board i n i t i a l s t a t e
( i n i t ( c e l l 1 1 b ) )
( i n i t ( c e l l 1 2 b ) )
. . .
( i n i t ( c e l l 3 2 b ) )
( i n i t ( c e l l 3 3 b ) )

( i n i t ( c o n t r o l xp layer ) ) ; the X p laye r s t a r t s

; user d e f i n e d r e l a t i o n f o r turn tak ing
(<= ( next ( c o n t r o l xp layer ) )

( t rue ( c o n t r o l op layer ) ) )

(<= ( next ( c o n t r o l op layer ) )
( t rue ( c o n t r o l xp layer ) ) )

; ; board update
(<= ( next ( c e l l ?m ?n x ) ) ; p laced X

( does xp layer ( mark ?m ?n ) )
( t rue ( c e l l ?m ?n b ) ) )
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(<= ( next ( c e l l ?m ?n o ) ) ; p laced O
( does op layer ( mark ?m ?n ) )
( t rue ( c e l l ?m ?n b ) ) )

(<= ( next ( c e l l ?m ?n ?w) ) ; Xs and Os remain on the board once placed
( t rue ( c e l l ?m ?n ?w) )
( d i s t i n c t ?w b ) )

(<= ( next ( c e l l ?m ?n b ) ) ; nothing placed in an empty c e l l
( does ?w ( mark ? j ?k ) )
( t rue ( c e l l ?m ?n b ) )
( or ( d i s t i n c t ?m ? j ) ( d i s t i n c t ?n ?k ) ) )

; ; pa t t e rn s
(<= ( row ?m ?x )

( t rue ( c e l l ?m 1 ?x ) )
( t rue ( c e l l ?m 2 ?x ) )
( t rue ( c e l l ?m 3 ?x ) ) )

(<= ( column ?n ?x )
( t rue ( c e l l 1 ?n ?x ) )
( t rue ( c e l l 2 ?n ?x ) )
( t rue ( c e l l 3 ?n ?x ) ) )

(<= ( d iagona l ?x )
( t rue ( c e l l 1 1 ?x ) )
( t rue ( c e l l 2 2 ?x ) )
( t rue ( c e l l 3 3 ?x ) ) )

(<= ( d iagona l ?x )
( t rue ( c e l l 1 3 ?x ) )
( t rue ( c e l l 2 2 ?x ) )
( t rue ( c e l l 3 1 ?x ) ) )

(<= ( l i n e ?x )
( row ?m ?x ) )

(<= ( l i n e ?x )
( column ?m ?x ) )

(<= ( l i n e ?x )
( d iagona l ?x ) )

; ; whether the re are empty c e l l s
(<= open

( t rue ( c e l l ?m ?n b ) ) )

; ; ; a v a i l a b l e moves
(<= ( l e g a l ?w ( mark ?x ?y ) )

( t rue ( c e l l ?x ?y b ) )
( t rue ( c o n t r o l ?w) ) )

(<= ( l e g a l xp layer noop )
( t rue ( c o n t r o l op layer ) ) )

(<= ( l e g a l op layer noop )
( t rue ( c o n t r o l xp layer ) ) )

; ; ; g o a l s and t e r m i n a l s
(<= ( goa l xp layer 100)

( l i n e x ) )

(<= ( goa l xp layer 50)
( not ( l i n e x ) ) ( not ( l i n e o ) ) ( not open ) )

(<= ( goa l xp layer 0)
( l i n e o ) )
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(<= ( goa l op layer 100)
( l i n e o ) )

(<= ( goa l op layer 50)
( not ( l i n e x ) )
( not ( l i n e o ) )
( not open ) )

(<= ( goa l op layer 0)
( l i n e x ) )

(<= termina l
( l i n e x ) )

(<= termina l
( l i n e o ) )

(<= termina l
( not open ) )

2.4 Game Tree Search

A game tree is a structure for representing games. The nodes of the tree contain
states of the game whereas the edges are actions leading to transitions between those
states. A fragment of a tree built for Tic-Tac-Toe is presented in Figure 2.1. Such
a representation starts from the initial position and consists of all possible future
scenarios how a game can be played. It typically grows in a combinatorial fashion.
A game is solved if we have access to a complete game tree with all possible states
and actions. In this case, we can predict what is the outcome if both players play
optimally. In practice, only trivial games can be solved and, therefore, there is a
place for the tree search algorithms.

Provided that there is some kind of a utility value of a state available, which
means a numerical estimation of how good the state is for a particular player, a
tree search algorithm can determine the order in which nodes should be visited.
A search algorithm traverses the tree only up to certain depth due to memory
and time constraints. When it reaches the biggest feasible level, the states of this
level are evaluated by the heuristic assessment function. The obtained evaluation
is propagated to the upper nodes. The basic algorithm, proposed by John Von
Neumann, is called min-max [28]. It is applied to zero-sum, alternate-turn two-
player games and dwells on the idea of maximizing one’s player score when it is their
turn and minimizing the score when it is the opponent’s turn. There have been many
more sophisticated versions proposed, which originate from the plain min-max, such
as alpha-beta pruning [29], nega-scout [30] or MTD(f) [31]. These enhancements
are aimed at excluding some parts of the game tree, based on certain properties,
while maintaining an equally accurate state evaluation. They decrease both the
optimum-case and the expected-case complexities of min-max (the pessimistic case
remains the same). However, all of them require a state evaluation function.
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The solution proposed in this thesis employs an algorithm called Monte Carlo
Tree Search (MCTS) [32], which is purely simulation-based and therefore, a state
assessment function is not a requirement anymore, except for the definition of results
in terminal states.

Figure 2.1: A partial game tree for Tic-Tac-Toe. The root contains empty board.
Player “X” starts and puts their marker in an empty cell. Then, player “O” has a
turn etc. Terminal nodes, not shown in this picture, would contain states either with
one player winning (by having a line of three) or completely filled boards without
any lines formed (a draw situation).

2.5 Monte Carlo Tree Search

The Monte Carlo prefix to any method means using random samples to approxi-
mate the solution. The more samples are taken the better accuracy or confidence of
the solution. The MCTS algorithm is, unsurprisingly, a non-deterministic iterative
tree search based on the results of random simulations. Four phases, depicted in
Figure 2.2 make one iteration of the algorithm.
Selection: start from the root and go progressively down. In each node, choose the
child node with the highest average score until reaching a leaf node. More sophisti-
cated approaches replace the average score with a specialized formula for evaluating
actions.
Expansion: if a state in the leaf node is not terminal choose an action which would
fall out of the tree. Allocate a new child node associated with that action. Typically,
in the basic version of the method, just one new node is added per each expansion
step but other variations also exist.
Simulation: starting from a state associated to the newly expanded node, perform
a full game simulation (i.e. to the terminal state).
Backpropagation: fetch the result of the simulated game. Update statistics
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(scores, visits) of all nodes on the path of simulation starting from the newly ex-
panded node up to the root.

Figure 2.2: Four phases of the MCTS algorithm. The figure is reproduced from [33]

When the time available for move is up, MCTS chooses an action leading to the
highest average score.

A significant improvement over the pure algorithm, which in fact became the
enabler for MCTS in games, is the Upper Confidence Bounds Applied for Trees
(UCT) [34] and its variants. The purpose of the algorithm is to maintain balance
between exploration and exploitation ratio in the selection step. Instead of sampling
each action uniformly or choosing always the best action so far, the selection of the
best action is done as follows:

a∗ = arg max
a∈A(s)

Q(s, a) + C

√√√√ ln [N(s)]
N(s, a)

 (2.1)

where a - is an action; s - is the current state; A(s) - is a set of actions available
in state s; Q(s,a) - is an assessment of performing action a in state s; N(s) - is a
number of previous visits to state s; N(s,a) - is a number of times an action a has
been sampled in state s; C - is a coefficient defining a degree to which the second
component (exploration) is considered.

The UCT formula extends a flat Upper Confidence Bounds (UCB) [35] which
does not take into account a tree-like structure. The UCB formula would replace
N(s) with N - a number of iterations of the algorithm and N(s, a) with N(a) - a
number of times an action a has been chosen. The UCB algorithm is widely known
as a “bandit algorithm” because one of the original applications was to optimize a
cumulated reward obtained by playing on k one-armed bandits or, equivalently, a
k-armed bandit. In such a scenario, the action selection was defined as which bandit
or which arm to play next.

The first remarkably successful application of MCTS in games was in Go. A
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majority of the strongest programs such as MoGo [36] and CrazyStone [37] use
variants of MCTS. In contrast to all the variations of min-max alpha-beta search,
the MCTS is an aheuristic and a so-called anytime method. The aheuristic property
means that there is no game-specific knowledge (heuristics) required so the method
can be applied to a wide selection of problems. The min-max-based search needs
some kind of heuristic unless the tree can be searched thoroughly. Moreover, the
MCTS algorithm can be stopped at virtually any time and still give the currently
best answer. This property is a huge advantage in a multi-game environment, where
games of any structural and computational complexity are played using the same
algorithm. A consequence of such a variety is that it is very hard to predict the
depth limit, a search algorithm can reach in a given time. Lack of this information
makes fixed-depth methods less applicable for multi-game playing. The MCTS
method together with the UCT enhancement eventually will converge to the perfect
play [34], although it can take unacceptably long time and unfeasibly large memory
for complex games. The quality (by means of accuracy) of the answer is a function
of time alloted for the process.

Finally, MCTS is considerably easy to parallelize because many simulations (the
most time-consuming operations in this approach) can be run in parallel. A tra-
ditional min-max based search spends more time updating scores in the game tree
which requires more frequent synchronization.

2.6 Alternative Approach to Monte Carlo Tree
Search

All programs which have won the official GGP Competitions are presented in Fig-
ure 2.1. Since 2007, MCTS-based approaches have dominated the Competition.
Nevertheless, MCTS is not the only search method which can be successfully ap-
plied to GGP. An alternative approach is to construct a state evaluation function
dynamically and use it together with a traditional min-max type of tree search.
Only the first two winners, i.e. ClunePlayer and FluxPlayer, won by pursuing this
approach.

ClunePlayer [38] [39] constructs the evaluation function and uses it together with
an alpha-beta min-max tree search. In GGP, games can have more than 2-players
and may violate the zero-sum requirement. Therefore, a paranoid assumption was
made what means that every other player is considered an opponent. ClunePlayer
relies on five universal aspects of games which are P - Payoff ; C - Control; T -
Termination; Sp - Stability of Payoff and Sc - Stability of Control.
Numerical values assigned to features are weighted in the evaluation function in the
following way:

v = T ∗ P + (1− T )((50 + 50 ∗ C) ∗ Sc + Sp ∗ P ) (2.2)

The value of T denotes correlation to a terminal state computed statistically
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using least squares regression. The payoff and control functions (calculating P and
C, respectively) are expressed by linear combinations of presence of so-called features
in the current state. The features are weighted by their correlation to the player’s
goal and mobility respectively. Candidate features are all GDL expressions found in
the rules as well as some predefined expressions responsible for solution cardinality
or partial solution. Control denotes mobility, i.e. a relative number of available
actions. The stability quotients (Sp and Sc) are the total variances of P and C
respectively, divided by the adjacent variance. Adjacent variance is along the path
in a simulation. Total variance is computed globally.

FluxPlayer [17] is the second winner and, unlike ClunePlayer, has been actively
participating since then. The core ideas introduced in FluxPlayer are:

• Translation of the GDL rules to Fluent Calculus [40] (a Prolog-based imple-
mentation called FLUX [41] was chosen).

• Identification of candidate features for heuristics. The features can be boards,
quantities of pieces, successor relations and order relations. They are identified
based on syntactic patterns which GDL rules and facts have to follow.

• The game-tree search algorithm of choice is Iteratively Deepening Depth-First
with a paranoid assumption.

• A mechanism to evaluate a degree of satisfaction of a GDL relation.

Fuzzy Goal Evaluation, which can be used not only for the goal relation but
also for any rule chosen as a part of heuristic, is one of the major contributions
of FluxPlayer. The AGE strategy in our approach, described in Section 3.3.2, was
inspired by this technique but there are differences both on the implementation
and conceptual levels. As a result, both methods will often produce a different
output for the same state. Our approach is based on the concept of dependency
trees (and back-propagation) to compute a very accurate degree of rule satisfaction,
whereas FluxPlayer uses fuzzy logic norms to calculate a soft degree of satisfaction
very roughly. FluxPlayer builds an evaluation function, from arbitrary player’s
perspective, which returns the assessment of any state based on the fuzzy evaluation
scheme for the player’s goal. The fuzzy evaluation formula is optimized for rules
which are identified as features such as board, pieces or successor. The formula
was later extended by a mechanism of computing distances between arbitrary GDL
fluents [42].

A similar idea of features underpinned a player named UTexas LARG [43] which
best result was the 3th place in 2006. However, UTexas LARG maintained lots
of parallel instances, called slaves, to evaluate each feature independently instead
of building a single evaluation function. Each slave performed a local alpha beta
pruning search and when there was the time to move, informed the master instance
about the best action. Then, in a greedy fashion, the global best action was chosen.
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Chapter 3

Self-Adaptation of Strategies

3.1 Introduction

A GGP agent, called MINI-Player, was created as part of this thesis and for the
purpose of the GGP Competition. It employs the MCTS algorithm (Section 2.5)
for performing tree search (Section 2.4). This chapter is devoted to modifications
of the baseline MCTS approach proposed in MINI-Player. These modifications are
focused on extending and improving the simulation phase of MCTS (see Figure 2.2).
Firstly, instead of fully random sampling, actions are chosen by various light-weight
knowledge-based strategies with certain probability. Secondly, in addition to a com-
bination of the MCTS/UCT algorithms which evaluate state-action pairs for the
purpose of choosing actions, we introduce an algorithm for the assessment of strate-
gies for the purpose of performing strategy selection.

Section 3.2 defines a notion of a strategy and explains how it can guide a sim-
ulation. Section 3.3 contains detailed descriptions of all the strategies used in our
approach. Four of them, i.e., Approximate Goal Evaluation, Exploration, Statistical
Symbols Counting and Score contain novel contributions. Section 3.4 is dedicated
to the strategy-selection aspect of the approach, i.e. which strategy to choose for
guiding a simulation in the current iteration of the MCTS. This is followed by a
discussion about experimental results (Section 3.5). The next section summarizes
MINI-Player’s participation in the International GGP Competitions. The last sec-
tion lists the main differences between MINI-Player and other major MCTS-based
GGP agents.

3.2 Abstract Strategy

A strategy [44] symbolizes a way of action selection in the current state during the
simulation phase of the MCTS algorithm. Other possible names for a strategy in
this context are a policy (of action selection) or a (simulation) heuristic. In the
thesis, there are seven policies of action selection proposed. Each one, apart from
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Random, is instantiated individually for each player involved in a game so it uses
the goals, actions or any other sources of information, which are appropriate for
the player for whom an action is chosen. For instance, History Heuristics keeps
a dedicated history related to each player. Consequently, a strategy instance is
assigned to a simulation individually for each player from a set of strategies created
for that player. In a simulation of a two-player game, one player may be simulated
at random, for example, and the other one by History Heuristic. The algorithm
for strategy selection is discussed in further sections. Descriptions of strategies are
presented from a perspective of any player.

In general, there are no constraints on what kind of game information a policy
may use to compute the resulting action. It can use any historical statistics or stored
knowledge as long as it is computationally feasible. Sightly more problematic are
any GDL-based computations. So far we have tested three types of those based on:

1. Legal actions (legal) in the current state. A strategy is given a complete set
of actions available to all players and chooses one for the player it was created
for. The current legal actions have to be derived anyway during simulations,
so it is basically free performance-wise.

2. The next states (legal and 1-ply). A strategy is given a complete set of
actions and the next states which occur after making each action. The next
states are called 1-ply look-aheads because they peek 1 step into future.

3. Legal actions in the next states (legal and 1-ply and legal). Like in the
previous case, but also legal actions in all next states are computed.

These three possibilities are depicted in Figure 3.1. Computing possible next
states would not be feasible without a highly optimized GDL interpreter for this
task.

In order to define a common mathematical abstraction, two scenarios are iden-
tified. In the first one, a strategy can choose the action based solely on the current
state. Random and History Heuristic fall into this class. For the second case, where
next states are computed (all the remaining strategies), we define two variables:

• A heuristic value (HVAL(a)) - means how good action a is according to a
particular strategy. This value has to be assigned by the strategy for each
action available for the player it was constructed for.

• A tiebreaker value (TBVAL(a)) - is optional and denotes a secondary cri-
terion used to choose the best action when two or more are tied for the same
(HVAL(a)) values. So far, it is used only by two strategies: Approximate Goal
Evaluation and Mobility.

Both values are floating point numbers. To sum up, action a is better than
action b if Equation 3.1 holds:
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Figure 3.1: Three variants of computational overhead that strategies may impose.
Circles represent computed game states. Arrows denote actions available in the
respective states. Green circles denote states actually visited in a simulation, i.e.,
results of the played actions. Empty circles are states which are computed only
by means of a look-ahead (they are used in the move-selection process but are not
chosen in a simulation). The left-hand approach computes only visited states (green
circles) and actions which are available in these states. The middle approach also
computes all next states reachable from the current state. The right-hand one, in
addition, requires actions in the next states (white circles).

HVAL(a) > HVAL(b) ∨ (HVAL(a) = HVAL(b) ∧ TBVAL(a) > TBVAL(b)) (3.1)

If more than one action is the best, by the shown definition, a random one among
them is chosen. Each strategy is abstracted as a maximization problem, because
the goal is to maximize the HVAL(i). The next sections of this chapter contain
detailed descriptions of all strategies in the following order: Random (R), Approx-
imate Goal Evaluation (AGE), History Heuristic (HH), Mobility (M), Exploration
(E), Statistical Symbols Counting (SSC) and Score (S).

3.2.1 Probability of Choice Parameter (P)

If a non-random policy guides a simulation, actions determined by that policy are
selected with probability P ∈ (0, 1) in each step of the simulation. With the chance
of 1 − P a random action is chosen instead. Parameter P denotes how often a
simulation should force the move proposed by a strategy, where 1 means “always
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use the move” and 0 means “always make a random choice”. The value should be
greater than 0 to make any use of the strategies and smaller than 1 for the Monte
Carlo method to work as intended. If the probability was 1, then simulations would
be deterministic and the statistically-plausible averaging nature of MCTS would be
lost.

Setting P = 0.5 could have been a safe choice but we wanted to optimize it
a little bit more. In general, the problem of optimizing the P parameter is very
hard and multi-dimensional: the optimal value depends both on a strategy and on a
game played. Our idea was to find a suitable P for each strategy individually. The
P parameter is a per-strategy constant, because it depends on a strategy whether
it is beneficial to use a deterministic choice more often. There will never be the
universally best value and our aim was to tune the P parameter based on particularly
selected strategy-game pairs.

The games were selected as follows. First, MINI-Player using all strategies and
the parameter P set to 0.5 played against a plain MCTS/UCT player based on
random simulations of 18 different games with 10 repetitions of each game (180
matches in total). MINI-Player always played the first role. For each game, the
average scores were computed for each strategy by means of the sum of scores
returned by simulations guided by a particular strategy divided by the number of
these simulations. Next, games were ranked per strategy based on the average score
and the top-ranked game was chosen for each strategy. Such a game can be regarded
as a “suitable game” (for a given strategy).

Having selected a set of 6 suitable games (one per each non-random strategy),
for each strategy and various selections of P , a MINI-Player using this strategy with
parameter P played 100 matches (50 with one role followed by swapping the roles)
of the respective suitable game against a plain MCTS/UCT player. The results
are presented in Table 3.1. The values in bold are the final settings of P for the
respective strategy. For History Heuristic, P = 0.6 was chosen over P = 0.65 despite
the same result, because the lower values (0.4 and 0.5) have better average result
than the higher ones (P > 0.65). The global best average is equal to 0.725 and it
could be a viable choice, if P was not individually tuned. From now on, whenever
a strategy is used by a GGP player, it is by default used with the computed P .
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Table 3.1: The tuning of P which denotes a probability of choosing a strategy-
suggested move. The scores are results of MINI-Player with a certain strategy and
value set for the parameter against a player using only random simulations.

P AGE HH M E SSC S
Hex Connect Four Othello Farming Checkers Free for All

Suicide Quandries
0.4 40.5 67 44.5 57.5 67.5 57.5
0.5 46 67 47 59 69 58
0.6 45.5 67.5 50 62 69.5 63
0.65 50.5 67.5 51.5 62 68 64
0.7 52 65 50.5 62 69 67
0.75 51 63 50.5 67 69.5 69.5
0.8 59 61 49.5 81 72 67
0.85 42 55 50 75 72.5 67
0.9 39 54.5 46 69.5 71.5 62

Choice: 0.7 0.6 0.65 0.8 0.85 0.75

3.3 Portfolio of Strategies

3.3.1 Random (R)

This is the standard MCTS policy in which actions are chosen randomly at each sim-
ulation step with equal probability. In order to generate a pseudo-random number
we use the Mersenne Twister 19937 implementation in the standard C++ library.
The algorithm is optimized to compute large series of numbers (such as in Monte
Carlo experiments) with an almost uniform distribution.

The random policy, despite being the simplest one, is extremely important. First
of all, it is very fast because it does not require to compute any additional states
(1-ply) other than the ones actually visited in a simulation. It, therefore, attains
the highest number of simulations per time unit ratio. Fast simulations allow to
add more nodes to the game tree what is particularly desirable at the beginning
of the search to identify the most promising branches. Second of all, the policy
is not biased toward any kind of behavior which is important when the remaining
proposed strategies are not suitable for the game being played. Consequently, it
functions as a natural fallback strategy. Lastly, the random strategy can work well
with a knowledge-heavier one adding a positive variety to the tree search. A certain
amount of indeterminism is crucial for a statistical method such as MCTS to work.
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3.3.2 Approximate Goal Evaluation (AGE)

As the name implies, the motivation underpinning the AGE strategy is to compute
an approximated degree to which a goal defined for a player is satisfied. The idea is
not new as it has been introduced by FluxPlayer [17]. However, the realization of
this heuristic in our agent is vastly different and novel.

Each game description must include goal rules which are used in a terminal
state to obtain outcomes of the completed game for each player. It is very likely
that a goal rule with the highest possible outcome contains conditions which define
objectives of the game. For example, in the following excerpt from Tic-Tac-Toe, the
highest rewarded goal is to make a line of player’s own symbols:

(<= (goal xplayer 100)
(line x))

(<= (goal oplayer 100)
(line o))

The motivation behind AGE strategy is to have a finer grained control and use
the information about the goal in a non-terminal state, i.e. before the game is
already over.

First, we filter out the rules with the highest value for each role defined in a
game. Often, we end up with one rule per role but sometimes there are multiple
rules with the same value. We dwell on the property that anything in GDL what
cannot be proven true is false. Therefore, a complete set of rules (implications) and
facts defines the equivalence set, because there is no outside information which can
make a fact true. For instance, if there are three rules which can produce fact A:

R1 => A, R2 => A, R3 => A

we can deduce that:

A <=> (R1 or R2 or R3)

Having chosen the goal rules, we build resolution trees for them recurrently. The
tree consists of the so-called AND nodes and OR nodes (further divided into leaf
and non-leaf ones). TheOR node, which groups all rules of the same type, is created
for the root (rules of the goal type) and each condition. The AND node is created
for a concrete realization of each rule. Like rules contain conditions, AND nodes
contain OR nodes as children. Analogically, OR nodes contain AND nodes as
children or leaf-OR nodes (on the bottom of the resolution path, where there are
conditions based on state/constant facts).

Let us consider the following fragment from Tic-Tac-Toe description:
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(<= (line ?x)
(row ?m ?x))

(<= (line ?x)
(column ?m ?x))

(<= (line ?x)
(diagonal ?x))

(<= (row ?m ?x)
(true (cell ?m 1 ?x))
(true (cell ?m 2 ?x))
(true (cell ?m 3 ?x)))

TheOR node for the type line has three childrenAND nodes for each realization
of line (row, column or diagonal). The first of them has only one child OR node for
condition (row ?m ?x). This OR node has one AND child because there is only one
realization of row. Finally, the AND node for the row rule has three OR children,
one for each condition on cell. The type cell is related to state facts only (does not
have any rules defined), hence, it lies in the end of the resolution path. Further
details on creating the trees for arbitrary relations are presented in Section 6.3. In
Figure 6.2, a sample tree for Tic-Tac-Toe is shown.

The method of computing the Approximate Goal Evaluation in an arbitrary
state starts from the root OR node of the logic resolution tree and calls the children
methods recurrently until reaches leaf nodes.
Two values, the degree HVAL and the tiebreaker, TBVAL, are computed in leaf OR
nodes:

HVAL(a) = TBVAL(a) =

1 if the rule is satisfied;
0 otherwise

A rule is satisfied if there exists at least one grounding for the current condition.
Then, the values are propagated bottom-up in the tree and aggregated at each level
based on the values coming from N child nodes. The upper index i denotes the
value coming from the i-th child.

In non-leaf OR nodes:
HVAL(a) = max

i=1,...,N
H i

VAL(a)

TBVAL(a) = 1
N

N∑
i=1

TBi
VAL(a)
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In AND nodes:
HVAL(a) = 1

N

N∑
i=1

H i
VAL(a)

TBVAL(a) = 1
N

N∑
i=1

TBi
VAL(a)

The pair of values which are returned for the top-most node are assigned to
HVAL(a) and TBVAL(a) from Equation 3.1, respectively. The strategy makes a sim-
ulation choose the action which leads to a state with the highest degree of satisfaction
of the goal. According to Equation 3.1 this is realized by maximizing HVAL(a) and
TBVAL(a) in case of multiple tied highest values, where a denotes the action leading
to a state in which the Approximate Goal Evaluation method is performed.

3.3.3 History Heuristic (HH)

History Heuristic [45] is a move ordering technique originally introduced for Chess.
In GGP, this heuristic is based on two principles:

1. The moves which were good in the past have a good chance to be strong in
the future.

2. Some of the moves are good in general regardless of the state they are played
in.

A concrete realization of this enhancement in a GGP agent requires two major
decisions. The first aspect is to decide which statistics are useful and therefore
should be collected. The second aspect is the usage of the learned knowledge. We
borrow a standard realization from CadiaPlayer [16]. MINI-Player stores a global
dictionary of actions taken during Monte Carlo simulations for each role defined in
the game. An action is defined by a full GDL literal such as (xplayer mark 3 3).
For such an action we store the total score and number of samples to compute the
average score for the player of interest. The average score is simply the total score
divided by the number of samples. We also maintain a timestamp when the action
was first sampled, because for performance reasons we limit the size of the dictionary
to 32768 (215). If it is going to be exceeded, what rarely happens, the newest actions
replace the oldest ones. During a simulation, irrespectively of the strategy chosen
to perform it, MINI-Player keeps track of the chosen actions. When the simulation
is terminated, all of the chosen actions and their statistics are updated according to
the game outcome. Duplicated actions, i.e., the ones which occur more than once
during a single simulation, are ignored.

When History Heuristic is selected as the strategy to guide the simulation for a
player, then it compares the available moves for that player to check whether there
exist matching entries in the dictionary. If at least one action is found, then the
one with the highest average score is chosen as the move to play. Otherwise, a
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random action is chosen. This is a so-called ε-greedy mechanism. Another way to
use statistics of actions would be to apply some kind of soft-max policy such as Gibbs
Sampling [46] but this method was proven as being both slower and weaker [47].

Normally, GGP players equipped with the History Heuristic use this enhance-
ment in each simulation. In our approach, however, it is just one of many strategies.
Its performance is evaluated online and the use of it can be marginalized or pri-
oritized. Moreover, since all simulations feed the History Heuristic with statistics,
some effects of synergy have a chance to occur.

3.3.4 Mobility (M)

Mobility is a well-known heuristic in game playing domain measuring the number
of legal actions available to a player to make, usually relatively to the number of
actions available to the opponents. The assumption is that having more options
to play favors the player because then they have a stronger influence on the game.
Mobility heuristics has been considered useful in many games, for instance Othello,
Checkers or Chess. In GGP, the assumption that having more options to play is
beneficial may be false but it is the role of a strategy-adaptation mechanism to
discard Mobility if the evidence shows that it is not a good assessment of a position.

Let Mi denotes the number of legal moves of the i-th player in a state which
action denoted by a leads to. Let i = 0 denotes the index of the player which the
Mobility value is computed for. Computing the Mobility value for N-player games
(N>1) is done as follows:

HVAL(a) =
N−1∑
i=1

(M0 −Mi) (3.2)

If two values are tied then M0 is the tiebreaker - TBVAL(a). Mobility is not used in
single-player games.

3.3.5 Exploration (E)

The idea of this policy is to explore as many unique states as possible. The moti-
vation is to increase a variety of the state-space search, to favor novelty in games
where certain nuisances are important and to avoid being stuck in certain positions.
The implementation of Exploration evolved until we found a satisfying formula to
accomplish the task we aimed for. Let us start with a notion of a difference between
two game states S1 and S2:

df(S2, S1) = |(S2 \ S1)| (3.3)

A difference is measured by the number of facts which appear, i.e., belong to
state S2 and not to state S1. To make it clear, we understand a state by means of a
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collection of its dynamic facts. Constant facts are not part of the state. It may be
surprising that the formula is asymmetrical and ignores facts which disappear. It is
correlated with the way how games are usually described in GDL - either completely
new facts are added or the older facts are replaced by new ones e.g. (cell 1 1 b) can
be replaced by (cell 1 1 x).
Now let us define a notion of a minimal difference between state Si and a sequence
of N states which occurred directly before it in a simulation:

minDf(Si, N) =
i−1
min

j=i−N
df(Si, Sj) (3.4)

When the Exploration strategy is used, the next state for each legal action in
a current state is computed. Let next(Sk, ai) denotes the after-state obtained by
applying action ai in state Sk. For each such state, the minimally differing state is
found among the last N states visited prior to Sk in the current simulation (or less if
N states had not been visited yet). This way Exploration employs a wider window
of computing differences than just between two consecutive states.

HVAL(ai) = (minDf(next(Sk, ai), N)) (3.5)

Finally, such an action ai
∗ is chosen which maximizes the minimal difference.

This is implied from the definition of HVAL(a):

(ai)∗ = argmax
i
HVAL(ai) (3.6)

We have evaluated values from 1 to 8 for parameter N responsible for the history
length. Lower values resulted in too random play, whereas higher values imposed an
impacting computational overhead. Moreover, with N = 1 the strategy is reduced
to maximization of the difference between the current state and the next state. It
may lead to unwanted behavior when the two most differing states can be reached
mutually from one to another. The simulation will fall into a local optimum repeat-
ing those two states. Two values, i.e., N = 3 and N = 4, were empirically the best.
During the competitions, we used the latter parameter setting.

3.3.6 Statistical Symbols Counting (SSC)

This strategy contains a learning phase which constitutes to the first 95% of a
START-clock time.

Learning Phase

The learning phase is injected into regular simulations which are performed by all
of the remaining simulation strategies. The “injection” means here that the code
responsible for a simulation is extended with additional operations which gather data
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for the SSC. During this phase an evaluation function is dynamically constructed.
The function uses two types of features called RelationRows and ColumnSymbols.
This heuristic is inspired by our former stand-alone approach [48] which additionally
included the third and the most complex type of features called SymbolRows. Since
they did not fit the requirements for a light-weight heuristic, we will not go into
details of the discarded part. Candidate building blocks for the evaluation function
are numbers of occurrences of each unique feature. Therefore, during the learning
phase we count and memorize these numbers.
Let us describe what the features are:

• TableRows - total numbers of facts of the same type, i.e., sharing the name.
As an example, please consider facts describing a board such as (cell a 2 wp).
If a fact exists for each cell of a 8 by 8 board, then there are 64 TableRows for
the relation cell. The “term” table is borrowed from database theory.

• ColumnSymbols - numbers of occurrences of a GDL symbol in a specific
position on the arguments list of a specific relation. For instance, we count
the number of wp symbols appearing as the third argument of cell. The same
wp text appearing in a different place is a different ColumnSymbol. The term
column is also a naming convention used in database theory.

The counting is performed in the current state at each step of every simulation.
When a simulation terminates it is labeled as “won” or “lost” from each player’s
perspective depending on whether it achieved a higher score than all other players.
The simulation average number of occurrences for each feature is added to one of
the lists of the average values, AV GW and AV GL, for the “won” and “lost” games
respectively. In addition, a maximum number of occurrences over all simulations,
denoted by MaxV alue, is maintained for each feature. It will be used to normalize
the values.

Function Construction and Usage

Features whose quantities are constant at the same simulation step are filtered out
and excluded from the candidate set. This way, not only game-constant quantities
but also such quantities which change in the same way regardless of the chosen moves
are not included in the evaluation function. For each remaining feature quantity,
the weight is assigned according to the following formula:

weight = AV GW − AV GL

MaxV alue
(3.7)

Features with weights in the [−ε,ε] interval, where ε = 0.001, are excluded.
Finally, the evaluation function is created as the linear combination of the com-

puted weights and their respective feature occurrences. Weights reflect the contri-
bution, either positive or negative, to the game outcome. Such a function becomes
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the assessment of states from a particular player’s perspective. Each player has their
own function constructed according to the presented algorithm. The unique player-
dependent part is in computing the average scores and labeling games as won or lost.
As a result, the computed weights are usually different among player-functions. The
SSC strategy chooses an action which leads to the state with the highest evaluation
of the constructed evaluation function.

3.3.7 Score (S)

There is a precisely defined template which the GDL rules must follow in order to
turn this strategy on. Otherwise, it is not used in the current game and cannot be
selected for a simulation. The idea is to detect relations in GDL whose purpose is
to denote scoring (or any other kind of ordered classification) for players which is
correlated with the game outcome. In the current form, Score is very limited in the
types of language constructions it can detect. A candidate relation must conform
to the following scheme:

1. Relation has to have arity equal to 2.

2. In each state, the number of realizations of the relation has to be equal to the
number of players.

3. A domain of either the first or the second argument has to be the set of players’
names. Let denote this argument by P and the remaining argument by V .

4. The argument P must have unique instantiations of the players’ names.

5. The argument V must belong to a domain ordered by a successor relation (see
below).

6. At least one goal rule has to have as many conditions on this relation as there
are players in the game.

A successor relation is defined as follows:

a. Arity equal to 2.

b. Both arguments belong to the same domain.

c. The relation is defined by constant facts in GDL.

d. Each symbol appears exactly once as a respective argument (functional relation).

e. If a fact (succ X Y) belongs to the relation then the fact (succ Y X) does not
belong to the relation (antisymmetry).

f. For each symbol as the first argument, there exist a unique symbol as the second
argument (injectivity).
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The successor relation induces ranking of its elements. The following example
presents a successor relation with their ranks in comments:

(succ 0 1) ; 1
(succ 1 2) ; 2
(succ 2 3) ; 3
(succ 3 4) ; 4
(succ 4 5) ; 5

Whether a given relation is a successor one can be easily checked based only on
the GDL description. However, the requirements 2. and 4. for the Score-candidate
relation are verified during simulations. If they hold in all game states of the first
five simulations, they are assumed to hold universally. If no relation is detected,
according to the template, then the strategy is not available for use. If more than
one relation passes the requirements, then the first one is chosen. The following GDL
example presents a Score relation piece_count detected for the game of Checkers:

; piece_count is the Score relation:
(<= (goal white 100)
(true (piece_count white ?rc))
(true (piece_count black ?bc))
(greater ?rc ?bc))

The second argument of piece_count belongs to the successor domain (of succ
relation) from the following implications:

(<= (greater ?a ?b)
(succ ?b ?a))

(<= (greater ?a ?b)
(distinct ?a ?b)
(succ ?c ?a)
(greater ?c ?b))

The final step of initialization of this strategy is to assign scoring to the facts
belonging to the detected relation. By the requirement 4., there has to be exactly
one realization per player (checked based on a binding of P). A value assigned
to a player-related fact is that player’s heuristic value HVAL(a) as returned by the
strategy. It is computed as the rank in the successor relation of the symbol V .
The problem is that the rank can be inverted, i.e. either (succ 0 1) or (succ 1
0) conventions can be used. The correct ranking is verified during simulations by
checking the goals in terminal states to ensure that the player with a better outcome
has a higher ranking (and therefore HVAL(a)).
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3.4 Strategy Selection

The portfolio of strategies can be compared to a toolbox. The question is how
to choose the right tool to do the job. We proposed a set of strategies which are
game-independent but some of them will be more effective than the others in certain
games. A natural motivation supporting this claim is that GGP is not limited to
any specific game genre and a variety of games can be encountered. In general, if a
strategy is stronger, then less simulations using that strategy are required to obtain
meaningful action predictions.

Using all seven strategies in a uniform manner, i.e., by assigning every seventh
simulation to the same strategy is not a good solution. The time for a move decision
is limited, so we do not want to waste it on ineffective simulations. Therefore, a
decision mechanism of scheduling a simulation with a particular strategy is required.
Normally, outside of GGP, a human expert would identify the accurate heuristic for
a game. In GGP, it is not possible, so the mechanism should be learning-based and
working on the fly. We decided to use the historical average score - Qi - obtained
by a strategy as a basis to select a policy for the next simulation. The Qi value is
formally defined as the sum of scores obtained by a player in simulations driven by
the i-th strategy divided by the number of those simulations.

The simplest solution of designating a strategy with the current highest Qi to a
simulation was tested but turned out to be unacceptable. The problem with such
an approach is that if one strategy obtains the highest possible score in its first
simulation and another one the lowest score, then the first strategy will always be
chosen over the second one. Moreover, a greedy choice based on Qi improperly
deals with Q values which are very close (almost equal), because even the slightly
greater score will be preferred nevertheless. However, if evaluation of two strategies
is similar then both of them should be used in simulations with a similar frequency.
The aim of the selection mechanism is to prefer strategies with the higher average
score, while not forgetting the lower values completely if they are still likely to
increase.

3.4.1 Allocation Proportional to the Average Score

In order to allocate the number of simulations proportional to the average scores
Qi, we take a snapshot of the Qi when the allocation takes place. In order to have
some starting values to work with, each strategy initially is assigned 10 simulations
before the selection mechanism comes in. Therefore, the first 70 simulations are not
subject to this mechanism. After these 70 simulations, the allocation takes place.
First the average scores are normalized in such a way that the minimum becomes
equal to 1. The max operator assures that division by zero is not possible:

Q′i = max(Qi, 0.01)
mini=1,...,7(max(Qi, 0.01)) (3.8)
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The obtained value is split into an integer and fractional parts. The integer part,
SAi, denotes the number of simulations which will be assigned to the i-th strategy.
The fractional part, OFi, denotes an overflow which will be used in the next iteration
of the selection algorithm.

SAi = bQ′ic (3.9)
OFi = Qi − SAi

The overflow is added to Qi in the next iteration so the final formula for Q′i becomes:

Q′i = max(Qi, 0.01)
mini=1,...,7(max(Qi, 0.01)) +OFi (3.10)

Let’s consider a typical example: Q′i = (1.4, 1.1, 1.4, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 1.45). Since the
assigned number of simulations is equal to the floor of Q′i, the system would not be
able to distinguish between a better outcome and a worse one because all of them
would become 1. The overflow OF is used, to include in the next iteration what
was lost in the floor operation. This enables maintaining appropriate proportions.

As a result of the algorithm, we obtain a vector SAi in which components are
numbers of simulations assigned to the respective strategies. Those simulations are
performed in such order that the intervals between the same strategy are uniformly
distributed. For example, let us consider a simpler case of 3 strategies and SAi =
(1, 5, 2). The order would be (S2, S3, S2, S1, S2, S2, S3, S2) where Si denotes the
i-th strategy. The selection mechanism is not executed until all the 8 scheduled
simulations terminate so the order does not matter significantly. We decided to
introduce a relatively uniform distribution of strategy-simulation pairs to increase
the chance of starting from a different part of the UCT tree. Subsequent simulations
have a high chance of starting from the same parent in the tree. After a round of∑

i=1,...,7(SAi) simulations the selection process is repeated.
One of the weaknesses of the method is that the assignment is too similar re-

gardless of the score. For example, two strategies with average scores 0.45 and 0.6
respectively receive similar numbers of simulations while such a difference in score
usually means a difference between a win and a loss.

3.4.2 Allocation Proportional to the Squared Average Score

This case is similar to the previous one, except that now the allocation is proportional
to a square of Qi:

SAi =
⌊
(Q′i)2

⌋
(3.11)

OFi = (Q′i)2 − SAi

The motivation is to mitigate the low differentiation abilities of the previous method
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and increase gaps between the allocated numbers. While the method works well if
there are only two strategies, the distribution is still too compressed with more
than two strategies. The approach was excluded as soon as the third strategy was
introduced. Using higher order polynomials (Q3 and so on) also seemed not to
be successful with more than 2-3 strategies, so we decided to investigate different
options.

3.4.3 Static Allocation

When the number of strategies is fixed, we can use a predefined vector of simulation
numbers based on the ranks of strategies ordered by Qi. We experimented with
various distributions to prioritize the best strategy and not forget about the oth-
ers. Based on empirical observations we decided to use the following distribution
[22, 11, 7, 4, 3, 2, 1] or [22, 11, 7, 4, 3, 2] if Score is not used for a particular game. It
means that the best scored strategy receives 22 simulations to perform, the second
best gets 11 and so on. After a round of 50 (or 49) simulations the selection process
is repeated.

3.4.4 UCB Allocation

We were happy with the results of static allocation but it would be better to have an
algorithm which does not have to be changed whenever a new strategy is added to
the portfolio. Choosing a strategy based on an empirical score is similar to choosing
an action on a single tree level in the UCT algorithm. Since the strategies are not
organized in a tree hierarchy, we used the flat UCT version - the UCB algorithm.
The theoretical background has already been introduced in Chapter 2. Here, in
Equation 3.12, we present the formula for the strategy selection mechanism:

s∗(n+ 1) = argmax
s∈S

Q(s, n) + 5

√√√√ ln (n)
T (s, n)

 (3.12)

where s* is a chosen strategy; n is the number of simulations performed so far;
Q(s,n) - is the average payoff of strategy s in n simulations (this is the total result
of s-driven simulations divided by T(s,n); T(s,n) is the number of simulations that
used strategy s in n performed simulations.

The exploration parameter was empirically, after some tuning, set to 5. A draw-
back for selecting a suboptimal option is less significant in the case of choosing
strategies than in the case of selecting actions to play. Contrary to all the previ-
ous methods of selection, the allocation is not planned in advance for a batch of
simulations but the choice is done before each simulation.
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3.4.5 Comparison of the Methods

In order to illustrate how an allocation method works, we prepared a sample test
case. Let S1 to S7 be strategies with the expected scores returned from simulations
equal to [0.4, 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 0.6] , respectively. Therefore, S6 is the best one
whereas S4 is the worst. Please notice that MINI-Player scales the GDL scores from
[0, 100] to [0, 1] for the internal usage. This example will be used to illustrate how
many simulations are allocated to a particular strategy Si by the proposed meth-
ods. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the results for Q-proportional and Q2-proportional
methods, respectively. In the first case, the top strategy receives only around 12500
of the total 50000 simulations (25%). In the second case, the top strategy is used by
around 16500 simulations (33%). This is certainly not enough when there is such
a good strategy as S6 with the score 0.75. Static allocation, depicted in Figure 3.4
and the UCB mechanism, shown in Figure 3.5, behave relatively similarly for the
test case. The latter gives more credit to the best evaluated strategy with 52% of
simulations compared to 44% by static allocation.

In addition, we present two charts with the number of simulations assigned to
the highest (Figure 3.6) and the lowest (Figure 3.7) evaluated strategies by various
allocation methods from a real game of checkers against a baseline MCTS/UCT
player without any non-random simulation policies. For clarity, the Q-proportional
method was excluded for being obviously the least effective. Again we can observe
that the UCB and Static allocation distinguish the current best strategy from the
worst one better than the Q2-proportional method does. The former two behave
relatively similarly making the top strategy used by approximately 50% whereas
the worst one by just 5% of the total number of simulations. These figures for the
Q2-proportional mechanism are around 25% and 15% respectively.
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Figure 3.2: The numbers of simulations allocated by the Q-proportional mechanism
to strategies Si with the expected scores of [0.4, 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 0.6]. The
x-axis presents the total number of simulations (k=1000).

Figure 3.3: The numbers of simulations allocated by the Q2-proportional mechanism
to strategies Si with the expected scores of [0.4, 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 0.6]. The x-
axis presents the total number of simulations (k=1000).
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Figure 3.4: The numbers of simulations allocated by the Static Allocation mech-
anism to strategies Si with the expected scores of [0.4, 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 0.6].
The x-axis presents the total number of simulations (k=1000).

Figure 3.5: The numbers of simulations allocated by the UCT mechanism to strate-
gies Si with the expected scores of [0.4, 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 0.6]. The x-axis
presents the total number of simulations (k=1000).
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Figure 3.6: The numbers of simulations allocated to the best evaluated strategy in
a sample checkers game. A is the UCB algorithm, B denotes a static allocation
and C is a Q-square proportional method. The x-axis presents the total number of
simulations.

Figure 3.7: The numbers of simulations allocated to the worst evaluated strategy
in a sample checkers game. A is the UCB algorithm, B denotes a static allocation
and C is a Q-square proportional method. The x-axis presents the total number of
simulations.
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3.5 Empirical Results

Methodology of Computing Results in the Experiments

Let P1 and P2 denote two players which are compared against each other, and P1
is the first player in the order of appearance in a table caption (e.g. MINI-Player
vs. Other-Player).

• Let REP denotes the number of repeats (matches between the players) in an
experiment.

• A match is won by player P1 iff the score achieved by that player is higher
than the of P2 regardless of how high the scores are.

• Let |WIN | denotes the number of wins of P1 and |DRAW | denotes the number
of draws

The results are computed from P1’s perspective in a way inspired from [16]:

Score = (|WIN | ∗ 100 + |DRAW | ∗ 50) ∗ 1
REP

(3.13)

In all games, the roles are swapped after a half of REP . The way how Equation 3.13
is defined makes the scores obtained by both tested players sum to 100.

3.5.1 Playing Efficacy

Four GGP agents have been prepared for large-scale experiments. The first one,
called MINI-Player (MINI-P), is the main approach proposed in this thesis. It
incorporates all the enhancements and methods described earlier. MINI-Player
was our entry to the 2014 GGP Competition. The second player, called MINI-
Player Baseline (MINI-PB), is our implementation of a reference MCTS/UCT
player. It uses Monte Carlo simulations with History Heuristic only, because HH
is a commonly used enhancement and has already been established as a state-of-
the-art method in simulation-based approaches. The third player is CadiaPlayer
(Cadia) chosen as a strong external (created by others) reference player. We use
the publicly available version from 2012. In the same year, CadiaPlayer won the
GGP Championship. Finally, Random with 1-ply (Rand 1-ply) is a player
which performs a shallow 1-ply search. If a winning move is found, then it is played.
If a losing move is found, then it is avoided. Otherwise, the player makes uniformly
random action drawn from the non-immediately winning and non-immediately losing
ones.

The first three experiments were conducted using 17 games with REP = 250
matches played for each game whereas the last one with REP = 100 because in
that case statistically significant results are observed faster due to huge imparity
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between the players’ strength. For statistical significance we used the 95% confidence
intervals computed from t-student distribution. They are presented as one number
in a bracket to save space in tables, but a confidence interval of [V ] is used as a
short form to denote [−V,+V ]. If a score achieved by player minus V is still above
50, then it is a significant win of that player in a given game. If neither player has
a significant win in a game, then we consider it as a draw.

Most of the games are two-player, because it is easier to do comparisons and
draw conclusions when players to be compared face each other. When there are
more players, some of them may work against some other, decreasing their chances.
Nevertheless, three games - Chinese Checkers, Farmers and Pacman have three
players. The later one is partially cooperative as two ghosts together chase the
Pacman. There are also cooperation possibilities in Farmers, but in the end the
goal is to beat all the opponents. The third player of an experiment between A
and B is simulated in the first half of the games by A, and by B in the second
half. In addition, the roles are swapped in such way that the experiment starts with
roles ABB respectively and ends with BAA. Single-player games are a special case
which the next chapter is devoted to. Our selection of games is inspired by those
which have been chosen in the official competitions. The majority among them has
been used since 2012. The only game, not coming from any of the competitions, is
Pacman. Time controls, i.e., the START and PLAY clocks, are also set to mimic
the ones used in competitions. Each program was running on the same computer,
using just a single thread to avoid any effects of parallelization in these experiments.
Chapter 5 is separately dedicated to parallelization. The four experiments are:

1. MINI-P vs. Cadia: to test the level of competence our proposed player
displays when paired against the strongest publicly available reference player.
The results are shown in Table 3.2.

2. MINI-P vs. MINI-PB: to evaluate the contribution of the portfolio of
strategies and the strategy-selection mechanism. The results are shown in
Table 3.3.

3. MINI-PB vs. Cadia: for completeness. This test can indirectly evaluate the
contribution of methods included in MINI-P and not included in MINI-PB
by a comparison with test 1. The results are shown in Table 3.4.

4. MINI-P vs. Rand 1-ply: to measure the strength of MINI-Player against a
well-defined and easy to understand reference player. Although Rand 1-ply
is relatively weak, it is non-biased by any heuristic and can sometimes play
well (with a small chance). The goal is to verify whether MINI-Player can
defeat such a player regularly. The results are shown in Table 3.5.

In the first experiment, summarized in Table 3.2, MINI-Player is significantly
better than CadiaPlayer in 10 out of 17 games played. In three games, the scores
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are equal within the margin error. The remaining four games are in favor of Cadi-
aPlayer. Moreover, an accumulated average score (55.61) over all games is signifi-
cantly higher for MINI-Player.

Table 3.2: Evaluation of MINI-Player’s strength versus CadiaPlayer. Values in
column Clock represent the time alloted for START-clock (the left value) and PLAY-
clock (the right value). The results above 50, which are shown in bold, are in favor
of the first appearing player in a table, which is MINI-Player in this case. There are
95% confidence intervals put in square brackets. Confident wins of either player are
marked with ticks next to intervals.

Game Clock MINI-P vs. Cadia Confidence
[s] interval

Alquerque 45 15 61.20 [4.10] X
Breakthrough 45 15 36.00 [5.95] X

Cephalopod Micro 60 20 43.20 [6.14] X
Checkers 60 20 61.20 [5.70] X

Chinese Checkers 45 10 51.00 [5.39]
Chinook 45 15 50.80 [3.42]
Connect4 40 10 41.40 [5.86] X

Connect4 Suicide 45 10 61.80 [5.39] X
Farmers 45 10 66.40 [4.31] X

Farming Quandries 60 15 83.40 [2.92] X
Free for all 2P 45 15 63.00 [5.71] X

Hex 60 20 60.00 [6.07] X
Nine Board Tic-Tac-Toe 45 10 73.00 [5.17] X

Othello 90 30 48.60 [6.01]
Pacman 40 10 56.40 [3.81] X
Pentago 45 15 26.60 [4.74] X

Piligrimage 90 20 61.40 [3.04] X
Average 55.61

The main changes in state-of-the-art since 2012, when the available version of
CadiaPlayer program was created, have been in creating more efficient and robust
GDL interpreters. We believe, that the strongest possible state-of-the-art player
would incorporate all the best (often secret) aspects of players from various research
teams and our contribution would be a portfolio of strategies with the strategy-
selection mechanism. For some reason, our player plays Pentago and Breakthrough
too optimistically and very naively, which is reflected by the worst scores among all
games. The other two losing games are Connect Four and Cephalopod Micro, but
the difference, although statistically significant, is not high. The highest advantage,
with over 66% of wins, of MINI-Player happens in Farming Quandries, Nine Board
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Tic-Tac-Toe and Farmers.
The second experiment, hosting MINI-Player and MINI-Player Base, is

aimed at testing the contribution of the simulation strategies and their selection
mechanism. Like in the previous one, the fully-fledged version wins significantly in
10 out of 17 games. The results are presented in Table 3.3. Eight of those winning
games were repeated and there are two games (Chinook and Connect Four), where
MINI-P is stronger than MINI-PB but not than Cadia. The two games, where it
can beat Cadia but not the baseline version of itself are Connect Four Suicide and
Hex. However, MINI-Player achieves even a higher advantage in this experiment
losing against the baseline player only in Pentago and Breakthrough. It seems that
using simulation strategies, even with the self-adaptation, has a negative impact
on the playing strength in Pentago. The biggest benefit of including the strategies
is observed in Farming Quandries, Checkers, Nine Board Tic-Tac-Toe, Free for All
and Alquerque. The average score computed for all games is significantly in favor
of MINI-Player being 58.31.

Table 3.3: Results of MINI-Player (MINI-P) vs. MINI-Player Base (MINI-PB). See
the description of Table 3.2 for Clock time values and an interpretation of results.

Game Clock MINI-P vs. MINI-PB Confidence
[s] interval

Alquerque 45 15 67.20 [4.12] X
Breakthrough 45 15 46.80 [6.19]

Cephalopod Micro 60 20 53.20 [6.19]
Checkers 60 20 71.20 [5.22] X

Chinese Checkers 45 10 50.10 [5.00]
Chinook 45 15 61.60 [4.60] X
Connect4 40 10 58.60 [5.62] X

Connect4 Suicide 45 10 50.40 [5.60]
Farmers 45 10 57.80 [4.31] X

Farming Quandries 60 15 78.60 [3.66] X
Free for all 2P 45 15 66.80 [5.65] X

Hex 60 20 50.00 [6.20]
Nine Board Tic-Tac-Toe 45 10 67.80 [5.42] X

Othello 90 30 51.00 [5.85]
Pacman 40 10 60.40 [3.75] X
Pentago 45 15 44.00 [5.79] X

Piligrimage 90 20 55.80 [3.12] X
Average 58.31

In the third experiment the baseline MCTS/UCT implementation, MINI-PB,
is tested against CadiaPlayer. This study reveals how the results are affected by
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implementation issues and GDL interpreter performance. A column labeled by ∆
is added which contains differences between MINI-Player’s and MINI-Player
Base’s scores against CadiaPlayer for the respective games. Positive values mean
that the strategy-driven version fares better in this setup, whereas negative ones
mean that using strategies lowers the score. The only significantly negative score is
in Pentago what confirms the findings from experiment 2. Table 3.4 contains the
results. When MINI-PB is replaced by MINI-P the outcome (win, draw or loss)
changes in six games. The baseline version wins significantly against CadiaPlayer
in 6 games, is tied in 3 games and loses in 8 games. The average score is in favor of
the latter with 52.88 to 47.12.

Table 3.4: Results of MINI-Player Base (MINI-PB) vs. CadiaPlayer (Cadia). See
the description of Table 3.2 for Clock time values and an interpretation of results.
∆ is a difference computed as (MINI-P vs. Cadia) - (MINI-PB vs. Cadia).

Game Clock MINI-PB vs. ∆ Confidence
[s] Cadia interval

Alquerque 45 15 53.20 8 [6.19]
Breakthrough 45 15 37.60 -1.6 [6.00] X

Cephalopod Micro 60 20 39.80 3.4 [5.92] X
Checkers 60 20 33.00 28.20 [5.74] X

Chinese Checkers 45 10 50.80 0.2 [6.20]
Chinook 45 15 37.80 13 [5.67] X
Connect4 40 10 37.00 4.4 [5.57] X

Connect4 Suicide 45 10 57.20 4.6 [5.47] X
Farmers 45 10 57.00 9.4 [4.54] X

Farming Quandries 60 15 58.20 25.2 [6.13] X
Free for all 2P 45 15 39.60 23.4 [5.95] X

Hex 60 20 57.20 2.8 [6.13] X
Nine Board Tic-Tac-Toe 45 10 56.20 16.8 [5.95] X

Othello 90 30 43.00 5.6 [5.84] X
Pacman 40 10 50.00 6.4 [3.86]
Pentago 45 15 37.40 -10.8 [5.50] X

Piligrimage 90 20 56.00 5.4 [5.88] X
Average 47.12 8.49

The next experiment involves comparison between MINI-Player and Rand 1-
ply. The reasoning behind such a setup is threefold. Firstly, to provide a reference
player which underpinning mechanism is easy to define and to understand by anyone
not necessarily deeply involved in GGP. Secondly, to check whether the proposed
agent is vastly superior against such a simple opponent. So far, the tests involved
only MCTS/UCT based players which often prefer similar actions. The Rand 1-
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ply player is unpredictable in a way it plays. Thirdly, to verify whether there are no
systematic errors in the approach which would not show up when playing against
an MCTS/UCT player. This experiment, in some sense, gives insights how strong
the MCTS algorithm is when compared against a blind searcher. The findings are
presented in Table 3.5. With the average result equal to 95.62, MINI-Player is
indeed vastly superior. The only slightly lower MINI-P’s advantage, albeit still
significant by any means, occurs in Othello. Slow simulations are the most probable
explanation for that as they make the MCTS/UCT algorithm less reliable. This
experiment consisted of only 100 repeats because the results are getting conclusive
quickly. Out of 1700 matches in total, Rand 1-ply won 36 times in Othello, 7 in
Pacman, 5 in Chinook, 4 in Farmers and 2 in Breakthrough. There were few draws
and the majority of games ended with MINI-Player winning.

Table 3.5: Results of MINI-Player (MINI-P) vs. a random player with a 1-ply search
(Rand 1-ply), i.e., executing immediately winning moves, avoiding immediate losses
and, if no such situations apply, making random legal actions. See the description
of Table 3.2 for Clock time values and an interpretation of results.

Game Clock MINI-P vs. 95% conf. 99% conf.
[s] Random 1-ply interval interval

Alquerque 45 15 99.50 [0.98] X [1.16] X
Breakthrough 45 15 98.00 [2.74] X [3.26] X

Cephalopod Micro 60 20 100.00 [0.00] X [0.00] X
Checkers 60 20 97.50 [2.14] X [2.54] X

Chinese Checkers 45 10 100.00 [0.00] X [0.00] X
Chinook 45 15 92.50 [4.67] X [5.56] X
Connect4 40 10 100.00 [0.00] X [0.00] X

Connect4 Suicide 45 10 100.00 [0.00] X [0.00] X
Farmers 45 10 91.50 [4.61] X [5.48] X

Farming Quandries 60 15 100.00 [0.00] X [0.00] X
Free for all 2P 45 15 100.00 [0.00] X [0.00] X

Hex 60 20 100.00 [0.00] X [0.00] X
Nine Board Tic-Tac-Toe 45 10 100.00 [0.00] X [0.00] X

Othello 90 30 63.00 [9.36] X [11.13] X
Pacman 40 10 93.00 [5.00] X [5.94] X
Pentago 45 15 100.00 [0.00] X [0.00] X

Piligrimage 90 20 90.50 [3.84] X [4.57] X
Average 95.62
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3.5.2 Heuristic Bias

A dedicated experiment was aimed at testing if there are positive effects of synergistic
interactions when all seven strategies are used. Therefore, for each game, we have
prepared a player with a predefined strategy for each game, which is the most
frequently highest evaluated when measured right after the first PLAY-clock elapses.
Such a player, called MINI-1S, was compared against the regular MINI-Player.
It is worth underlining that the former has initial advantage because it can use
a suitable policy from the beginning without need of finding out which one it is.
MINI-Player makes a lot of simulations using not necessarily efficient strategies
until it figures out which ones should be used more often.

The results are shown in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Results of MINI-Player (MINI-P) vs. MINI-Player using one strategy
(MINI-1S). The last column shows the strategy used by MINI-1S for each game. See
the description of Table 3.2 for Clock time values and an interpretation of results.

Game Clock MINI-P vs. Confidence Strategy
[s] MINI-1S interval

Alquerque 45 15 58.20 [5.63] X HH
Breakthrough 45 15 57.20 [5.85] X HH

Cephalopod Micro 60 20 57.80 [5.72] X E
Checkers 60 20 76.60 [4.93] X AGE

Chinese Checkers 45 10 37.60 [5.00] X HH
Chinook 45 15 49.60 [4.88] AGE
Connect4 40 10 50.00 [5.54] HH

Connect4 Suicide 45 10 54.00 [5.91] HH
Farmers 45 10 42.20 [4.31] X HH

Farming Quandries 60 15 41.40 [5.68] X E
Free for all 2P 45 15 67.80 [5.42] X E

Hex 60 20 39.20 [5.66] X AGE
Nine Board Tic-Tac-Toe 45 10 50.2 [3.05] AGE

Othello 90 30 51.60 [5.93] M
Pacman 40 10 62.4 [5.94] X M
Pentago 45 15 50.4 [5.90] AGE

Piligrimage 90 20 48.40 [5.84] E
Average 53.53

MINI-Player was significantly better in 6 games while being worse in 4 games.
A high number of 7 draws is probably due to the fact that MINI-Player will
often virtually become MINI-1S after enough number of simulations. The most
impressive advantage of the fully-equipped player is in Checkers with Free for All
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2P and Pacman following up. There can be two reasons why MINI-Player is the
winner:

• Synergy - many strategies work well when used together. A natural synergy
occurs for History Heuristic, because the history is created by all simulations
guided by all the strategies. Certain strategies may be more suitable only from
specific game states and their usefulness may be varying in time.

• Variety - more strategies may lead to a better game-tree by means of having
average scores more accurately approximating the real strengths of actions.
There is some incremental value when scores are back-propagated from simu-
lations driven by various strategies. The MCTS algorithm is not biased toward
any behavior too strongly.

3.5.3 History of Participation in the GGP Competitions

MINI-Player took part in 2012, 2013 and 2014 competitions. All of them were
organized in a two-day format. During the first day, various matches were played
and in the end of a day players were ranked according to their average scores.
The top8 (2012, 2013) or the top12 (in 2014) players advanced to the second day
which consisted of a double elimination bracket. In addition, in 2014 there was a
qualification round prior to the actual competition.

The 2012 Competition

Our first attempt was rather exploratory because the quality and stability of the
player were unknown. The main goal was to get experience with the tournament.
During the first official game, which was Connect Four, MINI-Player encountered
a parsing error due to a small inconsistency between the tournament messages and
those sent by Java GameController available from Dresden website (which was used
for testing). The issue was quickly fixed but the first game was lost for making
too many timeouts. MINI-Player then won four out of the six remaining games
in day 1 and advanced to the second day with the fifth best score. All the games
used in the first day of the tournament were two-player, competitive and zero-sum.
Unfortunately, our player lost the first and the second match in day two and was
eliminated. The final place was 7th out of 11 registered players.

In 2012, the player was parallelized using Tree Parallelization (described in Chap-
ter 5) enhanced by a simple algorithm to decide how many simulations should be
performed by a node before returning the results. The number of simulations in a
batch was proportional to the speed of performing them for a given game. For the
slowest simulated games the number was equal to one. The strategies were used
(apart from Score which was implemented later) only for our player. The opponents
were simulated randomly.
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The 2013 Competition

The main improvements included:

• A modified implementation of the UCT algorithm including a better scheme
for simultaneous games.

• Change from Tree Parallelization to a hybrid of Tree Parallelization and Root
Parallelization.

• Making all players (not only the MINI-Player’s role) simulated by strategies
in the MCTS algorithm.

• Small improvements in the area of the GDL interpreter including Recurrence
Tabling.

MINI-Player was optimized to play the kinds of games which appeared in 2012. The
competition started with a series of single-player games which revealed numerous
issues. The most notable one was related to running out of memory in this type of
games. Therefore, the player did not solve any puzzles and despite a huge comeback
in multi-player games, it ended with the 11th result and missed the top8 required
to qualify to the second day. The total number of players was 16, but some of them
had serious technical issues. In summary, the 2013’s participation was a failure.

The 2014 Competition

The main improvements included:

• Drastically improved and fully rewritten to C++ GDL interpreter.

• A refined 2013’s parallelization scheme with narrowing the search on remote
nodes.

• Adding a new strategy: Score.

• Adding a sub-approach for single-player games presented in Chapter 4.

Before the Competition, two massive online open courses (MOOC) about General
Game Playing provided by Stanford University were completed which resulted in a
high number of people announcing intention to participate in the tournament. A
total number of 49 players were registered to the qualification phase according to the
tournament website [14]. During this phase, participants played at least 8 games,
puzzles and two-player against opponents prepared by hand by the organizers at
Stanford. The goal was to achieve the minimum qualification score.

17 players, including MINI-Player, secured spots for the first day of the main
championships. In the next competition level, 12 players, including MINI-Player,
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advanced to the second day consisting of a double elimination bracket. Matches in
the second day were played in a best of three format. Our player eliminated one
opponent (2-0) but lost against two (1-2, 1-2) and finished the competition on the
place 7-8th.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, a fully fledged GGP agent named MINI-Player was shown. The
player is based on the MCTS/UCT algorithm and uses the following portfolio
of strategies: Random, Approximate Goal Evaluation, History Heuristic, Mobil-
ity, Exploration, Statistical Symbols Counting and Score, in order to guide Monte
Carlo simulations. Methods of strategy selection were proposed by means of a self-
adaptation mechanism, i.e. choosing the right heuristic for the current situation.

Using a dynamically evaluated portfolio of strategies significantly improves per-
formance of a plain MCTS-based player. Moreover, MINI-Player equipped with the
portfolio achieves better results than 2012 version of CadiaPlayer [15] [16], whereas
without the portfolio, the results are in favor of CadiaPlayer. The latter experi-
ment, i.e., a plain MCTS/UCT agent versus CadiaPlayer, was aimed at verifying
the sole contribution of strategies unaffected by implementation factors. A solid per-
formance in the official 2012 and 2014 GGP Competitions confirms relatively high
playing strength of MINI-Player. To the best of our knowledge, the approach applied
in MINI-Player is novel. We showed that using many strategies by a GGP player is
a better method than using just the highest evaluated strategy in START-clock, i.e.
the initial learning time.

Not all GGP agents have accompanying research papers about their methods in-
cluding the two recent winners: Sancho (2014) and TurboTurle (2013, 2011). How-
ever, according to online discussions during Competitions, no players, other than
MINI-Player, use multiple strategies in simulation phase of MCTS. Naturally, no
selection mechanism as well because it is not required in such a case. According to
what is published, Ary [49], Centurio [50] and Gamer [51] use quite a generic version
of MCTS for multi-player games (N > 1).

The authors of CadiaPlayer proposed various contributions to the simulation
phase used exclusively, i.e, only one at a time. These enhancements include Move-
Average Sampling Technique (MAST) [52] also known as History Heuristic, Rapid
Action Value Estimation (RAVE) [52], Predicate-Average Sampling Technique (PAST)
[52], Features-to-Action Sampling Technique (FAST) [53], Early Cutoffs [54], N-
grams [47] and Last Good Reply Policy (LGRP) [47]. All modifications are benefi-
cial only for certain games, so only the first two (i.e, History Heuristic and RAVE)
have been adopted by many players. History Heuristic is proven to be suitable for
majority of games, so it is regarded a state-of-the-art technique. CadiaPlayer intro-
duces enhancements also in the selection/expansion phases of the MCTS algorithm
such as Tree-Only Move-Average Sampling Technique (TO-MAST) [52], Sufficiency
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Threshold [55], Moving Average Return Function (MARF) [55] and Unexplored Ac-
tion Urgency [54].

Maligne is a player which was the runner-up in 2010. It uses a simulation en-
hancement technique called Game Independent Feature Learning (GIFL) [56]. A
relatively small tree is constructed in the proximity of the terminal state. Features
are constructed by analyzing differences between two states which occur one after
another.

Another possibility is to apply a state evaluation function to guide Monte Carlo
simulation rather than with alpha-beta search. This approach was chosen by a
player called Magician [24].
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Chapter 4

Single-Player Games

4.1 Introduction

As shown in Figure 1.1 in the introduction, when MINI-Player receives rules of a
game, it checks the number of defined roles. If this is a one-player game (also known
as puzzle) then a special approach is better. The changes to the regular approach
are in construction of the game tree and in the way of performing simulations. The
reasons are related to significant differences between puzzles and truly multi-player
games. Firstly, the objectives of such games are usually differently implemented.
In a multi-player situation, a standard objective is to defeat the opponents. There
are usually many ways to accomplish this task and the difficulty is relative as some
opponents may be weaker while some may be stronger. In single-player games, how-
ever, there is usually just one winning state among the whole state-space. Finding
that particular state requires either an extensive search or heavy analysis of the
rules. Until any partial solution (a non-zero score) is found, all simulations return
0 and the tree is constructed in a quite random fashion. On the other hand, once a
solution is found in simulations, nothing can stop the player from reaching it in the
game if a path consisting of actions leading to the goal state is stored. Naturally, the
reason of making it possible is that there are no opponents nor any indeterminism.

The differences in the UCT algorithm, in the tree expansion and the simulation
phases are presented in Section 4.2. A dedicated set of strategies is proposed which
differs from the regular one optimized for multi-player games. Section 4.2.3 is de-
voted to Transposition Tables which are particularly useful for puzzles to identify
the same states reachable in more than one way (by different sequences of actions).
Next, in Section 4.3, various experimental results are shown to verify usefulness
of our approach. The last section summarizes how MINI-Player, in the area of
single-player games, differs from other GGP agents.
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4.2 Changes in Tree Construction

4.2.1 Selection Phase

There are two premises suggesting that it might be worth replacing the average score
(c.f. Eq. 2.1) with the maximum score in the UCT formula:

a∗ = arg max
a∈A(s)

MAX(s, a) + C

√√√√ ln [N(s)]
N(s, a)

 (4.1)

Firstly, a majority of Monte Carlo simulations do not find even a partial solution and
return 0, which makes average scores very close to zero. Secondly, actions leading
to the best score found so far in simulations, can be trivially repeated in the game.
We compared two versions of the algorithm (with formulas 2.1 and 4.1) and the
maximum score performed better, although not as much as we anticipated. The
results are presented in Table 4.2

4.2.2 Expansion and Simulation Phases

MINI-Player keeps a list of actions from the current state, as contained in the game
root, to a terminal state with the best score obtained so far during simulations.
Therefore, each simulation has a local memory of performed actions in case the
score will be greater than the highest one. When such a score is found, a whole
branch is added to the UCT tree consisting of nodes representing the successive
states of the just finished simulation. When the theoretically maximum score of
the game is found, simulations are stopped and the player responds with the moves
leading to that score quickly (not exploiting the available time).

There is a crucial difference between the main purpose of simulations in the
MCTS algorithm when comparing puzzles and multi-player games. In the latter,
simulations are more of approximations of sample games played between the players.
The more such approximations we have, the more informed move can be made. In
puzzles, on the other hand, simulations function more as search methods. Therefore,
the focus should be moved from plausible playouts to efficient state-space explo-
ration. Backed up by experimentation, we discarded all strategies but Exploration.
Here is the motivation of why a particular strategy is not used in single-player games:
HH and SSC - these two policies are based on historical statistics. Until a partial
solution is found, simulations return only zero scores rendering the strategies use-
less. If, however, a solution is found it is easy to reproduce without any need for
any statistical analysis of how to achieve this.
AGE - there are no opponents which could prevent the player from greedily increas-
ing a satisfaction degree of the goal. If such a behavior worked well for a game it
would mean that the game is relatively simple. Almost all puzzles are too complex
for this method to work. If not, it is usually possible to solve them by a brute force
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search.
Mobility - in puzzles it means simple maximization of the number of moves. This
policy appeared to be ineffective in experiments. It is also the slowest one which in
turn leads to lower number of total simulations.
Score - probably the same reason as in the case of AGE. This strategy was one of
the least effective.

The disabled strategies were replaced by more variants of Exploration. This
strategy, as introduced in Section 3.3.5, comes with a formula of computing difference
between any two game states S1 and S2. For single-player games, two variants of
such formula are used independently. The first one is the original asymmetrical
definition:

df(S2, S1) = |(S2 \ S1)| (4.2)

The second one is a symmetrical definition:

diff(S2, S1) = |(S2 \ S1)|+ |(S1 \ S2)| (4.3)

For each variant of computing the difference, three parameter settings, N =
4, 6, 8, for the length of analyzed sequences of historical states are chosen (Equa-
tion 3.4). All options combined make up for 6 variants of the strategy as shown
in Table 4.1. Justification for this particular setup is discussed together with the
results.

Table 4.1: Summary of six variants of the Exploration strategy.

Final Formula Minimal difference formula Difference formula
HVAL = minDf = df =

(minDf(next(Sk, ai), 4)) mini−1
j=i−4 df(Si, Sj) |(S2 \ S1)|

(minDf(next(Sk, ai), 6)) mini−1
j=i−6 df(Si, Sj) |(S2 \ S1)|

(minDf(next(Sk, ai), 8)) mini−1
j=i−8 df(Si, Sj) |(S2 \ S1)|

(minDf(next(Sk, ai), 4)) mini−1
j=i−4 df(Si, Sj) |(S2 \ S1)|+ |(S1 \ S2)|

(minDf(next(Sk, ai), 6)) mini−1
j=i−6 df(Si, Sj) |(S2 \ S1)|+ |(S1 \ S2)|

(minDf(next(Sk, ai), 8)) mini−1
j=i−8 df(Si, Sj) |(S2 \ S1)|+ |(S1 \ S2)|

4.2.3 Transposition Tables

Transposition Tables (TT) technique is an optimization of grouping together states
reachable in more than one way to reduce complexity of a game tree. In a general
case, the game tree may contain nodes with duplicated states. Each such a node
would have independent statistics thus slowing a convergence of the UCT algorithm
compared to the scenario where duplicated states were detected and treated as one.
This technique was first implemented for Chess [57]. A drawback of using TT is the
computational overhead of performing a comparison of states.
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There are a few problems related to the application of TT in General Game
Playing. Firstly, some games do not contain transpositions, i.e., a unique sequence
of actions always leads to a unique state. There is no easy way to check this prop-
erty, because in pessimistic case it would require to simulate all possible playouts.
Secondly, the precise computational cost of using TT cannot be predicted. We per-
formed experiments and found out that in majority of single-player games states can
be easily repeated whereas in multi-player games it rarely happens during random
simulations. Therefore, we use the Transposition Tables in single-player games only.

The realization of this technique is novel, because there is no state-of-the-art
method in General Game Playing like, for example, Zobrist Hashing for Chess [57].
Zobrist Hashing cannot be implemented in GGP in the optimal way because the
structure of a state differs from game to game. We use a nested multi-resolution
approach. The input to the algorithm is a state and the output is a list of that
state’s transpositions. When the input state is given, the following properties are
calculated:

1. Total number of legal actions in that state.

2. Total number of facts in that state.

3. The number of non-empty types of facts. A type is non-empty if there is at
least one true fact e.g. (cell b 5 wk) for the type cell.

4. A vector of the numbers of facts for each type. Since the order is important,
e.g., [2,6] is a different vector than [6,2], the types are sorted in the same way
as in the GDL interpreter, which is according to the order of appearance in
the GDL description. For instance, if the literal control appears for the first
time before cell, then the vector [2,6] means two facts of type control and six
facts of type cell.

Each property is assigned a numerical value. The first three properties, i.e.
actions, facts and non-empty types of facts, are global for a state but the fourth one
is calculated for each type of facts individually. Therefore, there are 3 + K values
calculated for a state in total, where K is the number of types of facts.

As a trivial example, let us consider the following state:

(cell 1 1 white)
(cell 2 1 blank)
(cell 3 1 blank)
(step 1)

And legal moves:

(black place 2 1)
(black place 2 2)
(white noop)
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The properties are now calculated:

legal moves: 3
facts total: 4
non-empty types: 2 (cell, step)
cell facts: 3
step facts: 1

In this state, the transpositions would by accessed in the following way:

TranspositionTable[3][4][2][3][1].GetTransposition()

The values denote keys of subsequent nested hash-maps. They can be regarded as
decisions in a decision tree. At the end of the decision process, or in leaf nodes using
a tree analogy, the final hash-maps are stored. We use the C# inbuilt mechanism
which requires to define a pair of methods: GetHashCode() and Equals(). The
Equals() method explicitly checks if two states are equal. The other method returns
a hash code computed as stated in Equation 4.4:

hash =
K∑

k=1

∑
r∈Rk

Nk∑
i=1

(2i ∗ I(ri)) (4.4)

where: Rk - denotes the set of groundings for the k − th relation; K - denotes the
number of relations; r ∈ Rk - denotes a single grounding; Nk is the relation’s arity;
ri - is a symbol which appears at the i− th position (index) of the grounding r; and
I() is a coding function which converts symbols to 16-bit integers.

4.3 Experimental Results

The experiments were conducted using two setups. The first setup was aimed at
justifying the choices made to adapt MINI-Player to single-player games. Each
version was tested in a handful of games for a reasonably high START-clock setting
equal to 10 minutes. There were no matches involved, only to check whether a
particular approach can find a solution within 10 minutes. Such a scenario was
repeated 100 times. During a single repeat of the experiment, players start with
a zero score and each new higher score found is logged with a timestamp. If the
maximum possible score, as defined in rules, is found then the current iteration of
the test is terminated. It enables us to compute the average top score found by
players so far at any arbitrary timestamp up to 10-th minute. The setup was used
to justify the choice of the maximum operator in the UCT formula and Exploration
as the exclusive strategy (both choices discussed in Section 4.3.1). It was also the
basis to tune parameters of Exploration what will be discussed in Section 4.3.2.

In the second setup, regular matches are played as during the GGP Competition.
Smaller START-clocks are used, so there is less time to find a solution from the initial
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state. However, the agents may also take advantage of the PLAY-clocks, but if they
miss good moves at the beginning, they might not recover from the mistakes. Three
agents are tested in this setup: MINI-Player specialized to single-player games (the
winner of the first setup), a regular MINI-Player (not specialized to single-player
games) and CadiaPlayer. The accompanying results are discussed in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Versions Comparison (Long START-clock)

The first experiment was aimed at determining whether to use the maximum or the
average scoreQ(s, a), respectively as the assessment in the UCT formula. The results
are presented in Table 4.2 with statistically significant differences shown in bold.
Like for multi-player games, 95% confidence intervals from t-student distribution
were used. Both players implement the proposed solution dedicated to single-player
games, i.e., strategies are variants of Exploration presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.2: A comparison of the highest scores achieved by MAX and AVG. The
MAX and AVG players implement the proposed solution differentiated only by
the operator (max and average, respectively) which is applied to the assessment of
Q(s, a) in the UCT formula. The scores were captured at selected time frames and
averaged after 100 repetitions.

Time: 1s 1m 3m 10m
Game \ Player: MAX AVG MAX AVG MAX AVG MAX AVG

8-Puzzle 0 0 99 99 99.03 99.08 99.03 99.08
Buttons 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Circle Solitaire 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Hamilton 0 0 98.8 91.67 100 100 100 100
Hanoi 0 0 60 59.8 79.9 60 80.04 78
Hunter 0 0 87 87 87 87 87 87

Knights Tour 0 0 90 90 98.84 95.4 99.44 99.01
Lights Out 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100

Rubik’s Cube 0 0 0 0 17.85 18.85 42.2 37.05
Untwisty Corridor 0 0 10 9 96 97 100 100

The maximum score, denoted by MAX, is significantly better only in four cases:
Hamilton (1m), Hanoi (3m), Knight’s Tour (3m) and Rubik’s Cube (10m). However,
there is no single-player game, among the tested ones, where the average score,
denoted by AVG, is significantly better than MAX, so the latter is declared a
more viable choice. Henceforth, all single-player versions of the program, apart
from AVG, are equipped with the maximum score mechanism.

The next experiment involves two players: ALL and R. The former one uses the
six proposed variants of the Exploration strategy and, additionally, all the discarded
strategies (AGE, M, SSC, S, HH, R). The version denoted by R uses only the
Random strategy. The results show that both versions are underperforming when
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compared to MAX. While it was anticipated that a player using only random
simulations should be weaker than a dedicated one, it can be also concluded that
using all strategies is less efficient than using only the Exploration’s variants. Results
are presented in Table 4.3. The cases, where a particular variant is significantly worse
than the MAX variant from Table 4.2 is annotated with square brackets, e.g., [0].

Table 4.3: A comparison of the highest scores achieved by ALL and R. The ALL
player, in addition to the proposed 6 variants of Exploration, uses all the remaining
simulation strategies. R is a plain MCTS/UCT player using only random simula-
tions in the MCTS phase. The scores were captured at selected time frames and
averaged after 100 repetitions.

Time: 1s 1m 3m 10m
Game \ Player: ALL R ALL R ALL R ALL R

8-Puzzle 0 0 [0] [0] 99 [0] 99.07 [58.9]
Buttons 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Circle Solitaire [48] [0] 100 100 100 100 100 100
Hamilton 0 0 [90] [56.9] 97.49 [90] 100 [97]
Hanoi 0 0 [34.4] [36.4] [55.6] [59.6] 80 [70.4]
Hunter 0 0 87 [75] 87 87 87 87

Knights Tour 0 0 90 [70.8] [95.58] [71.13] 99.43 [72.63]
Lights Out 0 0 0 0 [0] [0] 100 [22]

Rubik’s Cube 0 0 0 0 [3.2] [0] [27.9] [9.95]
Untwisty Corridor 0 0 [0] [0] [90] [62] 100 99

A further analysis of ALL, equipped with all strategies, brings statistics, pre-
sented in Table 4.4 about how many times a particular strategy found the highest
score. For longer times, the Exploration strategy is a clear winner. However, for
times up to the 3rd minute, the AGE strategy performs slightly better than the
Exploration in average. This can be a result of synergy between AGE and Ex-
ploration strategies, which is difficult to measure. Investigating whether AGE was
prematurely discarded will be part of the future work.

4.3.2 Exploration Tuning (Long START-clock)

The main motivation behind the restriction to Exploration strategies only, was to
prioritize a variety of states visited during Monte Carlo simulations.

A question arises - why the proposed depths by means of parameter N are 4,6
and 8? Firstly, in preliminary experiments we verified that N > 8 are not feasible in
terms of computational efficacy. Although memorizing history states and calculating
differences is much faster than any GDL related computations, with N = 9 the
number of simulations significantly drops. Secondly, choosing pairwise similar values
for N may likely result in a lesser variety during the search. Thirdly, N = 1 and
N = 2 lead to a strategy which is similar to a random one. With these findings
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Table 4.4: A breakdown of strategies by the number of times they found the highest
score in particular time frames. The data was captured during playouts of the (ALL)
player, which uses all discussed strategies including the 6 variants of Exploration.
For each pair (game, time) the experiment was run 100 times.

Game 1s 1m 3m 5m 10m
No score found 852 400 169 101 0

Random 3 27 30 25 25
AGE 46 84 94 93 106

History Heuristic 4 43 68 70 74
Mobility 12 47 53 59 55
SSC 0 0 13 21 18
Score 5 9 21 26 33

Exploration Total 78 390 552 605 689
Exploration Average 13 65 92 100.8 114.8

in mind, a player using all depths from 1 to 8 (EXP1-8) was tested against two
variants EXP357 (depths of 3,5 and 7) and EXP468 (depths of 4, 6 and 8). The
first variant is a natural choice, the second and third maintain restrictions of using
non-adjacent and greater than two values. The results are presented in Table 4.5
and Table 4.6 for shorter and longer times, respectively. EXP1-8 turns out to be

Table 4.5: A comparison of the highest scores achieved respectively by the player
using Exploration strategy with depths 4,6 and 8 (EXP468), the player with the
exploration depths equal to 3,5 and 7 (EXP357) and the one which uses all depths
from 1 to 8 inclusive (EXP1-8). The scores were captured at selected time frames
and averaged over 100 trials. Only the shorter times are shown. The longer times
are presented in Table 4.6. Results which are the highest (within the error margin)
and at the same time significantly higher than at least one of the other two are
bolded.

Time: 1s 1m
Game \ Player: EXP468 EXP357 EXP1-8 EXP468 EXP357 EXP1-8

8-Puzzle 0 0 0 99 99 0
Buttons 100 100 100 100 100 100

Circle Solitaire 99 98.57 81 100 100 100
Hamilton 0 0 0 98.8 98.9 91.3
Hanoi 0 0 0 60 60 59.8
Hunter 0 0 0 87 87 87

Knights Tour 0 0 0 90 90 90
Lights Out 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rubik’s Cube 0 0 0 0 0 0
Untwisty Corridor 0 0 0 10 10 0
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weaker than versions which use only selected depths. Both variants, EXP357 and
EXP468, are equally good within the statistical error margin. The final (arbitrary)
choice was to use EXP468 as the proposed solution.

Table 4.6: A comparison of the highest scores achieved respectively by the player
using Exploration strategy with depths 4,6 and 8 (EXP468), the player with the
exploration depths equal to 3,5 and 7 (EXP357) and the one which uses all depths
from 1 to 8 inclusive (EXP1-8). The scores were captured at selected time frames
and averaged over 100 trials. Only the longer times are shown. Please refer to
Table 4.5 for results obtained for the shorter times or interpretation of the bolded
text.

Time: 3m 10m
Game \ Player: EXP468 EXP357 EXP1-8 EXP468 EXP357 EXP1-8

8-Puzzle 99.03 99.07 99 99.03 99.07 99.03
Buttons 100 100 100 100 100 100

Circle Solitaire 100 100 100 100 100 100
Hamilton 100 100 100 100 100 100
Hanoi 79.8 80 60 80.4 80.2 80
Hunter 87 87 87 87 87 87

Knights Tour 98.84 96 96 99.44 99.6 99.4
Lights Out 100 99 0 100 99 100

Rubik’s Cube 17.85 18 15.05 42.2 41.65 33.45
Untwisty Corridor 96 98 93 100 100 100

4.3.3 Full match experiments

The final pair of experiments are full matches of the proposed approach named
MINI-1P versus two reference players. The first opponent is a regular version of
our player, calledMINI, used for multi-player games, chosen to evaluate incremental
value of the specialization to single-player games. The second one is CadiaPlayer,
chosen as an external strong opponent, for the same reason as in Chapter 3.

The results are presented in Table 4.7 for START-clock and PLAY-clock set to
(120s, 45s) and (45s, 15s) respectively. The highest score for each setup is shown in
bold. If multiple highest scores are indistinguishable within the margin of 95% con-
fidence interval (less than 3.00 for each test), all of them are bolded. The proposed
dedicated version is significantly better than CadiaPlayer in 8-Puzzle and Lights
Out whereas performs worse in Hanoi and Rubik’s Cube. The remaining six games
are equally well solved by both players. However, the average score, is significantly
higher for MINI-1P.
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Table 4.7: A full-match comparison of players. The Clock column denotes time
alloted for START-clock and PLAY-clock respectively. Each player was tested on
100 instances of each game. Results which are the highest (within the error margin)
and at the same time significantly higher than at least one of the other two are
bolded.

Game Clock MINI-1P MINI CadiaPlayer
[s]

8-Puzzle 45 15 99.01 13.86 0.00
8-Puzzle 120 30 99.76 98.01 1.98
Buttons 45 15 100.00 100.00 100.00
Buttons 120 30 100.00 100.00 100.00

Circle Solitaire 45 15 100.00 100.00 100.00
Circle Solitaire 120 30 100.00 100.00 100.00

Hamilton 45 15 100.00 90.30 99.90
Hamilton 120 30 100.00 91.10 100.00
Hanoi 45 15 80.20 80.00 97.40
Hanoi 120 30 82.40 80.00 100.00
Hunter 45 15 87.00 87.00 87.00
Hunter 120 30 87.00 87.00 87.00

Knights Tour 45 15 100.00 86.50 100.00
Knights Tour 120 30 100.00 100.00 100.00
Lights Out 45 15 35.00 4.00 0.00
Lights Out 120 30 99.00 9.00 0.00

Rubik’s Cube 45 15 0.00 0.00 35.00
Rubik’s Cube 120 30 10.50 0.00 35.00

Untwisty Corridor 45 15 97.00 92.00 100.00
Untwisty Corridor 120 30 100.00 100.00 100.00

Average 45 15 79.82 65.37 71.93
Average 120 30 87.86 76.51 72.40
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4.4 Summary

In this chapter, a version of MINI-Player optimized to play single-player games was
presented. In comparison to the regular version, dedicated for at least two-player
games, six variants of Exploration replaced the previous set of strategies. Moreover,
the tree expansion is optimized to take full advantage of the lack of opponents (lack
of unpredictability). Lastly, a multi-resolution algorithm for transposition tables
was proposed.

Puzzles can be regarded as constrained search or optimization problems. So far,
GGP agents have tackled them in three ways. The first one is to apply a graph-
based search algorithm. ClunePlayer [38, 39] uses Breadth-First Search, Depth-First
Search and Heuristic Repair search in parallel during the START-clock time and then
chooses the one which has found the highest score. CadiaPlayer [16] uses a relatively
popular method of applying A* algorithm for puzzles. The admissible heuristic is
usually approximation of how many steps are required to finish the game.

The second viable way to address the problem of solving puzzles is translating
a GDL description to an Answer Set Programming (ASP) [58] program, but such
a conversion is not guaranteed to be successful for every game. With an ASP
program, a solution of the game may be found by doing a logical reasoning. The
ASP technique can also be useful in multi-player games for decomposition [59],
i.e., finding sub-games and dealing with them independently to lower the original
complexity.

Finally, a plain MCTS algorithm can be employed assuming that eventually it
will visit a winning state. Most of the players opted for this approach according to
a questionnaire we made among the top contestants of the 2014 GGP Competition.
The authors of Ary propose a memory optimized version for puzzles called Nested
Monte Carlo Search [60].

A major novelty of our approach is using the Exploration heuristic guiding the
search in the simulation phase of MCTS. We showed that using these heuristics
significantly reduces the time required to find any (even partial) solution compared
to a plain MCTS (Tables 4.2 and 4.3). In experiments, we tinkered with several
variants to find which set of strategies is the most effective for single-player games.
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Chapter 5

Parallelization

5.1 Introduction

Parallel computing deals with creating algorithms which can be carried out simulta-
neously on some number of processors. This chapter is concerned with parallelization
of a GGP player by means of the MCTS algorithm. An algorithm for parallelizing
MCTS is not only a technical (implementation-wise) aspect. The MCTS is sequen-
tial by definition, because the result of a simulation is back-propagated through the
tree and has influence on the choice of a next node to simulate. Therefore, every
method of distributing computations must interfere with the base algorithm. The
research problem is to design such an algorithm that the benefits of doing work in
parallel will outweigh the losses of going away from the original MCTS formulation.

The next section contains motivation on why it is beneficial to parallelize MCTS.
Section 5.3 is aimed to be both a theoretical background and a review of related
work. In Section 5.4, entitled Hybrid Parallelization for MINI-Player, our novel
method is presented. The last section is devoted to results.

5.2 Motivation

The main motivation behind parallelization is to increase implementation efficiency
of the Monte Carlo Tree Search algorithm. Naturally, the more simulations are
performed the more accurate statistics of actions are collected, which is a similar
reason why it is worth pushing performance of the GDL reasoner to the limits.
Computer hardware is doubling its power roughly every 3 years. However, the re-
cent trend is that processors get more CPU cores and smarter instructions rather
than higher clock rates. Utilizing many CPU cores is especially important in the
GGP Competition scenario, where every participant runs the program on their own
computational facilities. The state-of-the-art solution would use both the state-of-
the-art algorithms and hardware. Parallelization is even more useful in GGP than
in many established single-game domains because for dedicated games a dedicated
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representation and simulation algorithms can be proposed. In GGP, however, there
is an additional GDL interpretation layer which vastly reduces the number of at-
tainable simulations per second.

In comparison to popular tree search algorithms such as alpha-beta, the MCTS
has significantly less synchronization points. A whole simulation can be naturally
treated as an atomic task to be done in parallel, which is a huge asset to work
with. The bigger the portion of a program that can be done in parallel,
the smaller the time required for communication between threads and
concurrency control. For instance, parallelization on a GDL interpreter level, e.g.
in Merge Operations (Section 6.4.3) or in the PROVE method (Section 6.4.1), would
not be a good idea as it would require constant synchronization. A better idea is to
isolate a longer-executing block of code, so inside that block the program operates
at full speed undisturbed by the overhead of parallelization. An opposite extremum
can be achieved by preparing multiple copies of a player which run in parallel and
communicate only to settle down the move to play. The most common approach is
to designate one or a batch of Monte Carlo simulations as such an isolated block of
code. The goal is to find the mechanism of how to assign simulations (and how many
of them) to independent threads and how to gather results from all these threads.
The following sections are dedicated to realization of these goals.

5.3 Methods of Parallelization in GGP

There have not been many papers about parallelization of MCTS optimized for a
multi-game environment. Paper [61] describes the most common approaches being
experimented with both in GGP and Go. These methods are called:

• Leaf Parallelization (LP) also known as At-the-leaves Parallelization

• Root Parallelization (RP) also known as Single-Run Parallelization

• Tree Parallelization (TP) also known as Multiple-Runs Parallelization

Leaf Parallelization

In this case, there is a single game tree maintained by the master process. The
UCT algorithm selects subsequent nodes in a sequential fashion until it reaches
a leaf node. Then instead of a single Monte Carlo simulation, multiple ones are
performed, i.e., each remote process simulates a game from the same state. The
master process waits for the simulations to finish and collects the results. In Leaf
Parallelization, the selection and expansion phases of MCTS are unchanged. The
simulation phase consists of K independent simulations for the same node, whereas
the back-propagation phases differs only by updating statistics gathered from K
simulations at once.
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The method is very straightforward and easy to implement. However, it is weaker
than both Root Parallelization and Tree Parallelization. Although the obtained re-
sults of simulations are more confident, lots of simulations are allocated ineffectively,
because each state (even the meaningless one) has to be simulated at least K times.
Moreover, for the same reason, the tree does not expand quicker than in the original
single-threaded MCTS. Figure 5.1 shows how Leaf Parallelization works.

Figure 5.1: An illustration of the Leaf Parallelization method with 3 parallel pro-
cesses. The parallel simulations start from the marked node and the MCTS algo-
rithm waits until all of them are completed.

Root Parallelization

In Root Parallelization, each parallel node maintains its own game tree which is
separately expanded by the MCTS algorithm. Communication between nodes occurs
at certain frequency. In the baseline approach the master process immediately passes
messages (START, PLAY, STOP, ABORT ) received from the Game Manager to
all connected remote nodes. Each node acts as an individual player and the only
difference to the actual player is the response. The master process responds to the
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GM with an action, but before that, the first levels of the trees are synchronized.
Remote nodes respond to the master process with the total scores and visits stored
in nodes of the first level. These statistics are summed up by the master process
and used to compute global average scores.

The method scales quite well and it is better suited for many average class PCs,
however the main disadvantage is that the trees, although grown independently,
may be similar. Moreover, having multiple parallel trees do not increase the depth
of the search. The main advantages are a minimal communication overhead and the
fact that statistics can be more confident because of the averaging mechanism. This
parallelization scheme was used by Ary [23] with three variants of aggregating the
results: Best (select the best evaluated move from a distributed node), Sum (sum
total scores and total visits and compute a global average scores), Sum10 (Sum
performed only for the top ten best evaluated moves) and Raw (send only average
scores of moves from nodes without weighting by the number of total visits). The
best results were reported for Sum and Sum10 with no significant difference between
them. Figure 5.2 shows how Root Parallelization works.

Figure 5.2: An illustration of the Root Parallelization method with 3 parallel pro-
cesses. Each process mantains an independent tree constructed in a sequential fash-
ion. Statistics of the root’s children are aggregated during a synchronization point.

Tree Parallelization

The authors who introduced Root Parallelism to GGP [23] later switched to Tree
Parallelism [22], where there is only one game tree maintained by the master pro-
cess. Each Monte Carlo simulation is performed in parallel either by a local thread
(what is a preferred case) or a thread on a remote machine. If neither thread is
available, the method will wait or place the simulation request into a waiting queue,
depending on the implementation. The difference between Leaf Parallelization and
Tree Parallelization is that the former pauses the MCTS/UCT algorithm whenever
simulations are scheduled and every simulation is executed from the same state. In
Tree Parallelization, the MCTS/UCT algorithm schedules one simulation and pro-
ceeds to the next iteration. The simulation is considered to be a loss for all players
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until it finishes and overwrites the outcome with the correct one. The advantage of
Tree Parallelization over Leaf Parallelization is that more unique states are visited
and the MCTS algorithm converges faster in the former approach. Figure 5.3 shows
how Tree Parallelization works.

Figure 5.3: An illustration of the Tree Parallelization method with 3 parallel pro-
cesses. When a simulation is finished, statistics are updated in the tree and a new
simulation is scheduled based on the currently observed statistics.

5.4 Hybrid Parallelization for MINI-Player

The idea of our method is to combine the best of both words. Within one machine
we use Tree Parallelization which is then mixed by Root Parallelization between the
machines. TP can be relatively efficiently performed on a single computer, because
of the benefits gained from a shared memory. TP on remote machines, however,
not only requires network communication but also serialization and deserialization
of states which simulations start from. With the shared memory available in one
program’s instance, all the necessary synchronization can be put into a critical
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section or even a lock-free fashion can be pursued. The lock-free version [62] assumes
that some synchronization errors (often called faulty updates) are possible. The
idea is to detect such cases and ignore result from the simulation if a fault was
encountered. In our implementation, the safer approach with the lock is used.

Although the shared game tree has to be accessed twice in one iteration of the
MCTS algorithm (first during Selection/Expansion and next during Back-Propagation),
both phases can reside within the same lock when a smart reordering of the MCTS
phases is applied. The main parts of the algorithm are presented at Listing 5.1.
Figure 5.4 shows how Hybrid Parallelization works.

Listing 5.1: Code of a single-lock MCTS worker. Some functions are not shown for
the clarity of presentation.
treeNode = NULL;
whi l e ( t imeLef t > 0)
{

CheckTimeLeft ( ) ;
i f ( treeNode != n u l l )
{

f o r ( i n t p layer Index =0; p layer Index < PlayersCount;++ i )
s t r a t e g i e s [ p layer Index ] = s t r a t e g y S c h e d u l e r . Se l e c tForP laye r ( p layer Index ) ;

s imu la to r . Se tState ( treeNode . State ) ;
s imu la to r . MonteCarlo ( t imeLeft , s t r a t e g i e s ) ;
i f ( s imu la to r .STATUS != SUCCESS)

re turn ;
}

l ock (GameTree )
{

i f ( treeNode != NULL)
{

treeNode . Update ( s imu la to r . Goals ) ;
f o r ( i n t p layer Index =0; p layer Index < PlayersCount;++ i )

s t r a t e g i e s [ p layer Index ] . Update ( s imu la to r . Goals [ p layer Index ] ) ;

treeNode = GameTree . ComputeUCT_Continuation ( ) ;
CheckMemoryUsage ( ) ;

}
}

}

A unique feature of the MINI-Player’s parallelization approach is that each re-
mote node operates on a subset of the tree to increase the variety of search. Each
remote node (a computer) is assigned a unique identifier ID ∈ [1, N ]. The maxi-
mum number (N) is globally available to all nodes. On the first possible level in the
tree, where MiNI-Player has more than one available action we narrow the search
of each remote machine to the portion of the total moves defined by:[

ID − 1
N

,
ID + 1
N

]
These intervals overlap to keep some redundancy in case a machine disconnects. The
last interval is wrapped back to the beginning. For instance, if N = 5, the intervals
are:
[0, 2

5 ][1
5 ,

3
5 ][2

5 ,
4
5 ][3

5 , 1] and “[4
5 ,

6
5 ]” = [4

5 , 1] ∪ [0, 1
5 ].
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Figure 5.4: An illustration of the Hybrid Parallelization method with 3 parallel
nodes and 3 parallel processes in each node.

These intervals are used on remote nodes to constrain the available actions to the
UCT algorithm in the selection phase. If M is the total number of moves, then only
actions with indices from the range as computed by Formula 5.1 are available to
choose. [⌊

M ∗ ID − 1
N

⌋
,
⌊
M ∗ ID + 1

N

⌋]
(5.1)

The redundancy caused by overlapping intervals can be further strengthened in two
ways:

1. By increasing the overlapping margin i.e.
[

ID−k
N

, ID+k
N

]
, where k > 1.

2. By having multiple machines assigned the same ID. For instance, with 8
machines, N can be set to 4 and each value of ID can be assigned to a pair
of machines. In such a case, the same subset of actions will be checked twice
due to redundancy. Since the MCTS algorithm is non-deterministic, repeated
simulations may increase confidence of the statistics.

Actions of MINI-Player are limited only in the first node on each path coming
from the root in which our player has more than 1 action available. The root is
included, so if MINI-Player has more than 1 action in the root then it is the only node
with limited actions. There are no limitations of actions chosen for the simulated
opponents. There are two sample trees shown in Figure 5.5 where the mechanism
is illustrated. The set of allowed moves is limited only for MINI-Player because in
this approach the assessment of actions in distributed programs is fair by means of
being evaluated against all possible opponents’ actions. If the search was limited to
certain subsets of moves for all players, then some of them could have too promising
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assessment if they happened to be simulated together with only weak actions of the
opponents. To solve this issue, each combination of players’ actions would have to
be simulated by some remote node what vastly increases complexity of the problem.

Figure 5.5: An illustration of how MINI-Player’s actions are limited in the UCT
algorithm. The nodes are labeled by the number of legal moves for MINI-Player.
Circles marked in green are the first nodes on each path from the root with more
than 1 action available, so the limiting takes place there. Branches ending with
three dots are not relevant to the algorithm’s presentation.

In the proposed parallelization approach, three types of nodes are used. The
setup is presented in Figure 5.6. Each physical computer is running one node at a
time which can be the Master, a Hub or a Worker Node.

1. Master Node - the main program, which communicates with the Game Man-
ager. It passes START, PLAY, STOP and ABORT messages without any
processing further to other types of nodes. The MCTS/UCT algorithm is
used here to construct the game tree. Within a scope of the machine, the al-
gorithm uses Tree Parallelization. Before a PLAY-clock elapses, the statistics
are gathered and aggregated as in Root Parallelization method.

2. Hub Node - an intermediate layer passing messages back and forth between
the Master Node and Worker Nodes. Hub Nodes are used only in situations,
where there are so many computers available that maintaining connections
between the Master Node and each of them would be infeasible. Each Hub
Node gathers statistics from a certain group of Worker Nodes and sends them,
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already aggregated, to the Master Node. A high number of connections to
the main machine active at same time (just before a move is made) renders
it vulnerable to time-outs, which in turn can lead to game losses. This is
important in the GGP Competition scenario. However, with the intermediate
layer the responsibility of communicating with Worker Nodes is shared among
Hub Nodes and the main machine is not overloaded.

3. Worker Node - a procedure of work is similar to the Master Node’s one. The
difference is only that Workers do not pass messages any further and respond
with the statistics of level one nodes (just below the root) instead of the action
to play.

Figure 5.6: A data flow in the proposed Hybrid Parallelization algorithm.

Aggregation of Statistics

Worker Nodes send statistics computed for all currently available actions of all play-
ers by local MCTS/UCT algorithms. Because the current state in the game is stored
in a tree root, the nodes which contain these statistics are the root’s children. The
total scores computed for all players and the number of visits are sent twice per
each PLAY-clock interval. The first synchronization is when 80% of the PLAY-
clock elapses whereas the second one occurs right before it elapses. The Master
Node sums the obtained data for every node which is present in its own game tree.
This operation affects the average score which is now updated. Since the nodes are
close to the root, the only situation in which they are not present is when a game
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has an enormously huge branching factor or the PLAY-clock is extremely small.
Please recall that the UCT algorithm will prioritize actions which were never visited
before, so K children of the root are sure to be visited in the first K simulations.

After the first aggregation, the Master Node propagates the aggregated statistics
back to Hub Nodes which are further passed to Worker Nodes. Statistics on each
machine become synchronized in the first levels of the game trees. From now on,
until the PLAY-clock expires, the remote nodes are allowed to sample all actions,
i.e., the search narrowing algorithm is switched off. In the remaining portion of the
PLAY-clock, all game trees have the chance to expand in direction of the highest
evaluated actions. If the narrowing mechanism was not switched off at any point,
the machines which did not have access to the eventually chosen move, would have
to build the game tree starting from the root only after every PLAY message. If only
there are no more actions in a current state than available machines, Formula 5.1
guarantees that each action (the played action, in particular) is available to exactly
two machines, therefore, all but two would have a degenerated game tree at each
step.

Timing and Scalability

A huge advantage of the Hybrid Parallelization method is that it can utilize a lot
of threads and computers relatively easily. As depicted in Figure 5.4, it has a
hierarchical structure, where the Root component is higher in the hierarchy. In
comparison to Tree Parallelization method, where a communication cost quickly
becomes an issue, it can harvest significantly more power due to less frequent need
of sending data. In TP, each request for a simulation generates a message, which
can count to thousands per step between a single pair of machines. In HP only
two messages are exchanged per step between a pair of machines. The utilization
of computers can be even increased by adding more intermediate, i.e., Hub Node,
layers. There is no difference whether a Hub Node passes messages to a Worker
Node or another Hub Node. A downside of adding intermediate layers is that each
such a layer has to include a small time margin - ∆ - for communication. To avoid
time-outs, the Master Nodes responds with the chosen action with a time margin -
m. An i-th layer Hub Node sends the gathered statistics to the Master Node with a
margin equal to m+ i ∗∆. A Worker Node sends the final statistics with a margin
of m+ (K + 1) ∗∆, where K denotes the number of intermediate layers.

In comparison with Root Parallelization, the hybrid method scales better be-
cause the aggregation mechanism treats one computer, instead of one thread as
in the original RP, as one parallel unit. For instance, if quad-core computers are
considered, HP can employ approximately four times more machines with the same
communication overhead. Moreover, game trees constructed by the Hybrid Parallel
algorithm are of higher quality than in the Root Parallel one.

A predominance of the hybrid method over RP can be derived theoretically. For
a given pair (game, parallelization method) there always exists a saturation point
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beyond which adding more threads does not increase the performance. Eventually,
the synchronization and/or communication cost will be even detrimental to the over-
all player’s strength. Let us denote this boundary number of parallel instances for
(game1, RP) by B. For a given game, the Root component of Hybrid Paralleliza-
tion will stop scaling around approximately the same number of units. However, the
communication costs imposed by this component are completely unaffected by the
synchronization costs from the Tree components running on each remote unit. In
the case of a classic RP, the remote units are simply threads. In the case of HP, the
remote units are k-core machines parallelized via TP. This concludes, that Hybrid
Parallelization scales asymptotically better up to k times.

Root Parallelization has a chance to be more effective only with a small numbers
of computers, when it is not yet saturated. In general, it is more valuable to compare
HP and TP methods than HP and RP methods. The former are simply more
different whereas the latter use the same parallelization idea when analyzed top-
down (Figures 5.2 and 5.4).

Some theoretical bounds on the number of computers to be effectively employed
by Hybrid Parallelization are presented in Table 5.1. In this comparison, effec-
tiveness does not take into account game-specific scalability, only game-independent
bounds imposed by the communication costs. The preferred number of intermediate
layers is one as a solid trade-off between the communication margin penalty and
utilizable number of machines. With one intermediate layer, 157 quad-core com-
puters can be efficiently used. The method is well-suited for facilities with many
machines such as one or more university computer labs, because the focus is placed
on optimizing the Root component of HP, i.e., dealing with many remote units. The
Tree component is performed only within the scope of a machine, so it is far from
reaching its efficiency and scalability limits.
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Table 5.1: The table shows how hardware is utilized by the Hybrid Parallelization
method. The example assumes that a k-core machine can utilize k threads respon-
sible for building the game tree and 3k connections to computers in the next tier in
case of Master and Hub nodes.

No. of No. of threads No. of utilizable No. of utilizable
Hub layers per Machine) computers threads

0 k n = 1 + 3k k ∗ n
1 k n = 1 + 3k + (3k)2 k ∗ n
2 k n = 1 + 3k + (3k)2 + (3k)3 k ∗ n
0 4 13 52
1 4 157 580
2 4 1885 6912
0 6 19 114
1 6 343 2058
2 6 6175 37050

5.5 Experimental Results

Performing empirical tests in parallel environments is significantly slower than in a
one-to-one case with the same hardware usage. In the former case, lots of machines
must be employed in a single iteration of the experiment whereas in the latter
each machine can run an independent experiment’s instance. Therefore, being more
limited by the number of matches to be played, we had to make some arbitrary
choices. The first and foremost arbitrary choice was the selection of games which was
reduced from 17 (used in Chapter 3) to 8. The PLAY-clock values were also cut by
a half (rounded up) because parallelized programs perform much more simulations
anyway. The second design choice was that players implementing the tested methods
would be using 8 nodes with 4 CPU cores available on each node. That sums up to
32 cores per player. Then, a single iteration of an experiment, which consists of two
GGP agents facing each other, utilizes 16 nodes or 64 cores. All used machines were
identical with the following specification: Intel(R) Core i7-2600 Processor 3.40Ghz,
8GB of RAM and a 64-bit operating system. The players were running on a truly
symmetrical hardware.

In the first experiment, the proposed Hybrid Parallelization with search narrow-
ing (Hybrid-wSN) was tested against the plain version of Hybrid Parallelization
(Hybrid). The aim of the test was to validate usefulness of this contribution and
identify games which are particularly suitable for it. Both methods were imple-
mented in MINI-Player. There are no more differences between the players other
than the parallelization scheme. The results, gathered after 100 repetitions with
roles swapped after half of the games as in the previous experiments, are presented
in Table 5.2. When 75% confidence intervals are applied, the outcome (wins-draws-
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losses) is 4-1-4 whereas within 95% confidence intervals, the outcome is 3-3-3. The
average score is slightly higher for the search narrowing variant, but it is not signif-
icant by any margins with at least 75% confidence.

At this point, the conclusion can only be that both methods are similarly strong
but suitable for different games. Machine-limited actions seems to work well for
Farming Quandries, because it happens that usually the last actions as computed by
the GDL interpreter are the best, so the last two machines can take full advantage of
that. Good performance of this method in Farmers and Pentago is probably caused
by high average branching factors in that games, around 1000 and 100 respectively.
Connect Four has the lowest branching factor, and there are no move patterns like in
Farming Quandries, what is the reason for the plain Hybrid Method being stronger
there. The same (low branching factor and no move ordering patterns), is true
for Othello. In a game-dependent scenario, both parallelization methods should be
initially verified, because neither is universally stronger.

Table 5.2: Evaluation of Hybrid Parallelization with Search Narrowing (Hybrid-
w-SN) against the plain Hybrid Parallelization (Hybrid). The results above 50,
which are shown in bold, are in favor of the first player appearing in the table, which
is Hybrid-w-SN in this case. There are both 75% and 95% confidence intervals put
in square brackets. Confident wins by either player are marked with ticks next to
confidence intervals.

Game Clock Hybrid-w-SN 75% conf. 95% conf.
[s] vs. Hybrid interval interval

Breakthrough 45 8 42.00 [4.16] X [9.67]
Checkers 60 10 51.00 [3.99] [9.30]
Connect4 40 5 37.50 [3.64] X [8.47] X
Farmers 45 5 57.00 [3.86] X [8.98]

Farming Quandries 60 8 77.00 [3.49] X [8.13]X
Hex 60 10 40.00 [4.12] X [9.60] X

Othello 90 15 39.00 [4.06] X [9.46] X
Pentago 45 8 63.00 [3.93] X [9.15]X

Piligrimage 90 10 61.00 [3.79]X [8.83]X
Average 51.94

In the second experiment, the proposed parallelization method, Hybrid-wSN,
was evaluated against a player using Tree Parallelization (Tree). The advantages
of the hybrid version become much more obvious than contributions of the search
enhancement from the previous test. Not only Hybrid-wSN wins 6-0-3 (with 75%
confidence) or 5-2-2 (with 95%), but also the average score, 58.60 is significantly
higher. There is quite a noticeable pattern in Tree being generally better in slowly
simulated games and with lower branching factor. The faster the hardware and the
simulation mechanism are, the less suitable TP will most likely become. Please
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notice, that HP contains TP as a subsystem limited to 4 CPU cores (in our case).
A derivative of scalability function of the number of cores is non-increasing and
usually decreasing. With a higher number of threads used, the increase of scalability
is gradually slower until it eventually reaches zero.

Table 5.3: Evaluation of Hybrid Parallelization with Search Narrowing (Hybrid-
w-SN) against Tree Parallelization (Tree). See the description of Table 5.2 for the
interpretation of results.

Game Clock Hybrid-w-SN 75% conf. 95% conf.
[s] vs. Tree interval interval

Breakthrough 45 8 60.00 [4.12] X [9.60] X
Checkers 60 10 62.50 [3.88] X [9.02] X
Connect4 40 5 57.00 [3.47] X [8.08]
Farmers 45 5 83.50 [2.67] X [6.21] X

Farming Quandries 60 8 86.00 [2.80]X [6.51]X
Hex 60 10 64.00 [4.04]X [9.41]X

Othello 90 15 24.00 [3.60] X [8.37] X
Pentago 45 8 52.00 [4.21] [9.79]

Piligrimage 90 10 38.00 [3.91] X [9.10] X
Average 58.60



Chapter 6

High Performance GDL
Interpreter

6.1 Introduction

GDL is used to define game rules, therefore, GGP agents have to implement the
necessary functionality to interpret this language. The minimum requirement is the
ability to simulate a game. There are a few ready-to-use options available such as
sample players from Dresden GGP website [63] and GGP Base package [64]. An
alternative is to translate a GDL description into a Prolog [20] program which is a
relatively straightforward transformation. However, all of the options are quite slow
in execution and limited in terms of user’s control of the process.

Designing and creating GDL interpreters can be a research task of its own just
like creating compilers or automata for various languages. There are a few reasons
why it is beneficial to create a custom, tailor-made reasoning engine for GDL. First
and foremost motivation is to perform as many simulations as possible. Quality of
an MCTS/UCT approach is a non-decreasing function of simulation time. The time
to make a move is fixed for a game so a way to “virtually increase this time” is to
increase the number of simulations per second ratio. The more of them, the bigger
portion of the game tree can be searched and the more accurate the evaluation Q
becomes (c.f. Equation 2.1). Authors of [65] conducted an experiment in which two
identical MCTS-based agents competed against each other in two series of 8 games.
In the first run of 8 games, they had equal time available for a move whereas in
the second leg, one of the players had twice as much time to think. The average
result increased from 49.25 to 69.37 in favor of the longer-thinking, therefore making
approximately two times more simulations, program.

Developing a custom interpreting engine is also motivated by the fact that it
allows to have control over each step of the internal derivation formula what in turn
makes possible to use heuristics which operate on such a low level. Specifically, in the
approach undertaken in this thesis, we wanted to have a full flexibility to implement
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simulation strategies. An example of a strategy, which requires modification of
the basic logic resolution formula, is Approximate Goal Evaluation described in
Section 3.3.2.

In this chapter, we present the custom GDL interpreter, which is an essential part
of MINI-Player. The next section contains an overview of the GDL interpretation
component. Figure 6.1 shows a “bigger picture” of how the interpreter and sections
in this chapter are organized.

Figure 6.1: A top-down view of the GDL Interpreter.

6.2 Overview

The main functionality of the interpreter is to perform simulations. A simulation
takes the following input [current state, vector of strategiesID, availableTime] and
returns the output: [vector of goals, status]. The vector of goals, which length is
equal to the number of players, contains a goal value (result of the simulation) for
each player respectively. Status can be one of the following: success, timeout or
error. A timeout occurs if a simulation would take more time to terminate than the
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availableTime and has to be prematurely stopped. Statistics in the UCT tree should
be updated only if success was returned. Although GDL defines goals as integers
from 0 to 100, they are scaled to a real interval of [0, 1] for the internal usage in
MINI-Player.

When the GGP agent receives a GDL description, it firstly performs some pre-
processing of the rules. Table 6.1 summarizes four steps of the preprocessing phase.
After preprocessing, the necessary structures for logical resolution are created (Sec-
tion 6.3). Once created, they are continuously used at run-time to prove the GDL
rules (Section 6.4). In order to maintain the clarity of the presentation, a required
enhancement related to Filtering is contained in a dedicated section (6.5). Optional
enhancements are presented in Appendix B.

Operation Description in Section
Tokenization A.1
Simplification A.2

Arity Normalization A.3
Customization of Rules for Conditions A.4

Table 6.1: Four main phases of the preprocessing step. Technical descriptions can
be found in Appendix A.

Technical Setup

The interpreter is written mostly in C++ as a DLL referenced from the C# .NET
code of MINI-Player. The HTTP communication, parallelization and preprocessing
are performed on the .NET side whereas the actual logic reasoning and simulations
are implemented in C++. Each thread operates on a distinct copy of the inter-
preter, so simulations can be run completely independently, in parallel. In a few
places of this chapter, we will talk about singleton-like structures like OR-AND
trees constructed for particular keywords. In each such case, it will, by default,
mean one object per thread. The number of used threads is a manually configurable
parameter.

6.3 Creating OR-AND Trees

The OR-AND trees, which are data structures used to perform the logical resolution,
play a central role in the GDL interpretation. The preprocessing phase ends with
creation of the OR-AND trees. The trees are used at run-time to prove the following
logical formulas: init, legal, next, terminal or goal. They are composed of nodes of
two main types, i.e., AND and OR. The latter are further divided into regular and
leaf ones. The next section is devoted to the process of logical resolution.
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6.3.1 AND nodes

An AND node (AND) represents a single instance of a particular rule in the res-
olution path. The facts computed in an AND node are results proven from one
implication (rule). The name AND was proposed due to the fact that and is the de-
fault logical connective between conditions, defined for a rule. If a result belongs to
an AND node it must be non-conflicting with all conditions, what also explains why
it is the and operator. For instance, let us introduce the following rule (implication):

(<= (line ?x)
(row ?m ?x))

The corresponding AND node will be a structure used to compute only such line
facts by means of (line ?x) which are created as a result of satisfaction of condition
(row ?m ?x).

6.3.2 OR nodes

An OR node (OR) represents a union of all facts which are true regardless of a source
they come from. This type of nodes is a container which sum results which satisfy a
certain GDL condition. OR nodes gather results coming from all implications (AND
nodes) and optionally from Leaf OR nodes as well which contain already computed
results.

For instance, an OR node would have three AND children to gather line facts
from all the following rules:

(<= (line ?x)
(row ?m ?x))

(<= (line ?x)
(column ?m ?x))

(<= (line ?x)
(diagonal ?x))

6.3.3 Leaf OR nodes

Like the regular OR nodes, leaf OR nodes also contain complete sets of results for a
GDL condition, but only for such conditions which are defined by constant or state
facts. Constant and state facts are stored globally in order to be shared among many
Leaf OR nodes. On the one hand, conditions related to constant and state facts are
frequent - every logic resolution path in GDL has to end with a condition of these
types. On the other hand, the realizations of constant/state facts rarely change -
never in the former case (constant facts) and one per game step in the latter (state
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facts). To sum up, Leaf OR nodes do not require any logic to compute facts because
these facts are already there. In general, the AND and OR nodes appear alternately,
with the exception of the Leaf OR nodes which can be pinned to any non-leaf type
of node (they store the atomic data). The idea is illustrated in Figure 6.2 for a goal
rule in Tic-Tac-Toe.

Figure 6.2: The OR-AND tree created for goal in the game of Tic-Tac-Toe. To keep
the image compact, some branches are omitted. They are created analogically. Each
AND node represents a rule, whereas OR node represents a container of results.
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6.3.4 Recurrence

When dealing with recurrence, an OR-AND tree cannot be created in the standard
way because there would be an infinite loop of OR and AND nodes. The procedure
must include the way to handle the recurrence. Creating a recurrent OR node is
postponed until that node is visited during the run-time usage. Once added to
the tree, the created node is used in a standard way. A new node is added if and
only if the current rule reaches depth of the recurrence which was never reached
before, otherwise there would already be a dynamically added node from previous
calls. This process does not fall into infinite loop as long as the GDL description
is correct. Games are defined in such way, that any recurrence must eventually
reach a termination condition. For an example of a recurrent rule, please refer to
Section 2.3.

6.4 Using OR-AND Trees

6.4.1 The PROVE Method

The usage of OR-AND Trees is to start from a root and traverse recurrently along
the logical dependencies to either find a failure or to reach the atomic facts in case of
a success. Then, atomic data is back-propagated all the way up along the same path
in the tree and the GDL logic (rules, conditions, operators, unification of variables)
is applied. This idea is realized by the PROVE method which determines the truth
value of a query and, if it contains variables, returns all GDL facts satisfying the
query. For an example of a query please consider the question about all legal moves.
In GDL, the question can look as follows: (legal ?player ?move1 ?x ?y). In this
example, we assumed that the normalized arity of the legal relation is 4. It can be
any number, but it is fixed and known for a game - see Section A.3. The idea of the
PROVE operation is depicted in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the PROVE method idea. A GDL query is an input to
the method. The respective OR-AND Tree is used to perform the logical resolution.
The output is a collection of facts which satisfy the given query.

The PROVE method is implemented in AND (as depicted in Algorithm 2) and
OR nodes (Algorithm 3) in a distinct way respectively to the node type. It returns
a truth value (true, false) depending on whether the query related to a node is true
or false. Each node contains a rowset which is populated by facts if and only if the
PROVE method returns true. If the method returns false, the content of the rowset
may be invalid and should not be used. It is not deleted for efficiency reasons since
it will not be used. Leaf OR nodes do not contain the PROVE method, because
data contained in such nodes is available to use without need for a logic resolution.

6.4.2 Storing Results

When the PROVE method is executed in the OR/AND nodes, it computes fully
grounded facts, e.g., (cell a 2 wk). Such facts need to be stored. For this purpose,
we designed a dedicated data structure called a rowset. Essentially, the rowset is
a two-dimensional matrix implemented as a continuous block of memory (a one-
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Algorithm 2 A simplified pseudocode for the PROVE method in AND nodes.
1: function andProve {
2: boolean returnValue = false;
3: Data.Clear();
4: for all condition : getConditions() do
5: if condition.Recurrent == true then
6: if condition.OR not created then
7: CreateOR(condition);
8: end if
9: end if

10: if condition.Prove() == false then
11: return FALSE;
12: else
13: Merge(condition.OR.Data);
14: Filter(Data);
15: end if
16: end for
17: FillConstants(Data);
18: returnValue = (Data.NonEmpty);
19: return returnValue;
20: }

Algorithm 3 A simplified pseudocode for the PROVE method in OR nodes.
1: function orProve {
2: boolean returnValue = false;
3: for all element : children.getElements() do
4: boolean result = element.Prove();
5: if result == true then
6: returnValue = false;
7: if element not firstChild then
8: Data.SumResultsNoDuplicatesFrom(element);
9: end if

10: end if
11: end for
12: if LeafOR exists then
13: Data.SumResultsNoDuplicatesFrom(LeafOR);
14: returnValue = returnValue || Data.Count > 0;
15: end if
16: return returnValue;
17: }
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dimensional table) with a few additional functions and properties. After toying
with various approaches including many sophisticated ones we found a simple linear
representation of the results in a one-dimensional array to be the fastest by means
of time required to complete common operations. Such a representation is very
cache-friendly and takes advantage of the hardware prefetcher. It also allows us to
copy big chunks of memory within one system call.

The columns of a rowset’s matrix denote arguments. Data contained in a single
column defines instantiations of a particular argument. The rows in the matrix
contain fully instantiated facts placed in memory one after another, so the array has
only one dimension. The idea of a rowset is illustrated in Figure 6.4.
Rowset has the following properties explicitly stored:

• Index - the current number of records stored.

• Capacity - the maximum number of storable records without a need of real-
location.

• Stride - offset in bytes between the consecutive records. There is also a
dynamic property Offset = Index*Stride.

Clearing and Allocation of Data

Deleting all rows is as simple as setting the Index value to zero. Deleting the last
rows is as simple as decrementing the value of Index. Deleting a non-last row means
exchanging it with the last one and deleting the new last row.

The array is reallocated during the insertion of a new row, only if the Index value
would exceed Capacity. We define a reallocation scheme by providing consecutive
statically defined possible sizes. The motivation is to avoid many reallocations with
sizes increasing by 1 with each iteration of the algorithm as well as to be able to
preallocate the next sizes in the idle time. We chose sizes commonly found in GDL
games such as magnitudes of 2 or squares of small integer numbers. The maximum
possible capacity is 100000. In practice, such capacity would be used only in ill-
defined games. The capacity stabilizes for each rowset relatively quickly, after a few
tens of simulations. No memory is deallocated until the game ends.

6.4.3 Adding Results

The new elements can just be summed together (by means of sets union), e.g., when
gathering results of the same type from many rules in an OR node. In such a case, all
variables are initialized because the results represent a completely grounded facts.
This operation can be performed in a single system memory copy function. We
will say that a column in a rowset is initialized if it already contains bindings of its
underlying argument computed in the current game state.
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Figure 6.4: Visualization of data in a rowset constructed for a sample rule. The
header part is shown only to illustrate that symbols are stored for particular variables
and arguments. In the presented example, Stride is equal to 12 (6 columns x 2
Bytes); Index is equal to 3 (three elements) and Offset is equal to 36. The multi-
dot after the last rows represents a number of rows equal to Capacity-3 which are
empty, and formally do not exist yet, but the memory is already allocated.

A different problem, and the second way of adding elements, happens inside a
rule in an AND node. Results obtained from subsequent conditions, in the order of
appearance, are merged into the rowset. The way of how the results are merged
depends on three factors which are presented in Table 6.2. We distinguish seven
cases for which a dedicated merge operation is defined. When a merge operation uses
new variables, they become initialized after the operation. Merging is an intelligent
copying mechanism from one rowset (associated to a condition) to another rowset
(associated to a rule). Let us denote the former one by R1 and the latter by R2.

New Merge - uses only variables which were not initialized before. There can be
only one such operation per rule and usually it is the first one unless all the previous
operations did not use any variables stored in R1. The operation is relatively fast,
because it requires only a simple data rewriting.
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Table 6.2: The types of merge operations

New Common Variables
Variables Variables Initialized Before

(by previous operations)
New Merge > 0 = 0 = 0
True Merge > 0 > 0 > 0

Combine Merge > 0 = 0 > 0
Verify Merge = 0 > 0 > 0
Check Merge = 0 = 0 ≥ 0

There are two special cases for negated conditions,
the merge formula is inverted for them:
VerifyNOT Merge = 0 > 0 > 0
CheckNOT Merge = 0 = 0 ≥ 0

True Merge - this operation is more complex than NewMerge because here some
variables are new and some are shared. For each record r1 in R1, a matching set of
records is found in R2. Matching is successful if records have the same instantiations
of the common variables. If the matching set is empty, then r1 is designated to be
deleted. If the matching set contains at least one element, then r1 is completed by
the new variables from r2. If the matching set contains more than one element, r1
is cloned a necessary number of times. Each clone is completed by the subsequent
record from the set.

Combine Merge - this operation is needed when there are already initialized vari-
ables in R1 but the condition uses only the new ones. In such a case, new records
are created as a Cartesian product of the records in R1 and R2. If N is the size
of R1 and M is the size of R2 then the new number of records becomes N ∗M .
Fortunately, GDL descriptions rarely contain constructions which require Combine
Merge. Moreover, thanks to filters which will be discussed later, often either N = 1
or M = 1 which is a trivial case.

Verify Merge - applies when a condition has variables but all of them have already
been initialized. This is a similar but simpler case to True Merge. For each record r1
in R1, if there exists at least one matching row in R2, then the record remains in R1.
Otherwise it is deleted. This method is simpler than the True Merge counterpart
because no data is added and there is no need to determine the complete set of rows
matched in R2.

Check Merge - this operation does not change any rows. It returns true if R2 is
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non-empty and false otherwise.

VerifyNOT - deletes existing rows which would successfully merge with rows from
R2. This is the opposite operation to Verify Merge.

CheckNOT Merge - returns the opposite logic value to Check Merge.

Merge operations are implemented in a few versions to use optimizations where
possible. The four versions are (1) - plain, (2) - with filtering, (3) - with precompu-
tation and (4) - both with precomputation and filtering. The filtering, introduced
in Section 6.5, is de-facto an optimization, because it increases efficiency of the
algorithm, but it is also required for the method to deal with certain recurrent
constructions.

Deleting rows is postponed until the merge operation completes. Firstly, the
whole operation may fail and then there is no need to delete any particular rows.
Secondly, deleting the last row is the most efficient so we want to start from them.
Deleting the last row makes another row the new last, so there is a chance of chaining
last row deletions.

6.4.4 Or Keyword

The or keyword joins together two or more conditions and can be regarded as a
compound condition. This language construct should not be confused with the
OR node in the OR-AND tree. We treat such a compound condition like a fork
in computing. Each forked condition connected by the or keyword represents an
independent resolution path. The path fails, i.e., returns false, when the respective
condition is not satisfied. All paths have to fail in order to make the currently proven
rule fail.

• Each rule starts with the default resolution path.

• When an or keyword is encountered with K conditions, then the main reso-
lution path is associated with the first child condition whereas the remaining
K − 1 paths are created with a local copy of the current rowset. This oper-
ation is quick, because cloning data in a rowset is just a single memory copy
function. The PROVE method enters the FORK ON mode.

• If in FORK ON mode, each path advances with the next condition. After
the condition, the algorithm checks whether some paths can be joined. Two
or more paths can be joined if they have equal sets of initialized variables.

• If all paths are joined to one, then the new path is the main resolution path.

• If all paths return false, then the rule is proven false.
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For clarity, we described this algorithm as if it checked dynamically whether
resolution paths can be joined. In the actual implementation, the fork/join scheme
is precomputed during the creation of the OR-AND trees and executed at runtime
according to the prepared scheme. The only real-time unknowns are results of the
conditions in the current state.

6.5 Filtering

Filters are structures used in the resolution process to vastly limit the number of
intermediate results. They “remember” which variables have already been initialized
by some AND node upper in the tree. We will denote such AND node as the
filtering set and the lower node, which can either be AND or OR as the filtered
set. Whenever a condition somewhere down in the subtree uses one or more variables
which correspond to the already initialized variables (and therefore eventually will
be unified with them), filters are used to reduce the number of intermediate results
as soon as possible. Please consider the following example:

(<= (rule1 ?a ?b)
(someRule1 ?a) ;condition1
(known_a_rule ?a ?b)) ;condition2

As soon as the first condition (someRule1 ?a) is resolved, the variable de-
noted by ?a becomes initialized and could be propagated to the second condition
(known_a_rule ?a ?b) in order to inform it that the set of instantiations available
for ?a is already limited. Suppose that one of the rules for known_a_rule is defined
as follows:

(<= (known_a_rule ?a ?b)
(someRule2 ?b) ;condition1
(another_known_a_rule ?a ?b)) ;condition2

It can be observed that the same logic applies. The instantiations of ?a which
were determined before by someRule1 can be propagated further down to (an-
other_known_a_rule ?a ?b).

To implement this concept, we trace every variable in a similar fashion as we
detect domains of arguments (Section A.3). This time, only such subtrees in the OR-
AND tree which are visited after initialization of the traced variable are analyzed.
Figure 6.5 presents a detected domain and how it is used for filtering.

For each node’s rowset we determine a mapping between the variables initialized
in the local rowset and a rowset somewhere before in the resolution path. The
former will be referred to as current variables and the latter will be called mapped
variables. A new filter is established if and only if some local variables are initialized
for the first time and there is at least one mapped variable for them.
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Figure 6.5: In this example an OR-AND tree is shown with the PROVE method
which has already visited conditions (shown in red). The distinguished ?x variable
is initialized by (does ?player drop ?x) to 3. Then, this binding is used to filter only
such facts for condition (x ?x) in which ?x is equal to 3

.

A described approach can lead to creating many unnecessary filters, because the
same variable can have mapped variables at many levels in the tree. We sort the
filters by size defined by the number of mapped variables. In case of an equal size,
the later created filters are higher in hierarchy. In descending order, we delete filters
which are dominated by any of the previous ones, i.e., of greater size. A filter F1
dominates over filter F2 if it contains all the local variables used by F2. In other
words, there is not a single variable which can be filtered by F2 and not by F1.
For the sake of presentation, let us consider filters using only the mapping of vari-
ables, because the pointer and the distance fields are not relevant to what we want
to show now. Let indices on the left-hand side of the arrow sign (→) denote mapped
variables whereas indices on the right-hand side of the arrow sign denote current
variables. For instance [1]→ [0] means that a variable assigned to the 1st argument
in a filtering set is mapped to a variable with the 0-th index in the filtered set. In
the following example F2 is dominated by F1.

Let F1 = {[1,2,3] -> [0,1,2]}
Let F2 = {[1,2] ->[1,2]}

However, in the next example neither filter is dominated by any other:
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Let F1 = {[0,1] ->[0,1]}
Let F2 = {[0,1] ->[1,2]}
Let F3 = {[0,1] ->[0,2]}

It could be argued that any of two filters combined, e.g. F1 and F2, dominate
over the third one. With our definition, the answer is no. The reason is that a
unique combination of variables may filter out results which would not be filtered
otherwise. Let us assume that the filtering sets of records for F1,F2 and F3 are
defined respectively as:

F1: S1 = (a a)
F2: S2 = (a b)(a c)(a d)
F3: S3 = (a,d)

and the filtered set as:

(a a b)
(a a c)
(a a d)

F1 and F2 do not filter any results but F3 filters two of them leaving only one
record: (a a d). F3 is not dominated by F1 and F2 combined because it operates
on a unique combination of variables.

6.6 Experimental Results

The top priority goal was to decrease time of performing simulations in order to
increase performance of the MCTS search. As reported in [66], the fastest pub-
licly available solutions for GDL use ECLiPSE [21] or YAP Prolog [19]. We do
not claim, that these are the fastest reasoners, in general, because many authors
will choose not to reveal tools to increase their chances in the International Com-
petition. Our approach was tested against the two mentioned Prolog distributions,
which are the most popular ones in GGP, over a representative number of twenty
eight games. Twenty three of those games are two-player ones. The single-player
games are Eight Puzzle and Knight Tour whereas the three-player games are Chi-
nese Checkers, Farmers and Pacman. Some games are played very quickly such as
Tic-Tac-Toe, Bidding Tic-Tac-Toe (due to a small board) or Farmers (due to a 10-
step limit), whereas some may take lots of steps to finish, e.g., Checkers, Pilgrimage
or Othello. An average branching factor can be from just 5 in Tic-Tac-Toe up to
1700 in Farmers. The following games are truly simultaneous: Bidding-Tic-Tac-Toe,
Bomberman, Chinook, Farmers, Fire Sheep, Logistics and Pilgrimage.

The three solutions, i.e., ECLiPSE, YAP and our interpreter, were tested in
terms of how many complete random simulations they can perform in 20 seconds. A
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complete simulation always starts from the initial state and stops in a terminal state,
computing goals for players is included. No game tree is involved in the process. The
time consumed by a simulation may vary due to the randomness, but we observed
that after 20 seconds, the total number is, in general, stable (within the margin of
1%). Nevertheless, we repeated the experiment 30 times and averaged the results.
Each method was executed on the same computer, equipped with the Intel Core
i5 processor and 4GB RAM, using a single thread. The comparison is presented
in Table 6.3. Our custom interpreter clearly outperforms both ECLiPSE and YAP.
In summary, it is the fastest in 23 games (though in Pilgrimage insignificantly)
and slightly slower, by less than 10% in three games (both Pentago variants and
Othello) and moderately slower in Zhadu. The only game in which YAP significantly
dominates is Platform Jumpers. ECLiPSE is faster than YAP in a few games, but
it is not the winner in any game of the comparison.

A secondary goal, which was to have control over the logic resolution scheme,
is naturally fulfilled. The possibilities of introducing game-playing algorithms so
that they can operate on the GDL rules or facts are unlimited due to the OR-AND
trees which cover all the resolution paths. MINI-Player uses heuristics which guide
otherwise random simulations. Without the custom interpreter, it would probably
be impossible to achieve good results of this approach.
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Table 6.3: A comparison of efficiency between ECLiPSe Prolog, YAP Prolog and
our interpreter. All tests were run on the same machine configuration using a single
thread. The numbers in the two rightmost columns denote the factor (in per cent)
of a speed advantage of our interpreter in particular games over ECLiPSE and YAP
Prologs, respectively. A value of 100% denotes equal performance.

The average number of complete random simulations performed in 20 seconds.
Game ECLiPSE YAP Our C/A C/B

Prolog Prolog Solution *100% *100%
(A) (B) C

Bidding Tic-Tac-Toe 10333 9196 48396 468% 526%
Bomberman 13528 6602 77792 575% 1178%
Breakthrough 753 904 1850 246% 205%

Cephalopod Micro 66 54 176 267% 326%
Checkers 183 198 414 226% 209%

Chineese Checkers 1079 1703 9065 840% 532%
Chinook 268 602 4421 1650% 734%
Connect-4 5689 6913 23038 405% 333%

Connect-4 Suicide 5535 6813 22696 410% 333%
Dual Connect-4 3099 5741 16315 526% 284%
Eight Puzzle 5570 3850 18591 334% 483%

Farmers 4914 11430 11974 244% 105%
Farming Quandries 868 1901 13534 1559% 712%

Fire Sheep 176 1614 2353 1337% 146%
Knight Through 1636 1620 4905 300% 303%
Knight Tour 153292 63852 167807 109% 263%
Logistics 2451 3721 24928 1017% 670%

9 Board Tic-Tac-Toe 2011 3366 18024 896% 535%
Othello 9 71 67 744% 94%
Pacman 1143 812 7109 622% 875%
Pentago 950 1571 1439 151% 92%

Pentago Suicide 920 1577 1431 156% 91%
Pilgrimage 316 983 986 312% 100%

Platform Jumpers 11 188 45 409% 24%
Quarto 2979 4465 19337 649% 433%

Sheep and Wolf 1753 991 11643 664% 1175%
Tic-Tac-Toe 51295 28057 109374 213% 390%

Zhadu 238 852 596 250% 70%
Average total 556% 401%

Number of places
1st/2nd/3rd 0 - 9 - 19 5 - 14 - 9 23 - 5 - 0
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6.7 Summary

A flexible and efficient solution for reasoning in GDL was introduced in this chapter.
It achieves a better simulation per second ratio than the two most popular Prolog
packages - ECLiPSE and YAP. It is difficult to tell which aspects of our approach
give an edge over the Prolog implementation for particular games, however, some
general trends can be observed. Our interpreter has an advantage in games with
quick playouts such as Tic-Tac-Toe, Knight Tour, Eight Puzzle or Bomberman. This
may be caused by a cache-friendly usage of memory, so the CPU can virtually load
large parts of the game logic into the cache. We also benefit from the fact that
there are no nested arguments in the system since they are converted to non-nested
ones (nesting to a depth greater than one is not present in GDL). This property
significantly simplifies both storing and handling the arguments because each of
them can be represented by a single number. This, in turn, is one of the reasons
why results of queries can be stored as big chunks of memory.

In order to provide a deeper insight into the reasons of soundness of our approach
we enumerate below some of the Prolog’s inefficiencies (in the GGP context) and
describe the ways our interpreter tackles them:

1. Prolog is optimized to give any result as fast as possible. It accepts a so-called
goal to prove (which is a question to the inference engine) as an input and,
if succeeds, returns the first answer. The answer is a boolean success value:
true or false and, in the case of true, a proposition fulfilling the goal (e.g. the
first legal move for (legal ?player ?move)). Such results are streamed one by
one, because in many cases the complete set of proposition is not required. In
GDL, however, there is no need for such a behavior, because for every relation
a complete set of instantiations is needed for the purpose of simulating a game.
Indeed, we always need all legal moves, goal values, initial and next facts, so
the specialized interpreter, in contrast to Prolog, is optimized for computing
complete sets of results.

2. Prolog operates on variables. It uses the Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) [67]
concept. An abstract machine for the execution of Prolog consists of a mem-
ory architecture and an instruction set. However, mainly due to the fact that
compound (nested) arguments can be mixed with simple ones, each argument
is treated separately and loaded into a memory register for storing its in-
stantiation. We eliminate compound arguments (see Arity Normalization in
Section A.3) so each argument can be represented by a single number. There-
fore, it is easy to calculate the size of each fact in the memory which is equal
to the number of symbols multiplied by the size of a single number represen-
tation:
size(fact) = symbolsCount ∗ sizeof(short) = 2 ∗ symbolsCount[Bytes]
As a consequence we can easily compute the memory footprint of any set of
facts and store it in a continuous block of memory (one-dimensional array).
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3. Prolog uses choice-points and backtracking. There is a reference to nondeter-
minism here, because Prolog operation may have more than one result and
because the results cannot be predicted in a linear analysis. A tree structure
reflects the dependencies among rules, in a general case. Prolog engine resolves
nondeterminism by making an assumption once it finds a non-instantiated vari-
able. This is called a choice-point, i.e. trying a variable binding and pushing
it into a stack. Starting from that choice-point, all the following computations
are made as though the variable was constant until there are no more choice-
points to be made or the resolution ends with a failure, e.g. there exists an
unsatisfied condition. In such a case, all actions since a tentative choice-point
are undone and the next choice-point is made if possible. This process is called
backtracking. It is worth noticing, that a backtracking scheme may result in
checking the same condition multiple-times. We found such behavior vulner-
able to some GDL constructions. The approach we propose is a single-pass
method operating on complete sets of partial results.

4. State update logic in Prolog is slow. The reason is that it is not part of the
language. First, queries corresponding to next relations must be completed
and the results returned to the calling program. Then, an internal database of
previous facts must be cleared and finally updated with the new set of facts.
In our inference engine, the next relations already compute the results into
a proper place in the memory, which is used by conditions corresponding to
dynamic facts.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary and Conclusions

There have been many incremental enhancements to the MCTS algorithm proposed
in the General Game Playing literature. However, most of those which modify the
simulation phase, use only one “strategy” to affect the choice of actions during the
simulation. A novelty of our approach, apart from the new ideas or new realizations
of particular strategies, is having many strategies ready for the player to use and
a learning algorithm for determining which strategy to choose at a time to balance
the exploration/exploitation ratio. Although both the strategies and the selection
mechanism contribute to the player’s quality, both components are relatively inde-
pendent, i.e., in a different domain other strategies and simulation mechanisms can
be used.

To mitigate the problem of a lower simulation count in comparison to a fully
random search, MINI-Player takes advantage of a strategy-friendly GDL interpreter
and parallelization. The interpreter is unquestionably faster than the two most pop-
ular (in GGP) Prolog engines: YAP and ECLiPSE. Moreover, a custom reasoning
mechanism makes the player independent of any third-party modules and gives us
flexibility to inject heuristics into the reasoning mechanism and optimize the whole
connected system to work well together (interpreter-simulations-strategies). In the
parallelization setup, each distributed machine may use an individually chosen set
of heuristics what would make learning the best strategy from the set more robust.
Naturally, the more the options the longer the time required to gather statistics for
all of them. Therefore, parallelization can improve scalability not only of MCTS
but also of the management of strategies.

The proposed GGP agent, MINI-Player, displays a solid performance in a variety
of games. It was tested against CadiaPlayer (version from 2012) in 17 multi-player
games, all but one of which were used during past Competitions. Our player confi-
dently won in ten games while lost in four (Table 3.2). Its average score was 55.61 to
44.39. The agent can also be effectively used to solve puzzles (Tables 4.2 and 4.7). A
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second verification of the playing efficacy was by putting MINI-Player up against an
agent with a 1-ply search window to properly handle immediately winning and los-
ing actions. The score outcome was 95.62 to 4.38 for MINI-Player and a significant
advantage in all games. In fact, in 9 games, our player won 100% of the matches
whereas in 14 games at least 90% of the matches.

Based on the discussed results we conclude that: It is possible to construct
a game-independent agent able to play with a high level of competence
every game of a certain type (multi-player, finite, deterministic and per-
fect information) with assumption that the agent is only given formal
game description by means of logical rules. The high level of competence
is defined as both (1) - achieving a better average score than the refer-
ence player - CadiaPlayer (in the latest publicly available version of the
program from 2012) and (2) - winning at least 90% games with the 99%
confidence against a player which makes random legal moves.

Using a self-adapting portfolio of strategies contributes positively to the efficacy
of the GGP agent. When tested against a baseline version (stripped of the strate-
gies), it won significantly in 10 games, tied in 6, and lost in one game only. The
average score computed in the experiment (Table 3.3) is also in favor of the proposed
approach: 58.31 to 41.69. Our baseline implementation of the MCTS/UCT player
scored 47.12 vs. 52.88 against CadiaPlayer, and 6 − 3 − 8 (wins-draws-losses) in
games. MINI-Player, with the self-adapting strategies, improved the scores to 55.61
vs. 44.39 and games to 10−3−4. This test positively verifies the hypothesis stating
that:

In the GGP environment, it is possible to improve a universal MCT-
S/UCT based player which uses random search by adding a portfolio of
strategies (policies) and an effective mechanism of selecting a suitable
policy to guide the search process.

Moreover, we showed that a simulation-based GGP agent which uses a single simu-
lation strategy, even if it is highly suitable for a game, is a weaker player, in average,
than the same agent equipped with all the proposed strategies (Please see the Ta-
ble 3.6). The latter had a significant advantage in 6 games, performed equally well
in 7 games and lost in 4 games. The average score of 53.53 to 46.47 was in favor of
the multi-heuristic player as well. This shows that even with the MCTS and UCT
algorithms, which are characterized by learning-by-simulation, the player is prone
to worse performance when given too focused heuristic bias in the simulation phase.
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7.2 Other Domains of Applicability

We attempt to formulate a few conditions which identify a typical scenario where
the proposed approach, i.e. MCTS plus UCT plus simulation strategies, is worth
using for problem solving. Although both the strategies and the selection mechanism
contribute to the overall quality, these components are relatively independent, i.e.,
in a different domain other strategies and simulation mechanisms can be used.

• The problem is complex enough.
If the problem-space can be searched entirely, then there is no benefit from
intelligent action ordering (coming from UCT) or an informed search bias
(coming from strategies).

• Solving the problem means taking a sequence of actions.
The number of possible actions must be finite. The output of the UCT formula
is the action to choose, so the problem must be represented as a sequence of
actions.

• Simulations can be performed efficiently.
While the simulation efficiency is a relative measure, it must be high enough
to gather meaningful statistics about the actions. Whether statistics are confi-
dent depends on a particular problem (and its complexity). In games, usually
at least few thousands of simulations per each decision step (action) are re-
quired for a relatively confident choice.

• The outcome depends on external factors.
The effect of external factors can be evaluated statistically during simulations.
The external factors mean non-determinism or involvement of other agents -
either machines or humans. This is required for the statistically-based confi-
dence algorithm such as UCT to be useful.

• The problem is known enough that strategies of making actions can
be proposed.
This is a requirement for using strategies which can guide simulations. Intro-
ducing knowledge into a problem is likely to lead to better and/or more quickly
obtained solutions. Any heuristic known for a problem can be used as a strat-
egy. This way of using knowledge is less invasive i.e. even if it is inaccurate,
the MCTS algorithm will recognize it given enough number of simulations.

The MCTS algorithm is naturally used in games, for instance in Go [5], Ari-
maa [4] and Havannah [68]. It can also be employed as a planning algorithm [69].
We have successfully applied the approach to Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem
(CVRP) [70] with Traffic Jams (CVRPwTJ). The CVRP lies at the cross-section of
Travelling Salesman Problem and Discrete Knapsack Problem. There are N cities
which have to be visited (serviced) and delivered an individually defined quantity
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of goods. There is one type of goods measured in discrete units. Deliveries cannot
be split into smaller ones and delivered in any other fashion than by one truck at
once. There is usually the maximum number of trucks defined. The vehicles start
in a predefined depot and have a fixed capacity. The goal of CVRP is to complete
all deliveries while minimizing the total length of the created routes and return to
the depot with each vehicle. The addition of traffic as in CVRPwTJ makes the for-
merly static problem dynamic and stochastic. The length of an edge is no longer an
Euclidean distance between two cities but can be affected by a jam what effectively
increases the length by multiplying the distance by a random factor. The jam is in
effect for a random number of steps. The parameters of randomness are defined by
given probabilistic distributions.

Our approach to solve this problem was to use the existing heuristic methods for
the static version (CVRP) only to generate an initial solution. The solution, i.e., a
set of routes is represented by a set of game trees, where each tree corresponds to one
route. The MCTS/UCT algorithm was employed to simulate possible modification
of the solution with respect to the current traffic situation. Various strategies such as
route inversion or greedy reordering (to choose the shortest unjammed route first)
were proposed as sensible reactions to the jams. The strategies are mainly local
optimizations and operate on no more than two routes at once.

The MCTS/UCT solution was evaluated on 18 benchmarks against two heuristic
methods: an ant colony optimization and a genetic algorithm. The results were very
promising. The genetic algorithm was constructed in a similar way, i.e., the possible
mutations were equivalent to the MCTS strategies and the computational budget
was ensured to be fair for all the methods.

The UCT algorithm is a powerful tool for problems with an inherent uncertainty
which can be simulated on a tree. It became a viable choice for the CVRP when a
dynamic stochastic element was added. In this problem, the simulation strategies
make the algorithm behave less like a brute-force, by allowing only certain modifica-
tions of routes in a domain-dependent way. A significant advantage of this approach
is that various plausible possibilities are tested under various traffic and the final
choice of which action to choose is made based on statistics gathered by lots of
simulations.

7.3 Future Work in GGP

There are still many open questions and ways to improve General Game Players.
One aspect which has barely been touched is opponent modeling, which is often
crucial in game-specific approaches [71]. Currently, GGP agents mostly simulate
the opponents using the same principle as themselves (UCT) regardless of how they
play even if there could be possibility of exploiting a certain behavior.

Creating universal players requires universal methods, so a natural choice may be
one of the state-of-the-art Computational Intelligence algorithms such as artificial
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neural networks or memetic algorithms. Applying them to GGP is a plan for the
future, but the main reason which inhibits this plan is inefficiency of dealing with
GDL. The CI methods usually require lots of training data, which is generated
too slowly in GGP. A promising solution can be translation of a game description,
written in GDL, to an equivalent but more efficient representation.

The proposed strategy-driven player could be also improved in many ways. For
instance:

• By adding more strategies. In particular, we find a lot of potential in dynamic
analysis of the GDL rules, searching for patterns and dependencies. Strategies
could be created on the fly based on the results of such an analysis.

• By using the best evaluated strategy to select the move to play (in the game),
not only during the simulations.

• By detecting characteristic phases of games, e.g., early-, mid- and end-game.
Then, in each phase, an independent strategy selection could be performed.

• By using individually determined sets of strategies on each remote node in the
parallelized setup to reduce the risk of all trees being too similar.
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Appendix A

GDL Interpreter Preprocessing

This appendix is an extension to Chapter 6 and presents a technical description
of the initial (preprocessing) steps applied to a GDL game description. The pre-
processing starts with the tokenization and conversion of string literals to numbers
(Section A.1). In the next step, rules are simplified to a standardized form (Sec-
tion A.2). Section A.3 treats about the flattening of a GDL description, i.e., remov-
ing nested arguments. During this process, the arity of each relation is normalized.
Finally, the last section in this appendix is devoted to the customization of rules for
each condition to resolve any static logical constraints and save time in the run-time
usage.

A.1 Tokenization

The very first step is to transform a plain GDL text into hierarchy of tokens. A
token is a word, i.e., a continuous text without any white characters, with additional
metadata. The metadata is composed of a token type (based on the text and a
context), an optional parent and any number of children tokens. The parent-child
relation is determined based on two principles. The first one is that an opening
bracket steps one level deeper in the hierarchy, whereas a closing bracket climbs
back. The second principle is more GDL-oriented - if there is more than one symbol
inside a pair of corresponding brackets e.g. (cell a 2 5 ) then the token for the first
symbol equal to “cell” becomes a parent for the rest of the tokens: “a”, “2” and “5”.

During the classification of the token types, we can already detect certain prop-
erties of the game. Root tokes are tokens which are at the top of the hierarchy i.e.
they have no parents. They can be one of the four following types:

• role

• init

• <=
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• any other text (which must be a constant fact)

The other types of tokens (non-root) are the following:

• Relation (rule, fact) name

• Variable

• Constant

• or

• not

• does

• distinct

Every symbol is at its first occurrence converted to a 2-Byte number (short
data type). Operations performed on integer numbers are much faster and cache-
friendly when compared to strings. Moreover, the latter can be of any length which
makes the memory footprint bigger and unpredictable. We tested 1-Byte and 4-Byte
representations as well to the 2-Byte one. Using one byte is not acceptable, because it
limits the number of unique symbols which can be stored to 255, which is not enough
for many games such as Chess or Farmers. The modern processors are optimized for
32-bit (4-Byte) or 64-bit (8-Byte) operations, depending on the architecture, but in
this case the memory used by our interpreter is essentially doubled or quadrupled.
Most of the memory is used to store computed facts - the results of computation
which are tuples of symbols. In consequence, the interpretation was significantly
slower than when using 16-bit numbers for encoding symbols. This data type allows
to store 65535 unique symbols which is more than enough for all the games we
know. We keep a singleton symbol-number-symbol dictionary. The numbers need
to be converted back to strings for the purpose of communicating with the Game
Manager and for human-readable logging/debugging.

A.2 Simplification

Simplification of the GDL descriptions performs various transformations which make
sure that rules are encoded in a uniform way:

• Multiple nested or clauses e.g. or(or(...)) are reduced to one, because they
are superfluous.

• Multiple nested not clauses e.g. not(not(...)) are reduced so that in the end
there is only one or none negations depending whether the number of negations
was initially odd or even.
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• Not(distinct(p,q)) conditions are instantly applied because they are equivalent
to stating that p must be equal to q. If both arguments are symbols, then
the whole condition must be a tautology or a contradiction. If at least one
argument is variable, then this variable can be replaced by text of the other
argument to enforce the equality p = q.

• Negation of alternative is changed into conjunction of negations, i.e., not(or(P1,
P2)) becomes not(P1), not(P2). The interpreter is designed to work with the
latter form only.

A.3 Arity Normalization

In GDL, each relation, i.e., a family of facts and rules identified by a common name,
has a constant arity. For example (cell a 2 wk) is a 3-ary relation with the name
cell. However, compound arguments are possible. Both of the following facts have
the arity equal to 3, because the (white king) in the second case is counted as one,
compound, argument:

a) (cell a 2 wk)
b) (cell a 2 (white king))

Compound arguments are difficult to handle, because although facts of a certain
family have the same arity, the number of actual symbols required to define them
can vary. The second fact (case b) uses one symbol more and, therefore, requires
2-Bytes more to store.

In short, the arity normalization procedure finds the maximal number of symbols
required to store a fact for a certain relation and expands all shorter facts to the
maximum arity. Compound arguments are removed which allows us to use memory-
predicable structures such as arrays to store symbols. The whole process can be
divided into two problems: creating domains of arguments and simplification of
arguments.

A.3.1 Creating Domains

We can express an argument of a relation as a pair: name of the relation and
index of that argument, e.g., legal[1] which means the first argument of the legal
relation. On a side note, because it is a predefined relation, we know that this
argument represents a player. We define a domain as a set of arguments which are
functionally connected with themselves. Two arguments are functionally connected
due to one of more of the following conditions:

1. There exists at least one rule in which the arguments are expressed by the
same variable name.
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2. The corresponding arguments of does and legal relations are connected. For
instance, legal[1] is connected with does[1].

3. By transitivity, if A and B are connected and B and C are connected, then A
and C are connected, where A,B and C are arguments.

To create domains, we iterate over each argument present in rule headers and con-
ditions. We assign it to a domain e.g. legal[1]. If the rule uses shared variable
names, then their assigned domains are joint together into one domain. In the fol-
lowing example, the result is one domain which consists of step[0], successor[0] and
successor[1].

(<= (next (step ?y))
(true (step ?x))
(successor ?x ?y))

For each domain, we store the maximal arity of arguments added to a domain. If two
or more domains are joint together, then the new arity is updated to the greatest
one. Simple (not compound) arguments, with arity of one, are by far the most
common in games descriptions. Therefore, most domains have also arity equal to
one.

A.3.2 Simplification of Arguments

We iterate over all arguments belonging to domains with arity greater than one to
simplify them. We perform actions based on the argument type, arity (K) and the
domain arity (N).
Case 1: (K = N)
Nothing needs to be performed.
Case 2: (K < N and (K > 1 or the argument is a constant))
The argument is complemented by adding N −K predefined empty symbols which
are converted to a reserved number representation of -1. Please recall, that other
symbols are represented by non-negative numbers. Variables among the original K
symbols used to represent the argument before, will retain their unification possi-
bilities within the rule.
Case 3: (K < N and K = 1 and the argument is a variable)
The variable in a scope of the rule is split into N variables. The new variables are
generated with unique names not to collide with the existing ones. For example, in
the case of N = 4, ?action can be split into ?action1 ?action2 ?action3 ?action4.

Once the simplification of all arguments is completed and there are still com-
pound arguments left, the whole process is repeated from the detection of domains.
That would mean the description contained arguments nested more than once such
as (cell a 2 (white (fast pawn))). This step is required for the formal correctness
but we have not encountered any GDL description featuring arguments nested at
more than one level.
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A.4 Customization of Rules for Conditions

GDL conditions can be either generic or contain constraints in their definitions. A
generic, unconstrained condition contains only variables with unique names, e.g.,
(cell ?x ?y ?piece). Constrained conditions contain either a duplicated variable
name or constants. When changing (cell ?x ?y ?piece) into (cell ?x ?x pawn) we can
represent the imposed constraints as (?y = ?x) and (?piece = pawn).

When a rule is customized for a condition, all the constraints are transferred
onto the rule’s header. If a variable is changed this way, all occurrences are changed
accordingly in the scope of the rule. This may lead to creation of new conditions.
If a condition with unique definition is created (we use a robust dictionary imple-
mentation for that), it is added to the collection of conditions which will be used in
the next iteration of the customization algorithm.

If a substitution of an argument leads to contradiction, then the rule is removed
from the set of rules available for the condition. Such rule would always be false
for that particular condition and is not needed to determine the truth value of the
condition.

For examples of contradictions please consider a condition (cell ?x ?x pawn) and
a rule’s header <= (cell 2 3 ?pawn) or <= (cell ?x ?y king). The first header does
not hold the requirement of the first two arguments being equal, whereas the second
one uses a conflicting symbol as the third argument (pawn conflicts with king). We
also analyze whether any distinct conditions are changed after a substitution of
variables during the customization. If after the change, a distinct condition uses
two constants then its logical value can be determined right away. Therefore, either
condition is removed (always true) or the whole rule is removed (always false). A
rule is also removed if it contains a distinct condition with two variables of the same
name after the substitution (always false).
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Appendix B

GDL Interpreter Optional
Optimizations

This appendix is an extension to Chapter 6 and presents five optional optimizations
of the GDL interpreter. All of them are aimed at speeding up the resolution pro-
cess. In addition, the Recurrent Nodes Tabling optimization significantly reduces
memory required by the method. The enhancements are related to precomputing
facts in RowSets (Section B.1), removal of filters which are detected as ineffective
(Section B.2), optimizing the order of checking facts during filtering (Section B.3),
tabling and reusing recurrent nodes (Section B.4) and reusing results which have
already been computed in the current state (Section B.5). The last section of this
appendix contains empirical results and a short discussion.

B.1 RowSet Precomputation

Precomputation is a process of calculating certain properties of data stored in a
rowset to speed up its further usage. Since precomputation takes some time, it is
beneficial only when data rarely changes but is frequently accessed. Precomputing
is performed only in rowsets created for constant and state facts. In the former case
(constant facts), it needs to be done only once, whereas in the latter, it is performed
once per simulation step during the state update. Speaking in terms of data struc-
tures vocabulary, the construction complexity is increased as a cost of lowering the
usage (access) complexity. The same principles lead to the inventions of hashmaps,
dictionaries, TRIEs, heap, sorted collections etc. Initially, we were experimenting
with a complete hashing of the stored records, but eventually a relatively simple
method appeared to be the fastest.

For each column in a rowset and each symbol represented by a value, indices of
the first and the last records containing the symbol in that particular column are
stored. The indices are denoted bymin andmax respectively. If there are no records
with a particular symbol in that column then max must be lesser than min. The
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entire data structure, attached to a rowset, is implemented as two one-dimensional
arrays, A1 and A2, for the first and the last indices respectively. Therefore the
logic of updating indices is quite simple:

• At the beginning, when there is no data, A2 is filled with negative numbers, so
any positive min number will be greater than max what is equivalent to “no
records” as previously defined. The negative number chosen is −MAX_INT
with FFFFFFFF representation in hexadecimal notation. Therefore, clear-
ing the whole array is realized by setting all bits to one.

• Whenever a record is added and max < 0: update min to the record’s index.

• Whenever a record is added, update max to the record’s index.

A1 and A2 arrays are used whenever facts in a rowset have to be matched with
another fact or with a GDL query. Suppose that there is a fact with a number
representation of f = [2, 5, 7]. To find a fact in a rowset R, which has to be matched
on all three columns would normally require an O(n) operation, where n is the
number of facts in R. However, due to the precomputation data, the search space
can be trimmed:

startIndex = maxi=0,...,2(A1[f [i]])

stopIndex = mixi=0,...,2(A2[f [i]])

The search is started with the maximum among the first indices of rows which
contain 2, 5, and 7, respectively. The search is stopped with the minimum among
the last indices of rows which contain 2, 5, and 7. This enhancement works wonders
for facts with unique or close to unique domains such as successor relations, for
example:

(succ 1 0)
(succ 2 1)
(succ 3 2)
...
(succ 300 299)

In such a case, the complexity of search is essentially reduced from O(n) to O(1) and
given that conditions operating on successor relations are common, the performance
increase is significant.

B.2 Removal of Unused Filters

Filters are established in the preprocessing phase when the OR-AND trees are cre-
ated, but whether a filter is worthwhile using depends on the run-time data. Some
filters are ineffective i.e. they will never filter out any record because the source
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(filtering) rowsets will always contain records which satisfy the required constraints.
In general, it is impossible to check which filters are useful during a static analysis
of the rules. Therefore, the performance of each filter is monitored online. When
a filter is used for a data rewriting operation (simple union or merge operation) its
visits counter is increased. It is checked whether a filter successfully filters out at
least one result, i.e., the size of the filtered rowset without applying the filter would
be greater by at least 1. After 200 visits, which is a big enough number chosen
experimentally, those filers which have never filtered out any record, are removed.
This way, many unnecessary computations are avoided. Please note, that without
hashing, a filtering operation is O(n) where n is the size of the source rowset.

B.3 Filtering Order

This is a relatively simple enhancement applied to filtering without hashing. A
filter, to pass a record in a filtered set, has to find a matching record in the filtering
set. After this operation, the index of the matching record is stored. In the next
visit to the filter, it starts searching from the remembered index instead of from the
beginning. The search then goes in both directions from the index (index-1 and
index+1 ) until all elements are searched or a matching row is found. The search
space is wrapped, so the index = −1 is the last element. The motivation is that
the row which previously satisfied the constraints is likely to be in the same place
and satisfy the constraints again. Often, there are repetitive patterns inside the
calculations.

B.4 Recurrent Nodes Tabling

Unlimited creation of recurrent nodes brings a risk of consuming all the available
memory. For instance, in Othello there were out of memory exceptions thrown.
The reason for this unwanted behavior is that there are many recurrent paths in
the tree which, although similar, have unique OR nodes created and the tree grows
exponentially. The solution is to reuse some recurrent OR nodes which have exactly
the same structure as a new node which would be created. Two OR nodes have the
same structure if they are created for the same GDL condition and have the same
filtering structure assigned. Two filters have the same structure if they have equal
mapping of variables and distance to the filtering rowset. The concrete rowsets may
be of different instances as long as the distance is preserved. This was the reason
to store a distance value in a filter. When the PROVE method would create a new
recurrent OR node, it first checks whether an equivalent node, which is currently
unused, can be reused. Before a recurrent OR node is used, regardless of when it was
created, all filters attached to its rowset are corrected in such a way that the source
points to an AND’s node rowset within the stored distance up in the tree. The
same correction is recurrently applied for all of the node’s children. The recurrence
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tabling enhancement greatly reduces memory consumption. For instance, in Othello
it is by a factor of 40.

B.5 Reusing Results

If an OR node computes unfiltered results, i.e. there were no filters created for the
node, then the results can be accessed globally in the current game step. If another
OR node would compute the same results it just reuses them. Similarly, if an OR
node would compute a subset of the stored results, then it can just filter out the
necessary results from the global OR node. For example, (legal xplayer ?moves) is a
subset of (legal ?player ?moves). Every possible reuse of an OR node is determined
in the preprocessing step. At run-time the algorithm only checks if the potential
results to be reused were actually computed in the current state. When a game
state is changed then all globally visible results are invalidated.

B.6 Optional Optimizations Tests

To justify the usage of particular optional optimizations, we performed experiments
measuring the relative gain in execution speed when an optimization is enabled.
Such a comparison may give insights to anyone considering implementation of their
own reasoning mechanism whether it is worth programming a certain enhancement.
Only such optimizations are included without which the method would still work.
Recurrent Nodes Tabling is excluded because there are not many games for which
it is required. Table B.1 shows the results measured in the same way as comparison
between the interpreters, i.e., 20 seconds of simulation time and 30 repetitions. A
value of 0% means no benefits from a particular optimization. In summary, ordering
of indices in filters is a small-impact optimization (significantly exposed only in
Othello and Platform Jumpers) but there are no games, where it has detrimental
effect. Removal of unused filters after 200 visits results in a 40% gain in such
games as Checkers, Chinese Checkers, Chinook and Farmers. In two games, Pentago
and Pentago Suicide, it has a negative effect so there have to be filters which are
ineffective during the first 200 visits, but later on they would become active and
useful. Precomputation of constant and dynamic facts has huge impact of orders of
magnitude in Breakthrough, Farmers, Knight Through, Othello, Pacman or Zhadu.
Reusing results is, on average, the second best optimization proposed.
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Table B.1: Relative efficiency of various optimizations measured in % of the overall
speed-up when an optimization is applied. Gains of at least 10% are marked in bold.

Game Ordering Removal of Precomputation Reusing
filters Unused filters of rowsets results

Bidding Tic-Tac-Toe 2% 2% 1% 67%
Bomberman 4% 3% 24% 11%
Breakthrough 3% 24% 1693% 3%

Cephalopod Micro 8% 21% -3% 18%
Checkers 9% 42% 80% 76%

Chinese Checkers 0% 40% 17% 0%
Chinook 3% 41% 0% 9%
Connect-4 2% 3% 19% 3%

Connect-4 Suicide 4% 0% 19% 3%
Dual Connect-4 1% 10% 10% 29%
Eight Puzzle 0% 0% 0% 0%

Farmers 0% 41% 824% 21%
Farming Quandries 6% 20% 5% 9%

Fire Sheep 0% 9% 5% 209%
Knight Through 3% 34% 814% 3%
Knight Tour 5% 32% 13% 0%
Logistics 0% 17% 62% 0%

Nine Board Tic-Tac-Toe 9% 3% 9% 1%
Othello 19% 5% 197% 24%
Pacman 9% 2% 6912% 1%
Pentago 4% -14% 0% 2%

Pentago Suicide 4% -13% 0% 1%
Pilgrimage 0% 0% 15% 2%

Platform Jumpers 20% 7% 53% 50%
Quarto 1% 7% 2% 46%

Sheep and Wolf 2% 6% 5% 1%
Tic-Tac-Toe 1% 0% 0% 0%

Zhadu 1 % 7% 182% 155%
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Appendix C

Usage of Strategies

In this Appendix, statistics of how often certain strategy was chosen in simulations
are presented for 17 games. Samples were taken and averaged from matches played
between MINI-Player and MINI-1S introduced in Section 3.5.2. In all charts,
the X axis denotes normalized game progress, i.e. current game step divided by the
length of the match in steps converted to percentage. The Y axis denotes portion
of simulations, also converted to percentage, assigned to strategies. For instance,
point (20, 30) means that when 20% of the game elapsed, strategy corresponding to
the point had performed 30% of simulations until that moment.

Figure C.1: Usage in Alquerque.
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Figure C.2: Usage in Breakthrough.

Figure C.3: Usage in Cephalopod Micro.
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Figure C.4: Usage in Checkers.

Figure C.5: Usage in Chinese Checkers.
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Figure C.6: Usage in Chinook.

Figure C.7: Usage in Connect Four.
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Figure C.8: Usage in Connect Four Suicide.

Figure C.9: Usage in Farmers.
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Figure C.10: Usage in Farming Quandries.

Figure C.11: Usage in Free For All.
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Figure C.12: Usage in Hex.

Figure C.13: Usage in Nine Board Tic-Tac-Toe.
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Figure C.14: Usage in Othello.

Figure C.15: Usage in Pacman.
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Figure C.16: Usage in Pentago.

Figure C.17: Usage in Pilgrimage.
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The analysis of results presented in the pictures reveals a couple of patterns.
The most frequent one is that there clearly exists a single best strategy for many
games, i.e., Approximate Goal Evaluation (Connect Four, Hex, Nine Board Tic-
Tac-Toe, Pentago), History Heuristic (Breakthrough, Cephalopod Micro, Chinese
Checkers, Connect Four Suicide) and Exploration (Farming Quandries, Pilgrimage).
In Alquerque, the AGE strategy becomes clearly the best only from around 50% of
the game progress.

In Pacman, HH starts as the preferred strategy, but in around 55% of the
progress, SSC becomes the leader. In Checkers, two strategies (SSC and Score)
compete against each other for the best one for almost the entire length with Score
getting advantage in the end. In Chinook, Mobility and SSC are both very strong
with the former being slighly above. In Free for All 2P, Mobility and Exploration are
winners in the first half of the game whereas SSC and Score become the best in the
second one. Often, the evaluation of SSC and Score appears to be correlated which
is justified by the fact that the strategies may sometimes strive for a similar goal.
In Farmers, the evaluation of strategies changes very dynamically: HH starts as the
best one (slightly over Mobility), then Mobility is the top one for a long time and,
finally, the evaluation of AGE drastically improves in the late phase granting it the
first place. Farmers may be a suitable game for further analysis. It is very unique
in a sense that there is no board and its branching factor is the highest of all tested
games. Othello is another example for a rapidly changing evaluation of strategies.
The best strategy changes in the following way: Mobility, SSC, AGE, SSC, Mobility,
SSC. We believe that the result is caused by the game inherent dynamism paired
with a relatively low number of simulations (a higher variance of the average score).

It is interesting that in five games, i.e., Cephalopod Micro, Checkers, Chinook,
Connect Four and Pacman, the initially highest evaluated strategy quickly stops
being the best, before even 20% of the game progress elapses. In overall, each
strategy is the best for some game in at least once time-step, which justifies that all
of them are relevant.
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